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Westinghouse Energy Systems Ba 355

Electric Corporation Pittsburg1 PerinsyNania 15230-0355

NSD-NRC-97-5148
DCP/NRC0882
Docket No.: STN-52-003

i

! / May 21,1997-

i

| Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

: Washington, DC 20555
i

f ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY
i !
j SUBJECT: INFORMAL CORRESPONDENCE
:

| Dear Mr. Quay:

|

Please find enclosed a formal transmittal of correspondence we have previously sent to you informally.
This informal correspondence was sent over the period May 8,1997 through May 14, 1997.

Attachment I provides the index of the attached material as you have requested.

On #%
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml

Attachment
Enclosure

cc: N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment, Enclosure)
M. M. Slosson, NRC (w/o Enclosure)
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Attachment I to Westinghouse Letter DCP/NRC0882

DATE ADDRESSEE DESCRIPTION

5/12/97 Huffman Markup of TS 3.7.6 based on 5/9 telecon.

5/14/97 Huffman Markup of SSAR chapter 18 addressing J. Wilson's concerns
from telecon.

5/13/97 Sebrosky Fax of additional page to letter of 5/9/97 on initial test
program. )

5/9/97 Scaletti information related to open item 750. Originally submitted
4/15/97. Request NRC review material and provide definitive
action or provide direction to change NRC status to " Action N"
or " closed" 1

5/14/97 Huffman Information related to open item 2277 concerning LTOP valve
sticking open.

5/13/97 Scaletti information related to open item 4117. Originally submitted
2/21/97. Request NRC review material and provide definitive |
action or provide direction to change NRC status to " Action N"
or " closed"

5/13/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 4118. Originally submitted
2/21/97. Request NRC review material and provide definitive
action or provide direction to change NRC status to " Action N" !

or " closed" )
5/13/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 4119. Originally submitted

2/21/97. Request NRC review material and provide definitive I

action or provide direction to change NRC status to " Action N"
or " closed" 1

5/13/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 4121. Originally submitted in
letter 2/21/97. Request NRC review material and provide j
definitive action or provide direction to change NRC status to '

" Action N" or " closed". ]

5/8/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 628. Originally submitted in
letter 3/26/97. Request NRC review material and provide i

definitive action or provide direction to change NRC status to
" Action N" or " closed".

5/8/97 Scaletti information related to open item 649. Originally submitted in
letter 3/26/97 and included in SSAR revision 12. Request 1

NRC review material and provide definitive action or provide (
direction to change NRC status to " Action N" or " closed" )
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5/8/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 662. Originally submitted in
letter 3/26/97 and included in SSAR revision 12. Request
NRC review material and provide definitive action or provide
direction to change NRC status to " Action N" or " closed"

5/8/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 664. Originally submitted in
letters 3/18/97 and 3/26/97 and included in PRA revision 9.
Request NRC review material and provide de6nitive action or
provide direction to change NRC status to " Action N" or
" closed".

5/9/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 5032. Originally submitted in
letter 4/15/97. Request NRC review material and provide
definitive action or provide direction to change NRC status to
" Action N" or " closed".

5/9/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 5030. Originally submitted in
letter 4/15/97. Request NRC review material and provide
definitive action or provide direction to change NRC status to
" Action N" or " closed"

5/9/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 5028. Originally submitted in
letter 4/15/97. Request NRC review material and provide
definitive action or provide direction to change NRC status to
" Action N" or " closed"

5/9/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 766. Originally submitted in
J letter 4/15/97. Request NRC review material and provide

definitive action or provide direction to change NRC status to
" Action N" or " closed"

5/8/97 Scaletti information related to open item 5031. Originally submitted in
letter 4/15/97 and revision 12 of the SSAR. Request NRC
review material and provide definitive action or provide
direction to change NRC status to " Action N" or " closed"

5/9/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 668. Originally submitted in
letter 5/2/97. Request NRC review material and provide
definitive action or provide direction to change NRC status to
" Action N" or " closed".

5/8/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 1885. Originally submitted in
letter 3/26/97 and revision 12 of the SSAR. Request NRC
review material and provide definitive action or provide
direction to change NRC status to " Action N" or " closed"

5/13/97 Jackson
'

OITS status.

5/9/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 820. Originally in SSAR
revision 12.

5/12/97 Jackson Information related to open item 363. References open item
358 which was answered by letter of 4/25/97. Awaiting your
decision to change NRC status.
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5/12/97 Jackson SSAR markup to resolve open item 3967. Same as item 11-5.2
from 11/5/96 phone call. Will go into SSAR revision 13
unless we hear otherwise.

5/12/97 Scaletti information related to open item 2271. Originally submitted in
letter of 8/13/96 and revision 10 of the SSAR (12/20/96).
Request NRC review material and provide definitive action or

'

provide direction to change NRC status to " Action N" or
.

'
" closed"

5/12/97 Scaletti Information related to open item 1792. Originally submitted in
letters of 8/13/9610/23/96 and revision 11 of the SSAR
(2/28/96). Request NRC review material and provide definitive
action or provide direction to change NRC status to " Action N"
or " closed".
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i Nydes, Robin K.
_______.- - -._ . . . .

1 From: Nydes, Robin K.
: Sent: Monday, May 12,1997 2:20 PM

To: Lovato, Janet M. .
Cc: Suggs, Charles W.: McDermott, Daniel J.; Wills, Mark E.; McIntyre, Brian A; Nydes, Robin K..

; Subject: TS 3.7.6 Letter for Typing Please
:

i

Janet - Please put degree signs in.

To: DCD

cc: Bill Huffman (NRC)
Janek Raval(NRC)
Harold Walker (NRC)
Angela Chu (NRC) -
Nick Liparulo

]
bec: Robin Nydes

Chip Suggs
Dan McDermott
Mark Wills
+ "std" dist

Subject Advance Copy of Revised AP600 Technical Specification 3.7.6 I

Reference: 1. NSD-NRC 97-5029 (DCP/NRC0776)," Response to Some of the Technical Specification l
Comments from NRC Letter of 12/24/96", dated 3/27/97.

Attached is a markup of AP600 Technical Specification 3.7.6, Main Control Room Habitability System. These |
changes resolve comments discussed during a 5/9/97 telecon involving Messrs. Huffman, Raval, and Walker of |

the NRC and Messrs. Suggs, Wills, and McDermott and Ms. Nydes of Westinghouse. During this telecon, we
discussed the Reference 1 NRC comment and Westinghouse response for item 31, as well as a markup provided
by the NRC via fax on 5/8/97.

The changes are described as follows.
;

1) To address the NRC concem regarding LCO 3.7.6 applicability in MODE 4 and the REQUIRED ACTIONS (D.2
and F.2) leading to MODE 4, a markup of the LCO and BASES is attached. The action for D.2 is now to go to !
MODE 5 while the action for F.2 is to restore one VES train to OPERABLE status. Westinghouse believes this
resolves the MODE 4 applicability /endstate issue for LCO 3.7.6is4emmeve

2) The main control room (MCR) air temperature for SR 3.7.6.1, and in the BACKGROUND section, is corrected
to 78 (degree sign) F (from 80 xF).

3) The APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS discussion of the safety, pine radioactivity.nals which actuate the MCR habitabilitysystem (VES) has been clanfled to include %; ;g pa ulate ori

4) The BASES for SR 3.7.6.2 has been revised td' include the compressed air storage tank pressure range from
the LCO.

5) The BASES for SR 3.7.6.9, regarding the VES air delivery train test has been revised extensively to include a
pressure and flow rate, as well as a more detailed discussion regarding the duration of the test. SECY-95-132
was added as a reference for this revision.

A markup of SSAR page 3.9-168 Note 8 is also included to incorporate the possure and flow rate of SR 3.7.6.9.

Item 5250 was added to the Open item Tracking System (OITS) to track completion of Technical Specification
3.7.6. While this submittal completes the Action -W portions of OITS item 5250, two actions remain:

g. NRC to confirm acceptance of MODE APPLICABILITY for LCO 3.7.6.

h. NRC to determine acceptability of the damper surveillance frequencies SRs 3.7.6.5 and 3.7.6.7.
Page 1
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In addition, although not a Technical Specification issue, dunng the telecon, Westinghouse (Mark Wills) took an
action to determine the status of developin the sampling program which willinclude air storage tank air quakty
testing. This action has been logged as 01 S item 5251

Given NRC concurrence with the attached markups by 5/15/97, these changes can ce incorporated into SSAR;

Revision 13 at the end of May. To meet the schedular objectives of SECY-97-051 'or Westinghouse to provide
the NRC with the final SSAR, which includes the AP600 Technical Specifications in Section 16.1, by 5/30/97, the
NRC is requested to provide:

| 1) concurrence with (or comments on) the attached markups,
2) completion of NRC action for OITS item 5250 parts g and h, and
3) an NRC status revision for an OITS update of 5250.

( Please contact Robin K. Nydes at (412)374-4125 if you have any questions regarding this transmittal or the
AP600 Technical Specifications.

BAM
|
\

|

!

i
-

|
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AP600 Open item Tracking Systeam Database: Execrtiv2 Summtry Date: 5/12/97
Selecties: [ item no] between $250 And 5251 Sorted by item 8

Stesa DSER Section Titic/ Description Resp (W) NRC ,

& Type W Status Engy
. .- . 14actNo /_. _Desc .

Statias Statens
, , , _ _ , , , , , , - _ , _

5250 NRR/fSB 16 i TEL-OI TECllSPEC Action N Action W

A telecen was held SM/97 for TS 3.7 6TThe following acasons res'ulicd-.
~ ~ ~ " ' ' ~ ~ ~ ~

a) Actaon-W: Address Nr.C concern regarding LCO 3.7 6 applicabitary in MODE 4 for REQUIRED ACTIONS D 2 and E2.

b) Action-W: Correct the MCR ser tesaperasaue fra 80 to 78 deg F for SR 3.7 61, and in the BACKGROUND section.

c) Action-W: Clanfy the APPLICABLE SAFETY ANALYSIS discussion of the safety signals which actuase the MCR habitelnity system (VES)su
seclude high high pensculane or iodiac radioactivssy.

.

'

d ) Action-W: Revasc the BASES for SR 3 7.6.2 to include the compreswd air storage tank pressure range from the LCO.
.

c) Action-W: Revise the BASES for SR 3.7 6.9, regarding the VES air delivery train sess so inclinde a pressure and ik>w rene, as well as a mest ;
detaded dear =<naa segardsag the durataca of the test. Ref. SECY-95-132 ;

i

f) Markup SSAR page 3.9-168 Nose 8 to incorporase the peessure and flow rase of SR 3.7 6 9.

g) Action-N: NRC to confina - - = of MODE APPLJCABILITY for LCO 3.7 6. ;

h) Action-N: NRC to descraine acceptabetwy of the damper surveillance frequencies SRs 3 7 6.5 and 3 7 6.7.
, ._, _ . _ _ _ _

Lesser MTS asid SSAR Mup = cat so ty' ping'5/12~ ~ ~ ~ '
~~" ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~

Copy was famed to NRC for concunence pner to foranal transmanal 5/12.
_ _

$251 TEL-OI Wills, Mark Action W Acton W

Dunas a SMM7 Tcch Spec 3.7 6 (VES) telecon, Westmshouse (Mark Wills) took an action so determine the status of developmg the sasnphas ;

program which will incliede aar storage tank air qualaty nesting j

r
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Page: 1 Total Records: 2
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Main Control Room Habitability System (VES)
3.7.6

o-

3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS

3.7.6 Main C'ontrol Room Habitability System (VES)

i
! LCO 3.7.6 Two Main Control Room (MCR) Habitability System trains shall
I be OPERABLE.

|

APPLICABILITY: MODES 1, 2, 3, and 4.
| During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies.

ACTIONS

l CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME
_

A. One VES train A.1 Restore VES train to 7 days
inoperable. OPERABLE status.

8. MCR air temperature B.1 Restore MCR air 24 hours
not within limit. temperature to within

limit.
-

I C. Loss of integrity of C.1 Restore MCR pressure 24 hours
'

MCR pressure boundary to OPERABLE
boundary, status

D. Required Action and 0.1 Be in MODE 3. 8 hours
associated Completion |

Time of Conditions A, AND
B, or C not met in g .36
MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4. D.2 Be in MODE X )4' hours

E. Required Action and E.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
associated Completion ALTERATIONS.
Time of Conditions A,
B, or C not met ANO
during movement of
irradiated fuel.- E.2 Suspend movement of Immediately

| irradiated fuel
assemblies.

!
,

(continued)

1

h AP600 3.7-11 08/96 Amendment 0
n. o.uom ,o m

I
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Main Control Room Habitability System (VES) 1

3.7.6
..

i ACTIONS (continued)
i CONDITION REQUIRED ACTION COMPLETION TIME

I
,

F. Two VES trains F.1 8e in MODE 3. 8 hours
inoperable in MODE 1,
2, 3, or 4. AND

! F.2 Be in MODE 4. [4 hours
Anb
'sr. A koskve coe V65 tytMo b .5(o h</u t 5

OPERA 6L6 StrWus .

G. Two VES trains G.1 Suspend CORE Immediately
inoperable during ALTERATIONS.

| movement of i
'

irradiated fuel. AND

G.2 Suspend movement of Immediately
irradiated fuel
assemblies. 1

;

. (;

|

|

|

|

r

!

|

|
|

|

|
i

f

I
%

AP600 3.7-12 08/96 Amendment 0
oi a-o .ma m -

|
I
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Main Control Room Habitability System (VES)
3.7.6

<-

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS;

SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

| SR 3.7.6.1 Verify Main Control Room air temperature 24 hours
i s s Sd* F.

78

SR 3.7.6.2 Verify that the compressed air storage 24 hours
tanks are pressurized to (;t: 3400 psig
but s 3600 psig].

SR 3.7.6.3 Verify that each VES air delivery In accordance
isolation valve is OPERABLE. with the

Inservice
Testing Program

SR 3.7.6.4 Verify that each VES air header manual 31 days
isolation valve is in an open position.

(

SR 3.7.6.5 Verify that all VBS Main Control Room 24 months
isolation dampers are OPERABLE and will
close upon receipt of an actual or
simulated actuation signal.

SR 3.7.6.6 Verify that each VES pressure relief In accordance
isolation valve within the MCR pressure with the
boundary is OPERABLE. Inservice

Testing Program

SR 3.7.6.7 Verify that each VES pressure relief 24 months
damper is OPERABLE.

(continued)

b AP600 3.7-13 08/96 Amendment 0
| apoluentement t 8030704 #00400J04
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Main Control Room Habitability System (VES) |
3.7.6

.<
!

| SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (continued) |

| SURVEILLANCE FREQUENCY

|

SR 3.7.6.8 Verify that the self contained pressure In accordance
regulating valve in each VES train is with the
OPERABLE. Inservice

| Testing Program
!

; SR 3.7.6.9 Verify that one VES air delivery train In accordance
: maintains a positive pressure in the with the
! MCR, relative to the adjacent areas, at Inservice

the required air addition flowrate. Testing Program

!

!

|
-

1

|
t.

l

!

!
i

|
|

'

!

!

|

i

.

t

i

,

k
|

h AP600 3.7-14 08/96 Amendment 0! i, u .u.m ,~ -w
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System j

, ,
B 3.7.6

!

- B 3.7 PLANT SYSTEMS
|

B 3.7.6 Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System i
!

| BASES

|

| BACKGROUND The Main Control Room Habitability System (VES) provides a
i,'

protected environment from which operators can control the '

plant following an uncontrolled release of radioactivity.|

The system is designed to operate following a Design Basis
| Accident (DBA) which requires protection from the release of
| radioactivity. In these events, the Nuclear Island

Non-Radioactive Ventilation System (VBS) would continue to
| function if AC power is available. If AC power is lost or a
| High-2 main control room (MCR) radiation signal is received, I

the VES is actuated. The major functions of the VES are:
1) to provide forced ventilation to deliver an adequate,

'

supply of breathable air for the MCR occupants; 2) to
,

I

provide forced ventilation to maintain the MCR at a 1/8 inch / lwater gauge positive pressure with respect to the
surrounding areas; and 3) to limit the temperature increase
of the MCR equipment and facilities that must remain
functional during an accident, via the heat absorption of

| passive heat sinks.

( The VES consists of two redundant trains each with
| compressed air storage tanks and associated valves, piping,
'

and instrumentation. Each set of tanks contains enougn
breathable air to supply the required air flow to the MCR

| for at least 72 hours. The VES system is designed to
! maintain CO, concentration less than 0.5% for up to 11 MCR
; occupants with both trains operating. With one train
| operating, VES maintains CO concentration les's than 0.5% for

2
| up to 5 MCR occupants, and maintains CO, concentration less
| than 1.0% for up to 11 MCR occupants.

| Sufficient thermal mass exists in the surrounding concrete
) structure (including walls, ceiling and floors) to absorb

the heatbelow # generated inside the MCR, which is initially at orF. Heat sources inside the MCR include operator
% % orkstations, emergency lighting and occupants. Sufficient

insulation is provided surrounding the MCR pressure boundary
to preserve the minimum required thermal capacity of the
heatt sink. The insulation also limits the heat gain from
the adjoining areas Wilowing the loss of VBS cooling.

!

(continued)

L
|

h AP600 8 3.7-24 08/96 Amendment 0
.~ _,.-. -
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' Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System
B 3.7.6

. .

. - - BASES
,

BACKGROUND If the VBS remains unavailable following the 72 hour period,
(continued) cooling of the MCR air is achieved by portable air coolers.,

|
| The compressed air storage tanks are initially pressurized
!~ to 3400 psig. During operation of the VES, a self contained
. pressure regulating valve maintains a constant downstream'

pressure regardless of the upstream pressure. An orifice
downstream of the regulating valve is used to control the,

; air' flow rate into the MCR. The MCR is maintained at a 1/8!

inch water gauge positive pressure to minimize the ,

j infiltration of airborne contaminants from the surrounding |
areas.

APPLICABLE Two redundant sets of compressed air storage tanks
SAFETY. ANALYSES are sized such that each set of tanks has a combined

capacity that provides at least 72 hours of VES operation.

Operation of the VES is automatically initiated by either.of
two safety related signals: 1) loss of all AC power, or

i

2) M f.,"O d!: tie:parkulate or iodine, radioach .

5
In the event of a loss of all AC power, the VES functions to
provide ventilation, pressurization, and cooling of the MCR !pressure boundary.

levd ofIn the event of a high r:did;= :gavevs rochoacbhrr'r:r :-t outside of'the
MCR, the VBS continues to operate to provide pressurization
and filtration functions. The MCR air supply downstream of-

thefiltrationunitsismonMorgdjya$reetfminedrejl teda ga t
radiation detector. UponFexddd17fgTb YA . setpointl a safety related signal is generated to isolate

MTA.ec iodutp the MCR from the VBS and to initiate air flow from the VESP storage tanks.fM00CM safety related Lgo n of the VBS consists of closing..

n the supply and exhaust ducts that....

penetrate the MCR pressure boundary. VES air flow is
initiated by a safety related signal which opens the
isolation valves in the VES supply lines.

The VES functions to mitigate a DBA or transient that either
assumes the failure of or challenges the integrity of the '

,

fission product barrier.

The VES satisfies the requirements of Criterion 3 of the NRC
Policy Statement.

!

I
i

(continued)

h AP600 B 3.7-25 08/96 Amendment 0
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System

B 3.7.6
'

.

BASES (continued)

LCO The VES limits the MCR temperature rise and maintains the
MCR at a positive pressure relative to the surrounding
environment.

Two independent and redundant VES trains are required to be
OPERABLE to ensure that at least one is available, assuminga single failure disables the other train.

The VES is considered OPERABLE when the individual
components necessary to deliver a supply of breathable air
to the MCR are OPERABLE in both trains. This includes
components listed in SR 3.7.6.2 through 3.7.6.8. In
addition, the MCR pressure boundary must be maintained,
including the integrity of the walls, floors, ceilings, duct

i work, electrical and mechanical penetrations, and access ,

doors.

APPLICABILITY The VES is required to be OPERABLE in MODES 1, 2. 3, and 4
| and dt. ring movement of irradiated fuel because of the

potential for a fission product release following a DBA.
| The VE5 is not required to be OPERABLE in MODES 5 and 6 when
! irradiated fuel is not being moved because accidents

resulting in fission product release are not' postulated.

! ACTIONS A.1
|

! When one VES train is inoperable, action is required to
| restore the system to OPERABLE status. A Completion Time of
'

7 days is permitted to restore the train to OPERABLE status
before action must.be taken to reduce power. The Completion
Time of 7 days is based on engineering judgment, considering
the low probability of an accident that would result in a
significant radiation release from tha fuel, the low
probability of not containing the radiation, and that the
remaining train can provide the required capability.

B.1

When the main control room air temperature is outside the
acceptable range during VBS operation, action is required to!

restore it to an acceptable range. A Completion Time of
24 hours is permitted based upon the availability of
temperature -indication in the MCR. It .is judged to be a
sufficient amount of time allotted to correct the deficiency
in the nonsafety ventilation system before shutting down.

(continued)
i1

'(

h AP600 B 3.7-26 08/96 Amendment 0iu o. m m .o.4.o m

|

|
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System

B 3.7.6
.'

| BASES.-

|

ACTIONS C.1
(continued)

If the MCR pressure boundary is damaged or otherwise
degraded, action is required to restore the integrity of the
pressure boundary and restore it to OPERABLE status within
24 hours. A Completion Time of 24 hours is permitted based
upon operating experience. It is judged to be a sufficient
amount of time allotted to correct the deficiency in the
pressure boundary.

|

[ D.1 and 0.2

|_ In MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4 if Conditions A, B, or C canr.ot
be restored to OPERABLE status within the required

|Completion Time, the plant must be placed in a MODE that
|minimizes accident risk. This is done by entering MODE 3 |

! within 8 hours and MODE #'within 34' hours, i
| 5 3(o !'

E.1 and E.2

During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies, if thef

inoperable VES train cannut be restored-to OPERABLE status,
Required Actions A.1, B.1, or C.1 cannot be completed within
the required Completion Time, the movement of fuel and core

L alterations must be suspended. Performance of Required
Action E.1 and E.2 shall not preclude completion of actions

'to establish a safe condition.

F.1 and~F.2

If.both VES trains are inoperable in MODE 1, 2, 3, or 4, the
.VES may not be capable of performing the intended function, pW[gi;r,

|
and must be brought to MODE 4 where the probability and Sept 8,j

| consequences of an event are minimized Th; e W MODE 3
must be achieved within 8 hours and MODE 4 within 24 hours. Jed

s ,

i

I and one NGSkain m0SP'

G.1 and G.2
Q qMeqc(g% g @o
SW wi% Nurs .During movement of irradiated fuel assemblies wTth two VES

trains inoperable, the Required Action is to immediately
suspend activities that present a potential for releasing
radioactivity that might enter the MCR. This places the
plant in a condition that minimizes risk. This does not
preclude the movement of fuel to a safe position.

:

i

4

(continued)'
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System
B 3.7.6s'

| BASES (continued)

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.1
REQUIREMENTS

The MCR air temperature is checked at a frequency of
24 hours to verify that the VBS is performing as required to
maintain the initial condition temperature assumed in the
safety analysis, and to ensure that the MCR temperature will
not exceed the required conditions after loss of VBS
cooling. The 24 hour Frequency is acceptable based on the
availability of temperature indication in the MCR.

[ l M()O ps'h M E 3(: 0SR 3.7.6.2

Verification every 24 hou t compressed air storage P>

tanks are pressurized to s2100 p:!; is sufficient to ensure|
that there will be an adequate supp?y of breathable air to,

! maintain MCR habitability for a period of 72 hours. The,

Frequency of 24 hours is based on the availability of
pressure indication in the MCR.

SR 3.7.6.3
l VES air delivery isolation valves are required to be

verified as OPERABLE. The Frequency required is in
accordance with the Inservice Testing' Program.

| SR 3.7.6.4
k

VES air header isolation valves are recuired to be verified
I open at 31 day intervals. This SR is cesigned to ensure
| that the pathways for supplying breathable air to the MCR

are available .should loss of VBS occur. These valves should
be closed only during required testing or maintenance of
downstream components, or to preclude complete
depressurization of the system should the VES isolationt

valves in the air delivery line open inadvertently or begin
to leak.

SR 3.7.6.5 -

Verification that all VBS isolation devices are operable and
will actuate upon demand is required every 24 months toi

ensure that the NCR can be isolated upon loss of VBS
operation.

I

(continued)

:k
/

!.
.
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Main Control Room Emergency Habitability System
B 3.7.6 I,.

BASES
,

1

SURVEILLANCE SR 3.7.6.6
i REQUIREMENTS

(continued) Verification that each VES pressure relief isolation valve
!

within the MCR pressure boundary is OPERABLE is required in1

accordance with the Inservice Testing Program. The SR is
used in combination with SR 3.7.6.7 to ensure that adequate; vent area is available to mitigate MCR overpressurization.

!

'

_SR 3.7.6.7

, Verification that the VES pressure relief damper is OPERABLE
! is required at 24 month intervals. The SR is used ini combination with SR 3.7.6.6 to ensure that adequate vent

area is available to mitigate MCR overpressurization.,

L2

; S1 3.7.6.8

Verification of the operability of the self-containej:

: pressure regulating valve in each VES train is required in
!accordance with the Inservice Testing Program. This, is done
!i to ensure that a sufficient supply of air is provided as |

; required, and that uncontrolled air flow into the MCR will
|not occur. '

k'
SR 3.7.6.9

>

* ,

estabssh
Per Reference 3, a functional test is required to "ei^j ' ~P that one VES a{r deliyeg train,

udg !;if;; the safety-related compressed air soureg glegogze the MCR to a [dsifite*I
1/8 inch water gauge pressure relative to the % . _ _, t e required air addition flowrateof 1

25 + 2 scfm. The test need not last 72 hours, k, only equ! red !c 'rt long enough to demonstrate
-""- : t cf ability to achieve the desired differential pressure;" !: ci - :- er :-*-ded te 'rt '2

|

'eur '- der Hec. The controlroom leakage rate must be within the design capacity of the:

safety-related systems to pressurize the control roomfor 72 hours. One air delivery train is tested on
;

an alternating basis, in accordance with the System Level inservice Testing Program.
|

'
i REFERENCES 1. AP600 SSAR, Section 6.4, " Main Control Room Habitability

Systems."
/

2. AP600 SSAR, Section 9.4.1, " Nuclear Island
Non-Radioactive Ventilation System."

3. St0Y- % u ' PoHcv and Thicot Issoes Assodakd
Wdh ha 6 dabry Trfa5mt of Akn-Sakh/ 5*ef
(RTNss) m sseve Pbe tesys (.%CV-N-0tlO 3
(ngy D,M5.( I

h AP600 B 3.7-29 08/96 Amendment 0apolueseesesst 0030704 MAS 1300
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1

! available for maintaining control room habitability during a postulated 08A. ,

i
Therefore, the amount of credit that can be taken for the non-safety system in j

the safety analysis for design-basis accidents will be determined as part of |
!

the regulatory treatment of non-safety systems process as discussed in |
1

! Section A of this paper.
t The SAP guidance for ventilation systems that will pressurite the control room!
i during a radiation emergency distinguishes between three categories of

systems: systems having pressurization rates of (1) greater than or equal to
| 0.5 volume changes per hour, (2) less than 0.5 and greater than or equal toi

0.25 volumn changes per hour, and (3) less than 0.25 volume changes per hour.j
The guidance states that, for systems in the second and third categorie's, the;

planned leaktight design features should be analyzed to ensure that the designj makeup air flow can maintain 1/8-inch water gauge differential. For systems ,

'

: in the third category, tests should be performed every 18 months to verify
i that the makeup rate is within i 10 percent of the design rate and that the
! control room can be pressurized to at least 1/8-inch water gauge relative to y|i

all surrounding air spaces while makeup air is applied at the design rate.
|

| The staff's position is that the pressurization tests for passive ALWR control 6rooms should be perfonned every refueling outage using the safety-related|
& pressurized air bottles, although the staff woMd consider other testing - i

; |

methods proposed by a COL applicant $pgs'< would not nand 'a 1==*Kt the main control eaa= anvelenaj W --

77ka-. aalv 'on<: eneaah to dennae .e t

i:an be mainta' noe I a nosttive ./8-' nei wa'** a =aa ==1stive to all sun vund-;

mg a' r space: un la maneuD ir ' :i WDl' ed at * 10 naPfant 6f the dat16R P&tg,4

e w' thin the esign canaci G of the_ I
1

T6 ovne a m 'eahae rat' u sum
ated Yvsr=== to orq |msur- r > rne en stroi enee ter 72 hottre. As with.

! sa m y-re'
plants, the test only pressurites tie main ct,~ntrol room envelope to . malgF

1/8-inch water gauge, so the main control room would be manned as usual and
w ma

access to the control room need not be restricted during the test. p
j

In addition to the pressurization tests performed at every refueling outage, Mvan initial test using the safety-related air bottles will be conducted as pa.

This test would establish that the air: of the ITAAC as proposed by industry.
bottles are capable of maintaining the required positive pressure in the

'

As with the refueling outage surveil-| control room envelope for 72 hours.i

lance, the test only pressurizes the main control room to 1/8-inch water
gauge, so the main control room would be manned as usual and access to the
control room need not be restricted during the test..

'

The staff reviewed the EPRI proposal for a safety-grade pressurization system
and determined the following:

The present lican' sing of nuclear power plants does not require the! licenses to have ESF ventilation systems unless the licensee cannot meet
*

Ifthe dose criteria associated with the 06As or other safety criteria.;

the licensee cannot meet these criteria, it must ensure that an E$F system
-

; j
; ( arr some oi.her safety-grade system is available to mitigate the
| consequences of a DBA.
,

'

]

|

,
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i

i

The use of a passive safety-grade pressurization system, such as a
!

! bottled air systesi, say not preclude the need for other safety-grade
e

equipment withis the control room. For example, such safety-grade
i

| equipment could be required to maintain cooling to the electrical instru-
i monts in the control roos. .

|
An initial test using the safety-related air bottles will be conducted as

f This would establish that thee

part of the ITAAC, as proposed by industry. air bottles are capable of maintaining the required positive pressure in(
!

he control enen for M hours.i

i eAt least once each refueling cycle, the licensee must perform presam
tration tests te demonstrate that the control room can be pressurized for! .

The pressurization tests for passive ALWR control rocesi
a 72-hour period.
stould be perfo1aed usme tne saree-res_aws nm

.m air oo6. ,,,

o' .o= .o-revae 'a"'- ='aM<. Tb" ram - =ar a=ad ta la u

Trnours. aniv ano enounh ta *<tah' tah *h** *ka nafety-related air system '1

! nen warar a' ? w un
|

can pressuriza;Leata control roce envelooe to is-roce ' eakage rate must be
respect to the surrounding spaces, sne contro

'i ze!

j
!

i n- safety-

f + The regulatory rea n

grade ventilation system uilt be in accordance with the staff's positionon the regulatory treatment of non-safety systems process as described in
j

; Section A of this paper.
! The staff is continuing to discuss with industry the number of people in
! control room that can be supported for 72 hours by the safety-related air

*

| bottles.
In its letter of August 17, 1992, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards
(ACRS) stated that the esebers had discussed control room habitability withAt that meeting, the

! EPRI and the staff during a June 4 and 5. 1992, meeting.
staff said that it was evaluating the EPRI proposal for the safety-grade!

ACRS stated that it had several comments about the!
pressurization system.
design features of the passive control room pressurization system proposed byj

The ACRS stated that the staff should consider these coement's in
evaluating this issue and that the ACRS may make additional recommendationsEPRI.

As committed to in the Octo-after the staff has completed its evaluation.
1992, response to the ACRS, the staff has considered the ACR5 comments

Further discussions with the ACRSber 2g,lizing its position on this issue..

regarding the passive control room habitability systems will be conducted
in fina;

1

!
during the vendor-specific reviews,

The staff will evaluate the feasibility and the capability of the proposedThe staff will review thee
i pressurization systems en a vendor-specific basis.

designs for coetrol room habitability, including the refueltog outage pressur-izat'on surveillance tests as discussed above, to ensure that the requirements
i

| f

in GDC 19 and guidelines in SRP Section 6.4 are met and that persocnel and1 (
!
!
i
1

;

I NAY S '97 13:07 301 504 2300 PAGE.006'
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'

j sessssssssssssssssses
'

. ses TI REPORT soo
| sessssssssssssssssses
:

I TRANSMISSION OK
;

i TI/RI NO 3748
CONNECTION TEL 813014152002

; SL1 ADDRESS
j CONNECTION ID

ST. TIME 05/12 17:18.

1 USACE T 00'44
PGS. 1<

; RESULT OK

!

!
!

3. Design of Structures, Compeaants, Equipeneet, and Systems

s *

! k
i

! 5. The flow capability of each IRWST injection line is demonstrated every 10 years. His '= r ation is-

! accoinplished by conduedng flow tests and b=i= -=- A flow test is conducted to demonstrate the flow-

! capability of the injection line fkom the IRWST through the IRWST injection check valves. Water flow from
! the IRWST through the IRWST injecdon check valve demonstrates the flow capability of this pordon of the
i line. %e test is terminated when the flow measurement is obtained. The portion of the lins from the IRWST

squib valve to the DVI line is demonstrated by an inspection of the inside of the line. He inspection will show
that the lines are not obstructed It is not maary to operate the IRWST injection squib valves for this

;

| inspeedon.
i

| 6. The flow capability of each containment recirculadon line is demonstrated every 10 years. This demonstration <

! is accomplished by conducting an inspecdon. He lir e from the containment to the containment recirculation
: squib valve is inspected from the containment side. The line fkom the squib valve to the IRWST injecdon line

is inspected from the IRWST side. He inspecdon will show that the lines art not obstrucsed. It is not
*

i

| necessary to operate the containment recirculation squib valves for this inspeedon.

7. The heat transfer capability of the passive residual heat eachanger is demonstrated every 10 years. This
I demonstrudon is accomplished by conduedag a test during cold shutdown condidons. %e test is conducted with

the RCPs in operados and die RCS at a reduced temperature. Flow through the heat exchanger is initiated by
opening one oudet isoladon valvo. The test is terminated when the flow and temperature n.casurements are
obtained.-

,

;

i l 8. The MCR pressurizadon capability is demonstrated during each refueling cycle. The test is cond:seted with the
i nonna1 HVAC lines s= =:+i to the MCR isolated. Pressurizados of the MCR is initiated by op-ning one of

: I the emergency MCR habitability air supply lines. The test is a limited duradon test and is terminated when
I the MCR pressuriaation is measure (mith an air 44ow rohe crF AS t. 3 Sc4fn.

l b 4 Weh wer sau 4 respeck % surroundigcireos (,

'

9. The hydrogen recombination capability is demons by performing a surveillance bench test of samples
removed from each passive autocatalytic recombiner during each refueling octage. In addition. each passive
aut*=talytic recornbiner device is visually inspected to venfy that there is no obstruction of blockage of the

,

'

i inlets or oudets.
I
1

!

7o : $'
h

hdYh .'
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18. fiumsa Factors Engiuerts
~

,

.

18.8 Human System Interface Design

|
His section provides an implementation plan for the design of the human system interface |
'(HSI) and information on the human factors design for the non HS! portion of the plant. He i
human system interface includes the design of the operation and control centers (OCS) and I

i each of the human system interface resources. Execution and documentation of this
I implementation plan is the re nsibility of the Combined License applicant.

I The operation and contr9 centers includes the main control room, the technical support center,
the remote shutdown f .F:d :qa.. ar, local control stations and associated
workstations for each of these centers, ne AP600 hifthan system interface resources include: |

1

Wall panel information system*
,

Alarm system 'gf ' !*

'
! ant information system dat t/ (W*

* w.nyow y~um y.....

r-0 a.( t Soft controls / dedicated controls*g

Sp te m Qualified data processing system.

) He wall panel information station presents information about the plant for use by the !

\_ / operators. No control capabilities are included. He wall panelinformation station provides |
dynamic display of plant parameters and alarm information so that a high level understanding |

of current plant status can be readily ascertamed. It is located at one end of the main control
area at a height such that both operators and the shift supervisor can view it while sitting at |
their respective workstations. His panel provides infonnation important to maintaining the

i

situation awareness of the crew and for supporting crew coordination. He wall panel ]
information station provides a dynamic plant display of the plant. It also serves as the alarm I
system overview panel display. De display of plant disturbances (alarms) and plant process

'

data are integrated on this wall panel information station display. De wall panel information
station is a nonsafety related system. It is designed to have a high level of reliability.

;

The mission of the AP600 alarm system, together with the other human system interface |

resources, is to provide the operations and control centers operating staff with the means for |
acquiring and understanding the plant's behavior. The alarm system improves the
performance of the operating crew members, when acting both as individuals and as a team,
by improving the presentation of the plant's process alarms. The alarm system supports the
control room crew members in the following steps or activities of Rasmussen's operator
decision-making model (Reference 25):

ne " alert" activity, which alerts the operator to off normal conditions*

The " observe what is abnormal" activity, which aids the user in focusing on the*

important issue (s'

.

Revision: 10
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t

ne process " state identification" activity, which aids the user in understanding the*

abnormal conditions and provides corrective action guidance. It guides the operating
crew into the information display system.

- The plant information system presents plant process information for use by the operators. De
j' plant information system provides dynamic display of plant parameters and alarm information
: so that an understanding of current plant conditions and status is readily ascertained, ne

) plant information system uses color graphic video display units located on the operations and

! control centers workstations to display plant process data, nese displays provide information
important to monitoring, planning, and controlling the operation of plant systems and

,

j obtaining feedback on control actions.

ocedure Nhas a mission to assist plant operators in monitoring andDe
i controlling the execution of plant procedures. T.: =c..c. .. J yiv,. % . ,ymu, n ; - _

i # :Pr ty: ~ - h =: :: '" bd- <>Ia~ad 6 J.,. vy. .uvu. woud x:trc The
j ^ coa.pr& A procedurgy:-- is accessible from the operator workstations in the main [- $-

{ 'fTontrol room. Procedure development, as stated in Section 13.5 and 18.9, is the responsibility i NM
of the Combined License applicant. A procedure writer's guide is developed as part ofj

T)/s+qj human system interface design implementation. plan for thepompunanaed procedure ty: -- --

1, The writer's guide is the design guidelines document for the ~iiF- u=d r,ocedurer P

i Information on the writer's guide and on the c-;;_.M procedure sjAm is found in
i Reference 31. Man-in-the loop concept tests (IIeference 9) are planned as part of the human

; system interface design implementation plan. Dese tests determme how effectively
*

! r % ccm;r -9M procedurghandlesplant situations and "hdr rm; rM- A pr:fx.;; 4_
4M OQ support operator performance. rT6 C;; Of - trh; ;; 1; cc...c._,;nd' -

k9r ty:rm., ; h..J:e t r!?"'y :":- d 2 != of S = ; _-.. 4 yv--- ' '
,

d ,+w... a J.n;vy i = ;= ;* h b: ; ;y==. ! utz Mp ;z== %!; ;;i= %

& ' =&"^i k-? %;s i t ;i^v.ye M e. M -=y-u.4AG & lSyS77* y
fccs-y; ^~uus or oy cwwuns . bdo ? " :-- S '"'! r& @g d '' ** -;

j , mi sc. el . iu; Depc.c...;xf procedure syp an6erbeeinstahvaluated as part
.

j of the integrated system validation phase of the ht man factors verification and validation

j (Reference 24).
Esys 1

.

De mission of the controls in the main control room is to allow the operator to operate the

a plant safely under normal conditions, and to maintain it in a safe condition under accident
j conditions. De types of controls in the main control room include both discrete (da&ead)
i control switches and soft controls. The discrete control switches are controls dedicated to a

single function, with each switch having a single action. As shown in Figure 18.8-1, the soft,

! control units are control devices whose resulting actions are selectable by the operator. De

| instrumentation and control architecture uses both discrete control switches and soft control
: units. The soft control units are used to provide a compact alternative to the traditional
1 control board switches by substituting virtual switches in the place of the discrete switches.

i The final configuration of these elements is dependent upon the results of the human system
j interface design process described in subsection 18.8.1 below.

!
1

|
1

4

s

| Revision: 10
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f

tasks to be supported by the control center or human system interface resource. Performance
requirements represent high level design goals and help to clarify the functional designer's
intent. They are high level requirements that may not be readily verifiable by testing or other
quantitative means, but are important considerations for meeting the goals defined in the
mission statements. The design bases establish the foundation for the design and the rationale
behind engineering decisions made and criteria established for the design. Functional
requirements include requirements needed to meet the enteria defined in the applicable codes,
standards, and customer requirements. The functional requirement documents include
requirements to meet failure, diversity, electrical separation, and other applicable criteria; they
establish requirements related to access control, redundancy, independence, identification arni
test capability; they define requirements on system inputs and outputs; they specify the estem
safety classification and define applicable quality assurance, reliability goals, and
environmental qualification requirements. The functional requirements document for each
human system interface resource includes a specification of the cognitive activities in the
operator decision-making model that the human system interface resource is intended to
support. -

18.8.1.2 Design Guidelines

Guidelines for the human system interface design are developed for each of the human system
interface resources to facilitate the standard and consistent application of human factors
engineering (HFE) principles to the design. His guidance is contained in a set of standards
and conventions guidelines documents that tailor generic human factors engineering guidance
to the AP600 human system interface design and define how those human factors engineering

*

principles are applied.

These guidelines become a tool that enables groups of people to simultaneously develop the
human system interface in a consistent manner in accordance with the human factors
engineering principles established for the design. De guidelines are used to perform the
human factors engineering design verification activity of the human factors verification and
validation plan (Reference 24).

,

Human system interface design guideline documents include:

Anthropometric guidelines*

Alarm guidelines*
s

Display guidelines #[*M*

J
Controls guidelines*

Agaidprocedure;f guidelines*

:::-

AP600 human system interface guideline documents provide:

Statements of their intended scope, references to sotuce materials, and instructions for*

their proper use

!

Revision: 10
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i

equ'Wed procedurey) addressing those human performance issues. The man in the loop
tests examine human performance issues associated with individual human system interface
resources, as well as concept tests that examine the coordination of multiple human system
interface resources. Tests are narrowly focused in order to enable testing to begin early in the

I
;

human system interface design process.

The prototype tests employ individuals with operational experience as test participants. Data l
collected includes objective operator performance data (performance time; errors) as well as

|
subjective judgments of operators (responses on rating forms: elicited comments and |

suggestions).
I

1

Descriptions of the set of tests are provided in Reference 9. The performance and results of
each concept test is documented and, as shown in Figure 18.2 3, used as feedback to the

'

elements and activities of the human factors engineering and human system interface design
process.

,

18.8.1.5 Main Control Room Mockup
I

|

j A full-scale mockup of the main control room working area, including main control consoles
(workstations) and the wall panel display,is constructed as part of the human system interface
design process. The mockup consists mainly of non-operational representations of the desks,
displays, and panels. The mockups are constructed to the anthropometric profiles and
arranged in the floor layout intended for the main control room.

The main control room mockup is used to examine and verify physical layout aspects such
as availability of workspace, physical access, visibility, and related anthropometric and human
factors engineering issues. It will also be used for walk through exercises to examine issues i

such as staffing levels, task allocation, and procedure usage.

18.8.1.6 Human System Interface Design Documentation

; The human system interface design is documented through a system specification document
for~ the operation and control centers, functional requirement documents, design criteria'

documenu, design review documents, and documentation of design configuration change
control.

18.8.1.7 Task Related Human System Interface Requirements

As shown in Figure 18.2 3, the results of other human factors engineering program elements
are used as input and bases for developing the operation and control center system and human
system interface resources functional design (mission statements, performance requiremenu,
design basis, functional requiremenu), guideline documents and the design specification
documents. Staffing assumptions, operating experience reviews, functional requirements
analysis and allocations, task analysis, and integration of human tuliability analysis provide
the bases for identifying the human system interface requirements needed to support human
functions and tasks. The resulting human system interface requirements are documented in

.

Revision: 10
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i.>

the human system interface resource functional design documents (operation and control |

centers system specification document and the individual human system interface resource
~

functional requirements document), guidelines document and design specification documents.
Subsections 18.8.1.1 through 18.8.1.3 provide descriptions of these documents.

1

ne AP600 task analysis, described in Section 18.5, includes two complimentary activities:
function. based task analysis (FBTA) and traditional task analysis, or operational sequence |
analysis (OSA). The function. based task analysis identifies the indications, parameters, and
controls that the operator needs to make decisions about the respective function. There is also

.

a verification that the indications and controls identified in the process analysis are included |
in the design. The operational sequence analysis, completed as part of the task analysis

| process, focuses on specifying the operational requirements for the complete set of tasks
| selected. One of the guidelines used in selecting tasks for analysis are those tasks that

represent the full range of activities in the AP600 emergency response guidelines. One type
of information provided by the operational sequence analysis is an inventory of alarms,

! controls, and parameters needed to perform the task sequences. The operational task analysis

| results include the identification of controls, alarms, and parameters needed by the operator i
' 1to execute task sequences found within the emergency response guidelines. Dese results

| serve as a cross-check with the function-based task analysis results. Design reviews held |

during the human system interface design serve as another means of verifying completeness
and identifying and correcting omissions. The task support verification activity of the human

|- factors verification and validation (Reference 24) verifies that the human system interface . I
design provides the necessary alarms, displays, and controls to support personnel tasks.l

,

1

ne collective results of the task analysis activities identify the tasks and operational
information needed by the operator to execute these tasks. For each display, a display task

| description is written. The display task description includes the identification of the
informational needs to be supported by the display. The features, dynamic characteristics,
calculated values, and supporting algorithms for the display are part of the display task i

detcription. The design specification of a display includes the range, precision, and
measurement units of the parameters provided in the display. These parametric characteristics
are chosen to support the task and the operator informational needs. The parametric
characteristics, identified in the design specification, are provided using the guidelines!

presented in the design guidelines document for displays. The basis for the parametric
characteristics chosen for the displays is found in the design guidelines document.

#)18.8,1.8 General Human System laterface Design Feature Selection M in
The AP600 human system interface resources include the wall

p+^ l information system,alarm system, plant information system,":- pis pics 4d a., controls, (soft and

dedicated) and the qualified data processing system. These human system interface resources
are used as a starting point to define how the human system interface suppoits operator

j performance. Reference 25 describes the operator decision-making model that is used by the

| task analysis activities to identify the operator's information and control requirements. The
j human system interface resources are mapped to the major classes of operator activities

! identified from this model. Figure 18.8-3 and a description in Section 5.0 of Reference 45

!
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.

As noted in Section 4.1.a of Reference 27 " ..the principle purpose and function of the Safety
Parameter Display System is to aid the control room personnel during abnormal and
emergency conditions in detemdring the safety status of the plant and in assessing whether
abnormal conditions warrant corrective action by operators to avoid a degraded core. nis can,

i

be particularly important during anticipated transients and the initial phase of an accident."
Since the main intended use is during relatively rare occurrences. human-factors engineering
suggests that the operators will find that the use of data acquisition habits acquired and
repeated during the normal operation of the plant will be the most successful. A system in the
control room that only varies its output during abnormalities may require a shift in mental
focus and in data acquisition habits and subsequent analysis. An effective means for
conveying the safety state of the plant is to provide data and displays for normal operation
that employs the Safety Parameter Display System required principles for data synthesis,
concentration and display. His operator interface is operational over the range of plant
conditions specified by the Safety Parameter Display System requirements, as well as during 1

i normal operations,

ne operator-interface to the plant is improved by integratmg Safety Parameter Display
System requirements into the overall human system interface design to avoid the need for
another system that is infrequently used.

The following subsections describe the approach to meeting the regulatory requirements for
an Safety Parameter Display System by addressing the Safety Parameter Display System |

requirements of References 26 and 27.

18.8.2.1 General Safety Parameter Display System Requirements -
,

Sy:(Hj
De AP600 human system interface resources used to ad ss the Safety Parameter Display |
System requirements are the alarm system. plant info 'on system (workstation visual |
display unit displays), and thef- pd..J procedure,q=.; ne AP600 human system 4

interface data display (alarms and visual display unit displays) is orgamzed around the Safety
Parameter Display System requirement of plant process functions. Expressing plant state in
terms of process functions is incorporased in the AP600 control room desisc. nis is expected
to improve the human interface by making the data presentation interface seamless as the plant
moves from one operational state to another.

An alarm system which organizes the presentation of alarms by process function and adapts
a " dark board * approach (for all plant modes) continually indicates the state of each of the
functions. By remaimng dark when the process is perfomung as expected, the process
functions are interpreted as being satisfied. An alarm indication displayed in any function
indicates that the function is in jeopardy. In this way, the set of alarms that is active is the
minimum set. De alarm system is capable of displayir.g a full range of alarms based on
important plant parameters and data trends. De alarms indicate when process limits are being

| approached and exceeded.
|

| Section 18.7 and Reference 23 present an implementation plan for integrating the human
reliability analysis with human factors engineering. De critical human actions and the risk,

i
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|
important tasks identified through the execution of this plan are used as an input to the task
analysis activities and subsequently to the design of the human system interface. Hey are

| also used to evaluate the Safety Parameter Display System functions and parameters selected
to monitor these functions. He human system interface, which includes the integration of |
Safety Parameter Display System requirements, is designed to reduce the likelihood of |

| operator error and provide for error detection and recovery capability for the identified critical (
! human actions and risk important tasks.

18.8.2.2 Display of Safety Parameters

ne functionally organized plant information system displays, including the Safety Parameter
Display System-related displays, are accessed on the workstation visual display units (VDU)

,

| using a cursor. The AP600 operator workstations employ a windowing system which allows
a single cursor to cover the visual display unit screens. He design allows the operator to
recover a specific parameter within one or two actuations of the pointing device. |

The design goal for the AP600 human system interface is to update the displays every I to
2 seconds. The process data sampling rate is 1 second or less. Sequence of events (SOE)
points can be sampled at a rate of once every milli second and are available within the AP600
human system interface. He Safety Parameter Dispir.y System responds to user commands ,.

in less than 10 seconds. He design goal for graphical display response time, from user |
| command to developed graphical display,in the AP600 human system interface is 2 seconds.

I I

The AP600 alarm system includes plant overview alarms that are organized around the
concept of plant process functions. These process functions address the five SPDS functions.
The alarm system overviews, including the functional organization, are integrated into the wall
panel information system displays. p p n,W ]
During the execution of emergency operating procedures, thep=;"-i rocedure

provides a continuous display of the status of each critical safety function.
*

The Safety Parameter Display System data and data display organization are available to the
control room staff.

The AP600 human system interface process display set (from the plant information system)
is organized into two hierarchies that are linked together. One is focused upon providing the
process data from a functional perspective and the other from a physical perspective. Both
follow the concept of abstraction / aggregation suggested by Rasmussen as described in
Reference 25. Top levels in the hierarchy are plant wide summaries, lower levels are
component details. The hierarchy is structured so as to reflect the plant process functional
decomposition performed during the function based task analysis described in Reference 25.

|

Process display presentation for the control room users is organized by functions. The
function based task analysis integrates the functional organization design principles dictated
by the Safety Parameter Display System requirements into the AP600 human system interface.

_
,

|
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i

the operator's decision. making process, and promotes the interaction with other plant
personnel, while preventing distractions by non-operating personnel. The main control room

| provides the interfacing resources between the operation of the plant and the maintenance of
i the plant. Its areas include the main control area. the switching and tagging area, the shift

supervisor's office, the shift supervisor's clerk's office, and the operations staff's area (see
Figure 1.2-8). Habitability systems are described in Sections 6.4 and 9.4.

18.8.3.2 Stain Control Area Stission and Sfajor Tasks

The mission of the main control area is to provide the support facilities necessary for the
operators to monitor and control the AP600 efficiently and reliably. Fig pe 6.4-1 provides a
view of the main control area. He main control area includes reactor operator

and th pd' r::::l- : ^. =d dilie supervisor's workstation, the dedicated safety panel
workstations '"' 2-

M:d "'*fh'e wall panet information system. He layout, size and
ergonomics of the operator workstations and the wall panel information system depicted in
this figure does not reflect the results of the human system interface design implementation
plan described in subsection 18.8.1. He actual size, shape, ergonomics and layout of the
operator workstations and the wall panel information system is an output of the
implementation plan.

The major task of the main control area is to provide the human system interface resources
that determine the plant state and implement the desired changes to the plant state during both
normal and emergency plant operations. De main control area provides alarms to alert the
operator to the need for further investigation. Plant process data displays permit the operator
to observe abnormal conditions and identify the plant state. He controls enable the operator
to execute actions. The process data displays and the alarms provide feedback to enable the
operator to observe the effects of the control actions.

. Q q Q AReactor operator)dorkstations A =d Mtain the displays and controls to start up the plant,l

6 maneuver the plant, and shut down the plant. Reference 44 presents input from the designer
to the Combined License applicant for the determination of the staffing level of the operating
crew in the main control room. Each workstation is designed to be manned by one operator.
There is sufficient space and operator interface devices for two operators. The physical
makeup of/J/mL_.m.. A .d "--is identical. The human system interface resources
available at each workstation are:C F

$ Eld'o (ed.cdor d/erde r uyksfd
Plant information system displays*

Control displays (soft controls)*

Alarm system support displaysgSi/grert) ]
'

*

r Cc .;m:&Qrocedum dbpip /*

Screen and component selector contro g g gga=
|

The supervisor workstation is identical to/;TmLh8I .4 Mept that its controls are
locked out. He supervisor workstation contains both intemal plant and extemal plant

,

communications systems.I

I

Revision: 10
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'o
18.9 Procedure Desdeptnent

WCAP-14690, %'p.tr's Input to Procedure Development for the AP600" (Reference 1),
provides input to t!e Combined License applicant for the development of plant operating
procedures, includa.g hifor.mation on the development and design of the AP600 emergency
response guidelines and emergency operating procedures. This WCAP is provided as input
for the Combined Licensed applicant. The WCAP also includes information on the
empuMingrocedure which is the human system interface through which operators7 ,

execute the plant procedures.
.Sy sie in

18.9.1 Combined License Information

See Section 13.5 for a discussion of the responsibility for procedure development.

18.9.2 References

1 1. WCAP 14690, " Designer's Input to Procedure Development for the AP600," Revision 0,
1 June 1996.

|
!

-
.

!

!

.

.
.. .
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i ('
l 18.11 Human System Interface Design Test Program i

j This section describesW p!r AP600 human system / interface design test program.
j i His test program consists of two distinct parts:
i i
! l

Concept tests to be performed as part of the hu. nan syvem interface design process (as
*

{ l described in subsection 18.8.1).
; I

j | Verification and validation (V&V) tests to be performed at the compterion of the AP600
*

J | design process. .

| Atsijn
The goal of the human system interfaceIest program is to systemancally evaluate human| t

i factors concems that affect plant performance and iscciporete the results into the design of I
| the human system interface.
I A/600

@h% " plant staff activities are addressed in the%uman 'syske o. tvM l'eu)hPlant facilities and a t|

Facilities included in the scope of|NO test h. : L.h are
-_

I ^::
i the main control room, technical support center, the remote shutdown facility, and local
I control stations. Staff activities included are those activities required to operate under normal,

i1 abnormal, and emergency conditions.
!

| ()evy. f1& ADA)
| He" ; g_c fr AP600 human system interfaceNocuses'on the following human
i system interface resources:g

I
,

l Plant information system (including functional and physical displays of plant processes)
*

l Alarm system*

I * i C^--at7_jocedure U.: Sys+em
I Dedicated andTott (computer based) controls*

1 Wall panel information system*

Wed data pmcessing system sys,M ithd Aefl
*

(
i As illustrated in Pigure 18.11-1, a two phase process is used to define thM(est program. Phase
1 1 is called issue definition. Its purpose is to insegnes major eperec. activities with the
I human system interface resources in order to establish a set of human performance evaluation
I issues. Phase 2 addresses test development. 'Ibe purpose of this phase is to develop testing
I plans for each of the evaluation issues identified in Phase 1. Reference 1 presents a
i description of the methodology, analysis, and the results of executing these two phases. The
I rescits include the identificanon of 17 human performance evaluation issues and a description
I of the testing approach and requirements for addressag each of the evkluanon issues. De
I 17 human performance evaluation issues are listed in Table 18.11 1.
I

I De 17 human perfonnance issues are organized under five headings: I.

I

| Evaluations for detection and monitoring*

i Evaluations for interpretation and planning*

Revision: 9
Y W8 Elk 1gh0088 18.11-1 August 9,1996
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) *> > Energy Cent:t Sits
t 4350 Northem Pik' Westinghouse
i Monroeville, PA 15146

{ AP600 Design Certification Project
1

1

I

i

| Fax
1

!
i
j To: Joe Sebrosky Fmnu Gene Piplica
i

| Fax: 8-1-301415-2002 Pages:2
!

| Phones 301-415-1132 Date: May 13,1997

Re: (Click here and type subject of fax)

X Urgent O For Review O Pseese comment O Please R.Psy O Please Recycle

e c o e.t.:

; Reference: DCP/NRC0857, dated 5/9/97, B. A McIntyre to T. R. Quay, " Westinghouse

| Responses to NRC Followon Questions Regarding the AP600 Initial Test Program (ITP)*

!
i

f Joe -
;

} Transmrtted via this fax is additional page to Enclosure 3 (proposed SSAR changes to Appendix 1 A) of
referenced transmittal letter which was inadvertently not included in original transmittal

.

!
:
:
5

i

i

.

!
!
I

_, __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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g[ 1. Introduction and General Deser plion of Plant
i 5
* 5

Criteria Referenced AP600
Section Criteria Position Clarification / Summary Description of Exceptions

App. A.I.h Conforms The characteristics of the AP600 passive safety
systems allow the support systems such as the
cooling water systems, the heating, ventilating,
and air conditioning and the ac power sources to
be nonsafety-related and simplified. The
capability of these systems is established by
testing. Cold water interlocks are not a design.

feature of the AP600.

App. A.I.i Conforms The AP600 has no secondary containment.
Therefore, this guideline applies only to primary
containment. The following systems or functions
are not design features of the AP600 and are
therefore not tested:
. Containment and containment annulus vacuum
breaker
a Containment supplementary leak collection
. Standby gas treatment
* Secondary containment system
* Containment annulus and cleanup
. Bypass leakage tests on pressure suppression
* Ice condenser systems
+ Containment penetration cooling

App. A.I.j Conforms Recirculation flow control, traversing incore
probes, automatic dispatching control systems and
hotwell level control are not design features of
the AP600.

App. A.I.k Conforms

App. A.l.1 Conforms Condenser off gas systems are not a design
feature of the AP600

App.A.I.m Conforms

App. A.I.n (except A.I.n(14)(/)) Conforms Seal water boron recovery, shield cooling,
refueling water storage tank heating, and
equipment for establishing and maintaining
subatmospheric pressures are not design features
of the AP600.

App. A.I.n(14)(f) Exception A long term demonstration test of the MCR
habitability system to m & n us the control

*

environment is acceptablefor thefirst plant only
provided that the as-built information and design
basis heat loads used at the assumptiora in the
heat sink capacity analysis for the MCR do not
changefor subsequent plants.

Draft Revision
[ W85tingh00S8 May 1,1997
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 9,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgre ;
Richard Orr
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #750 (DSER 3.8.4.4-2)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.
Relevant documentation related to Open Item #750 (DSER 3.8.4.4-2) is attached. Action was

;

completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5070 on April 15,1997. A copy I
of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax. We believe the
information provided herewith has completed our action on item #750. We request that NRC
review the material we have provided conceming Item #750 and provide a definitive action for
Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N"
or " Closed." Thank you.

Jim Winters
412-374-5290

.

:

___ __
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AP600 Open Ittm Trackirg Systzm Datz. base: Execxtive S:mmtry D:te: 5/9/97 <

Selection: [ item no] between 750 And 750 Sorted by Type

item DSER Section Tide /Dcscription Resp (W) NRC
No, Branch Question Typc Detail Status Engineer Status Status letter Nof / Date

750 NRRIECGB 3844-2 DSER-OI Orr/ANSALDO Clowd Action W NSD-NRC-97-5070

{tankWestmghouse shaald prov'ide for staff review the final 5ig'n calcuiation fA tEstiicid'huiiding and the ' passive containnEdcEling wat'r' storage'
~ ~ ~ - - ~

e

:

F =. :. - : - := .T == :.=. := = =: : : . == ==== ==:_ :- . . . . : . _ . = ~ = :: .- - :: q
Methodology was presented to NRC in meeting on March 2. The final design calculation for the shield building and the passive contamment cooling
water storage tank were reviewed during the meeting in June 1995. Westinghouse should address comments identified in meeting notes.

; Comments from meeting have been addressed and were discussed during meeting on March 7,1996.
' Closed: remaining issues are tracked under new RAI 230.100 transmitted by letter of April 5,1996.
NRC to review design calculations during meeting in December.
NRC Status: Action W - Westinghouse will provide the design of the ring beam including forsional moment and axial tension (12/16/96)

Action W - During the design celculation review conducted on December 9 through 13,1996, the stafTidentified that the torsional moment due to thy
- combined loads applied on the tension ring beam is significantly lower than that obtained from the staffs confirmatory analysi Westinghouse

should eitherjustify the adequacy of the originally calculated torsional moment or perform a new analysis to calculate the torsional moment for the
design.
) Closed - Response provided by NSD-NRC-97-5070 of 4/15/97. juw __,

__ _ _L

N
%

C

.

|
,

'

Page: 1 Total Records: I.
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| ' Westinghouse Energy Systems sa 355
Electric Corporation P'"50u'gtt PennsyNama 15230 0355

NSD-NRC-97 5070
DCP/NRC0815
Docket No.: STN 52 003

April 15,1997
|

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| Washington, DC 20555

.

ATTENTION: T. R. Quay

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND STRUCTURAL OPEN ITEMS
'

|

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR Sections 3.7 and 3.8. These responses are
intended to resolve the identi6ed open items related to this section.

The items addressed include the following:

OITS # DSER frem or other W Status

750 3.8.4.42 Closed

766 3.8.5-8 Audit N

5028 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

5030 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

5031 December,1996 Meeting item Con 6rm W

5032 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

The Westinghouse Status for the open item tracking system is noted for each of the items above. The
! NRC staff is requested to review the responses and con 6rm the status.
|

If you h an questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374-4856.

Br an f. clntyr [
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml
- Attachment -

b
cc: D. Jackson, NRC (w/At'achment) $

i F. Fanous, Ames Lab (w//.ttachment)
i N. J. Liparuto, Westinghoun (w/o Attachment)
I
| mu

'

|
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Open Item # 750 DSER Ooen Item 3.8.4.4 2

De open issues are summarized in the NRC letter of March 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design" as follows:

OI # 750 '" Westinghouse will provide the design of the ring beam including torsional moment
and axial tension."

Item # 9 American Concrete Institute (ACI) Code Version for Torsional Design of Reinforced
Concrete Members

ne staff indicated that torsional design provisions in ACI 318-95 incorporate some
! significant recent developments and should be used. In response Westinghouse,

I

expressed a concern that the use of different year versions of the same code for

different design issues may be confusing and undesirable from consistency and quality. .

| control considerations. However, Westinghouse agreed to evaluate the practicality of
. incorporating ACI 318-95 torsional design provisions in AP600 structure design
| criteria.

Westinghouse resoonse

Reference 1: Ames Laboratory, "3D Analysis of AP600 Standard Plant Shield Building Root"
Presentation 12/13/97, (attached to NRC letter of March 4,1997)

|
.

Ames Lab presented resultant forces in the " tension ring * during the NRC/ Westinghouse meeting in
December,1996. Table I shows a comparison of the Westinghouse results against those presented by

| Ames Lab during the meeting. These forces use the notation of the Ames Lab report and are the
! maximum at any location around the circumference.

Westinghouse has performed additional investigation subsequent to the meeting in December,19%
using a more refined model. His investigation shows that the differences in the Ames Lab and,

!
Westinghouse results are due to the increased refinement of the Ames Lab modelin the, vicinity of the
air inlet openings. While this additional refinement will be used in future analyses of the shield
building roof, the higher mhgnitudes of moments in the Ames Lab results have little influence on the

i reinforcement required relative to that designed using the results from the Westinghouse analyses.

De design of the reinforcement for the tension ring is available for NRC review. The design is in
i accordance with ACI 349 and the methodology is summarized herein. The reinforcement for the
I

shield building roofis designed for each section of the shield building roof. He tension ring is one of
the s(ctions. Design of the reinforcement uses the maximum member forces from the finite element
analyses at any elevation or azimuth within the segment.

,

Hoop reinforcement for axial and flexural forces (A,, A',)
,

ne required hoop reinforcement considers unit height of the tension ring subject to hoop tension and
bending about the vertical axis. Two cases are considered. One case uses the maximum hoop tension
per unit height anywhere around the circumference (which occurs at the bottom of the tension ring
above the center of an air inlet) plus the moment at the same location. De second case uses the
maximum hoop compression and associated moment. He hoop reinforcement required for these cases
is increased for in. plane shear and torsion loads as described below.

,
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In plane shear reinforcement ( An)

He required reinfoicement for in plane shear is calculated using the maximum in plane shear force
which occurs above the edge of the air inlet opening. This required reinforcement is added to that'
required for flexure and may be provided on either face.

Out of plane shear reinforcement (A, )

De required reinforcement for out of plane shear is calculated using the maximum out-of-plane shear
force. Reinforcement is provided for the shear force exceeding V, , the capacity of the concrete in
shear. His reinforcement is provided as stirrups in the tension ring.

Torsion reinforcement (A,)

De required reinforcement for torsion is calculated using the maximum torsional moment (M ) abouty
the horizontal axis of the section at any location around the circumference. The required
reinforcement is calculated as:

bA* =
&f (d-d')y

He reinforcement is calculated using the maximum torsion per unit height around the circumference.
In the tension ring longitudinal reinforcement is added for this torsional moment and stirmps are

-

provided above the air inlet openings.

The ACI 349 Code permits torsion and out of-plane shear reinforcement to be calculated at distance, d,
from the face of the support. In the current reinforcement design based on the finite element analyses
with a relatively coarse mesh, the design was based on the maximum forces anywhere around the
circumference. In future analyses with a more refined mesh such as that used in the Ames Lab

analyses the design will be based on out-of-plane shear and torsion at distance, d, from the support.

The principal differences in the torsional design provisions of ACI 318-95 relative to those of earlier
codes are described in the commentuy to ACI 318 95, paragraph 11.6. "In the 1995 code, the formert

elliptical interaction between the shear carried by concrete, V, , and the torsion carried by the concrete
has been eliminated. V, remains constant at the value it has when there is no torsion, and the torsion
carried by the concrete is always taken as zero." This approach is taken in the design of the out-of-
plane shear and torsion reinforcement for the tension ring.

Meridional reinforcement

ne calculation of the required meridional reinforcement is similar to that for the hoop reinforcement
but uses the vertical membrane force and bending about the horizontal axis. In the tension ring itself
the design loads are primarily axial and the moments are small since the overall moment is carried by
the composite section including the webs of the precast panels. Bus vertical reinforcement between
the air inlet openings is established by deve!opment of the reinforcement from the columns below the
tension ring and the conical roof above the tension ring. Vertical reinforcement above the air inlets is
established by the stirrups required for out-of plane shear and torsion plus development of the
reinforcement in the conical roof above the tension ring.

-

,

,
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Table 1 Member forces in tension ring,

Force N (kips) Qz (kips) Qx (kips) Mx (k.ft) T (k.ft) Mz (k.ft)
Ames 2524 512 144 856 904 785

W 2554 755 252 323 380 454

Quen item # 766 DSER Open item 3.8.5 8

I

ne open issue is summarized in the NRC letter of March 4,1997 " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 7, as follows:

! " Validation of Initec's Post Processing Computer Codes

ne staff could not review the validat, ion of these codes since the validation package provided for
review was mostly in Spanish. Westinghouse agreed to provide an English version of the package for

,

!' the staff to review."

j Westinghouse responle

I An english version of the package is available for staff review
1

1

Open item # 5023

De open issue is identified in the NRC letter of March 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to discuss !
Westinghouse AP600 stmetural design", item # 4, as follows: |.

"Co'nsideration of Out-of-Plane Seismic Load in the Design of Wall Panels

Out of plane seismic loads on the wall panels are caused by the inertia of the panel mass (local) as
well as by the global behavior of the wall floor system (which may cause panel support displacements
resulting in out-of-plane moments and shears). But in designing the wall panels, Initec considered
only the local out-of-plane bending and did not consider the global out of-plane moments and shears
that were calculated by Bechtel.

The staff discussed this with Initec, Westinghouse, and Bechtel personnel as a generic issue; it was
agreed that the appropriate way of combining the local and global moments and shears and its impact
in the design will be addressed by Westinghouse."

| Westinghouse resoonse

|

! The out-of plane seismic loads on the wall panels caused by the inertia of the panel mass have been
considered in the design of the walls using hand calculations based on their mass and acceleration.

This was dcne because g:nerally there is only one element between floors. 'Ihe out-of-plane moments
shown in the finite element analysis results are primadly due to panel support displacements.

,

+)4
'

|
o
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i FAX to DINO SCALETTI
|
,

May 9,1997

! CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren
| Richard Orr

Bob Vijuk
i Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #750 (DSER 3.8.4.4-2)
|

| To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
| Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC 'must acknowledge receipt of all

Westingbosse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business
! days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an

FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete. |

| Relevant documentation related to Open Item #750 (DSER 3.8.4.4-2) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5070 on April 15,1997. A copy!

i of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax. We believe the 1

| information provided herewith has completed our action on Item #750. We request that NRC

| review the material we have provided conceming Item #750 and provide a definitive action for
Westinghouse or provide diiection to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N"

'

or " Closed." Thank you. .

I

I

Jim Winters
412 374-5290

,
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FAX TO BILL HUFFMAN,

May 14,1997

Here is the information we provided for OITS item #2277:

A stuck open LTOP valve will result in reactor coolant leakage to the floor of a steam,

generator compartment. This leakage then goes through a floor drain to the containment i

| sump. Abnormal operation procedures should require identification and correction of '

coolant leaks long before reaching a condition required for ERG implementation. If,
however, the leakage continues long enough, system levels will drop enough to require
initiation of the actions defined by SDG-1 of the ERGS as shown on Shutdown Safety 2

Status Tree SDF-0.1. Step 6 in the step sequence of SDG-1 requires the operators to )
" Identify and Isolate any RCS Leakage." 1

-

The LTOP valves are addressed in subsection 2.3.6 of the ITAAC in Table 2.3.6-4 in I
Item 7.a). This item covers testing of the low temperature overpressure systeni, including

,

the relief valves. !,
.

Jim Winters

| 412-374-5290

i

e

i

.
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' FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 13,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren
Robert Tupper
Robin Nydes
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

|

OPEN ITEM #4117 (DSER 3.2.1)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages n items that we believe are complete.
Relevant documentation related to Open Item 411 SER 3.2.1) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-4993 on February 21.1997.

~

i A copy of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax. We request liiar
| NRC review the material we have provided concerning Item #4117 and provide a definitive
'

action for Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend
" Action N" or " Closed." Thank you.

f

| Jim Winters
412-374-5290

1

|-

|
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Westinghouse Energy Systems sa 3ss
Electric Corporation Pittsbyp Pencsparu 15230 C3$$

NSD NRC 97-4993
DPC/NRC0747
Docket No.. STN-52-003

February 21,1997

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

TO: T.R. QUAY

SUBJECT: WESTINGHOUSE RESPONSES TO NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ON THE AP600.

. .

Dear Mr. Quay:

Enclosed are three copies of the Westinghouse responses to open items on AP600 topics. Responses
to nine RAls are included in this transmittal. RAI 410.261 provides in'ormation on Section 9 of the

|
SSAR. Responses to RAI 440.571, Revision 1 discusses the OSU Test Analys's Report. Responses I

'

to RAls 260.83,84,85,86,87,88, and 89 address questions on Section 3 of the SSAR.

The NRC technical staff should review these responses as a part of their review of the AP600 design.
These responses close, from a Westinghouse perspective, the addressed questions. The NRC should
inform Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the "NRC Status * column of the OITS.

Please contact Brian A. McIntyre on (412) 3744334 if you have any questions concerning this
transmittal.

Nb'

A
i Brian A. McIntyre, ,anager

Advanced Plant Safety and 1.icensing

'

jml

Enclosures

cc: T. Kenyon, NRC - (w/o enclosures)
W. Huffman, NRC - (w/ enclosures)
N. Liparuto, Westinghouse - (w/o enclosures)

.
._
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ENCLOSURE TO WESTINGHOUSE |

LETTER NSD-NRC-97-4993
I

l

FEBRUARY 21,1997
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| NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
|

Question 260.84

Re: OITS 4117

i

Explain how quality assurance requirements for the regulatory treatment of nonsafety systems, systems, and
components (RTNSS) which, Westinghouse has defined in Letter NSD-NRC 96-4670, dated March 26.1996, are
also sufficient to satisfy the regulatory requirements for seismic Category U. as described in RG 1.29. i.e.. "all
activities affecting the safety-related functions of those portions of structures, systems, and components covered under
Regulatory Positions 2 and 3" of the RG?

l

| Response:

SSAR Subsection 3.2.1.1.2 contains the Westinghouse position thac "the quality assurance requirements for Seismic
Category U structures, systems and components are sufficient to provide that these components will meet the

( requirement to not cause unacceptable structural failure of or interaction with Seismic Category I structures." The

| quality assurance requirements defined in letter NSD-NRC-96-4670 constitutes a Quality Assurance Program Plan
| used in a procurement contract to assure that the component will be designed, documented and delivered to da plant

| in a controlled manner. Design input, including seismic design requirements for Category U, shall be contained in
design requirements documents or Equipment Specifications which are also part of a procurement contract.

SSAR Revision: NONE
!

,

I

l

l

!

!

!
|
|

-

i

(

W westinghouse ,d( 260.84
3

:
I
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

|
I May 13,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quayi

| Don Lindgren
Robin Nydes
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #4118 (DSER 3.2.1)

| To meet the SECY.97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submik Final SSAR Revisioni &
! Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of ell
| Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business
!

days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.

| Relevant documentation related to Open Item #4118 (DSER 3.2.1) is attached. Action was
i completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-4993 on February 21,1997.

A copy of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax. We request that
NRC review the material we have provided concerning Item #4118 and provide a definitive

| action for Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend
" Action N" or " Closed." Thank you.

I

V
Jim Winters

j 412-374-5290

I

|

|

|
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Westinghouse Energy Systems sa 3ss!

! Electric Corporation Pmswr emnm ismcass
|

| NSD NRC 97-4993
'

DPC/NRC0747 i

Docket No.: STN 52 003

February 21,1997

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

i

Washington, DC 20555 '

i TO: T.R. QUAY
!

: SUBJECT: WESTINGHOUSE RESPONSES TO NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION ON THE AP600.

Dear Mr. Quay:

|
Enclosed are three copies of the Westinghouse responses to open items on AP600 topics. Responses |
to nine RAls are included in this transmittal. RAI 410.261 provides information on Section 9 of the
SSAR. Responses to RAI 440.571, Revision 1, discusses the OSU Test Analysis Report. Responses
to RAls 260.83,84,85,86,87,88, and 89 address questions on Section 3 of the SSAR.

| The NRC technical staff should review these responses as a part of their review of the AP600 design. |
| These responses close, from a Westinghouse perspective, the addressed questions. The NRC should |

inform Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the "NRC Status * column of the OITS.

Please contact Brian A. McIntyre on (412) 374-4334 if you have any questions concerning this
transmittal.

f$h |

Brian A. McIntyre, anager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing i

jml

Enclosures

| cc: T. Kenyon, NRC - (w/o enclosures)
W. Huffman, NRC - (w/ enclosures)
N. Liparuto, Westinghouse - (w/o enclosures)

-
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NRC REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

ewu

Question 260.85

| Re: OITS 4118
|
|

Please identify all RTNSS SSCs that would also satisfy the functional and design criteria of those portions of
structures, systems, and components covered under Regulatory Positions 2 and 3 of RG 1.29.

Response:

RG 1.29 Regulatory Position 2 imposes Category I Gsign requirements and 10 CFR 50 Appendix B on " portions
of structures, systems, or components whose continued function is not required but whose failure could reduce the

|
functioning of any plant feature'' included in Category I. Regulatory Position 3 imposes Category I design
requirements and 10 CFR 50 Appendix B on " portions of structures, systems, or components that form interfaces'

between Seismic Category I and non-Seismic Category I requirements."

AP600 does not have any identified RTNSS structures, systems, and components that fall under the definitions of
Regulatory Position 2 or 3.

i !

! SSAR Revision: NONE
.

|

|

|

|
| |

1,

,

!

|

|
,

260.65
#
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 13,1997
4

I CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren
; Robert Tupper

Robin Nydes
; Bob Vijuk

Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #4119 (DSER 3.2.1)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.
Relevant documentation related to Open Item #4119 (DSER 3.2.1) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-4993 on February 21,1997.,

A copy of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax. We request that>

i NRC review the material we have provided concerning item #4119 and provide a definitive
action for Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend
" Action N" or " Closed." Thank you.

>
: Jim Winters

412-374-5290

.
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| Westingflouse Energy Systems sa ass

| Electric Corporation Pmswr Pasmaa isnc c355
|

NSD NRC-97-4993
DPC/NRC0747
Docket No.: STN 52-003

Febmary 21,1997

| Document Control Desk
i U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| Washington, DC 20555

l
TO: T.R. QUAY

l

| SUBJECT: WESTINGHOUSE RESPONSES TO NRC REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL |
INFORMATION ON THE AP600. i

Dear Mr. Quay:

|

Enclosed are three copies of the Westinghouse responses to open items on AP600 topics. Responses
to nine RAls are included in this transmittal. RAI 410.261 provides information on Section 9 of the
SSAR. Responses to RAI 440.571, Revision 1, discusses the OSU Test Analysis Report. Responses
to RAls 260.83,84,85,86,87,88, and 89 address questions on Section 3 of the SSAR.

The NRC technical staff should review these responses as a part of their review of the AP600 design.
These responses close, from a Westinghouse perspective, the addressed questions. The NRC should
inform Westinghouse of the status to be designated in the "NRC Status' column of the OITS.

Please contact Brian A. McIntyre on (412) 374-4334 if you have any questions concerning this
transmittal.

,

|

A.
' Brian A. McIntyre, artager

Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing |
!

| jml
|

Enclosures I

|

cc: T. Kenyon, NRC - (w/o enclosures)
W. Huffman, NRC - (w/ enclosures)

i N. Liparuto, Westinghouse - (w/o enclosures)
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i NRC REQUEST FOR ADDmONAL INFORMATION i
1

t:;t. -- : .

l

1
l

Question 260.86
|

| Re: OITS 4||9

How would RTNSS QA requiremcnts as denned in NSD-NRC-96-4670 address interface design requirements
identified in RP C,3.?

Response:

As indicated in the response to RAI 260.85. AP600 does not have any identified RTNSS structures, systems and
components that " form interfaces between Seismic Category I and non-Seismic Category I requirements" identified
in Reg. Guide 1.29. RP 3. QA requirements defined in NSD NRC 96-4670 do not apply to any components in the
Regulatory Position C.3 category.

SSAR Revision: NONE
1

.

*

I

260.04e

. _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ .
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 8,1997|

|

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren
Richard Orr
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #628 (DSER 3.7.1.1-1)

To meet the SECY-97-031 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 22 calendar days away (17 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packa en items that we believe are complete.|

Relevant documentation related to Open Item 628 ER 3.7.1.1-) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter . TD-NRC-97-5041 on March 26,1997. The
material from the letter has been incorporated into Revision 12 of the SSAR. A copy of this
letter, with the pertinent attachments, and copies of the pages from the SSAR are included with
this fax. We believe the information provided herewith has completed our action on Item #628
and that it should be closed separately from Items 5234,5235 and 5236 which now are included
in the Open Item Tracking System for Item 628. We request that NRC review the material we I

have provided conceming It:m 628 and provide a definitive action for Westinghouse or provide
direction to chan2e the status of this item. We recommend " Action N" or " Closed." Thank you.

\

'm. Winters
412-374-5290

,

|

|

V

|
|

|
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AP600 Opes It m Tracki:= Sy;t:m DJ.txttse: Exec 1tiva S;mm: 7 D:t:: 5/8/97 /
Selection: htem no] between 628 And 628 Sorted by Typc

Item DSER Section Title / Description Resp (W) NRC

Nn. Branch Question Typc Detail Status Engineer Status Status letter No. / Dat,e
_

628 NRR/1 CGB 37.1.1-1 MTCM)I Orr / NRCSEIS/SSARR Action W Action W NSD-N RC-97-4956

"_stmghese pjd coninut, , potenth te needs drnceth tdiedpwn&ng parameters.
_ _ |_.

' Closed - The shallo'w soil' site (shear wave velocity A 1000 fpblepth to blcocl[A 100 ft' ) is excluded by the requirernent that the shear wase ~ l
~ -~ ~-

{selocity be greater than 1000 fps. i

,Clarifiestion requested in NRC letter of 4/5/96 - Requirement for site specific time history and PSD criteria added in SSAR 2.5 4 5 5 mhich cosers
! site specific seismic input.
Action W - Resolve the differences in NRC and Westinghouse position on site quahfication The shallow soil site (s5 ear w ave selocity < 1000 fps, I
{ depth to bedrock < 100 ft )is excluded by the requirement that the shear wave selocity be greater than 1000 fps. COL must demonstrate that site is 'j
; acceptable for the AP600 design. NRC position is that site specific analysis must use ZPA of 0 3 for SSE. Westinghouse position is that site specific

|carthquake should be used for sites outside the interface.
, Discussed at NRC Management meeting 7-17-96 - funher technical discussions required to clarify issue.
iWestmghouse position identified in letter NSD NRC-96-4804, dated 8/26/96.
|NRC Status: Action W - The SSAR proposal presented at the December 1996 meeting does mW satisfy the sta!T position Westinghouse will regund.

'(12/16/96)
| See NRC letter of 12/9S6.

Q { Closed - Westmghouse provided a position on shallow soil sites in NSD-NRC-97-4956 of 1/28N7.
[ Action W - NRC Letter 1/31/97, he AP600 standard seismic design parametet is 0 3g peak ground acceleration aith the response spectra shown in

h figures 3.7.1-1 and 2.
|De staff has reviewed the standard safety analysis report (SSAR), Revision 9. In SSAR Subsection 7.5 4.5.5,"Responsc of Sod and Rock to
: Dynamic Imadmg," Westinghouse states that for sites where the soil characteristics arc outside the range considered in Appendix 211.2 of the SSAR,
site-specific soil-structure interaction analyses may be performed by the Combined Operating License (COL) applicant to demonstrate acceptAihty
and that the analysis would use the site-specific soil conditions and site-specific safe shutdown carthquake. NRC staff has discussed this issue in :Sc

!past and determined that this proposal m as unacceptabic. See NRC letter dated January 31,1997, for further discussion on this issue. Westinghou:c:

|needs to revise the SSAR.
' Action-N - Response provided in NSD-NRC-97-5041, March 26,1997 |

i
! Action W - respond to new RAls, see open items $234,5235,5236.

Page: 1 Total Records: I
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|

NSD-NRC-97 5041t-
'

DCP/NRC0788
Docket No.: STN 52-003

|
March 26,1997 |

Document Control Desk |

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission I

Washington, DC 20555,.
|

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY
|

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND SITE PARAMETER OPEN ITEMS

Dear Mr. Quay: |
|

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR section 2.5 and 3.7. Markup of proposed |
changes to SSAR Sections 2.5 and 3.7 and appendix 3F are also provided. These responses and

| markups are intended to resolve the identified open items related to these sections.

The changes in site parameters should be consistent with the interpretation of the regulations by the
| NRC staff. The approach includes information discussed between Westinghouse legal counsel and

NRC Office of General Counsel and is similar to the approach previously approved for another
ALWR design certification. The changes included in Section 3.7 are generally changes previously
discussed with the staff.

'

This information will be discussed in a meeting between Westinghouse and NRC staff tentatively
scheduled for April 14-18, 1997. If you have any questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at
(412) 374-4856.

f? A
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager

; Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing
.

|

jml

Attachment
"

|

cc: D. Jackson, NRC
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)

._ _

J83,,,

|
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Attachment to NSD-NRC-97-5041

|

The draft SSAR material provides a markup of Chapter 2, Section 3.7 and Appendix 3F. It responds ;

j to the following open items:
|

Open Item # DSER Ouest'QD Resconse.

|-

547 2.5.4.3-2 Short and long term settlement are addressed in a revision to I
subsection 2.5.4.3.

623 3.7.1 2 SSAR subsection 3.7.1.1 and Appendix 3F are revised as shown in
the markup. Damping for cable trays has been revised per |
agreement in January,1997 meeting. Damping fo'r configurations

!

not similar to the tests referenced in the SSAR has been reduced to
10% matching the recommendations in a report by Brookhaven.

628 3.7.1.1-1 The shallow soil sites are excluded from the AP600 design basis
due to the limitation on soil shear wave velocity. This is
specifically shown in a revision to subsection 3.7.1.4.

649 3.7.2.4-7 Design information has been added in subsection 3.7.2.8 for the
annex building demonstrating that there will be no unacceptable
seismic interaction. The method of evaluation of seismic
interaction for the radwaste building is also added in subsection
3.7.2.8.

662 3.7.2.8-5 Subsection 3.7.2.3 has been revised to show use of eccentric
bracing or the turbine building.

664 3.7.2.8-7 Turbine building behavior is addressed for seismic margin in PRA
Chapter 55. A draft copy was provided with letter
NSD-NRC-97-5014, dated March 18, 1997.

670, 1885 3.7.2.16-1 Requirement has been added fbr COL applicant to reconcile
seismic analyses of structures for as-built data.

769 3.8.5-11 SSAR subsection 2.5.4.5 has been revised to provide information
on lateral soil variability and the requirements for site evaluation.
This is also referenced from 3.8.5 in SSAR Rev 11.

.

791 3.9.3.1-6 Comments on ductwork were addressed in Appendix 3A in SSAR -

Rev i1. Comments on electrical raceways are addressed in
'

i Appendix 3F.

4997 RAI 231.34 Chapter 2 has been revised to use the term " site parar.iete:s"

S
'

v e

liter

|
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b3. Design of Structures, Componerts, Equipment, and Systems
, ,

3.7.1.3 Critical Damping Values
.

Energy dissipation within a structural system is represented by equivalent viscous dampers in
the mathematical model. The damping coefficients used are based on the material, load
conditions, and type of construction used in the structural system. The safe shutdown
earthquake damping values used in the dynamic analysis are presented in Table 3.7.1-1. The
damping values are based on Regulatory Guide 1.61, ASCE Standard 4-86 (Reference 3), and
5 percent damping for piping, except for the damping value of the primary coolant loop
piping, which is based on Reference 22, and conduits, cable trays and their related supports.

The damping values for conduits, cable trays and their related supports ar'. shown in
Table 3.7.1-1 and Figure 3.7.1-13. The damping value of conduit, empty celote trays, and
their related supports is similar to that of a bolted structure, namely 7 percent of critical. The
damping value of filled cable trays and supports increases with increased cable fill and level

I of seismic excitation. The d=pir.; v6: fFor cable trays and supports demonstrated to be
I similar to those tested, damping values of Figure 3.7.1-13 may be used. These are-is based

on test results (Reference 19).

For structures or components composed of different material types, the composite modal
damping is calculated using the strain energy method. The strain energy dependent modal
damping values are computed based on Reference 20. The modal damping values equal:

On " [ ( &n I Oi I K li I &n I
"#

t

{ 4 )T [ g, j ( &n Iwhere: j.;

pn = ratio of critical damping for mode n

= number of elementsnc

( @n ) = mode n (eigenvector)

= stiffness matrix of element i \K,
,.,

pj = ratio of critical damping associated with element i

K, = total system stiffness matrix
.

| Strain-dependent damping values are used for the foundation material for rock sites in
accordance with Reference 5 and 6 and for soil sites in accordance with Reference 33. The

,

strain-dependent damping curves for the foundation materials are presented in Figures 3.7.1-14
and 3.7.1 15 for rock material and soil material, respectively. The strain-dependent soil

| material damping.is limited to 15 percent of critical damping.
'

!

| 3.7.1.4 Supporting Media for Seismic Category 1 Structures

The seismic design basis for the AP600 is to provide design coverage for as many plant sites
,

as practical. For the design of seismic Category I structures, a set of four design soil profiles

) [I .s ni2 e n uire m Revision: 12-

[ W85tiligt100S8 3.7-5 Draft,1997

|
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3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipmtnt, and Systems

1

of various shear wave velocities is established in Appendices 2A and 28. The four design

|
soil profiles include a hard rock site, a soft rock site, an upper bound soft-to-medium soil site

; and a soft-to-medium soil site. The shear wave velocity profiles and related governing
parameters of the four sites considered are the following:

For the hard rock site, an upper bound case for firm sites using fixed base seismic| .

analysis.

For the soft rock site, a shear wave velocity of 2400 feet per second at the ground*
I

surface, increasing linearly to 3200 feet per second at a depth of 240 feet, and base rock

at the depth of 120 feet.

For the soft-to-medium soil site, a shear wave velocity of 1000 feet per second at-

ground surface, increasing parabolically to 2400 feet per second at 240 feet, base rock
at the depth of 120 feet, and ground water at grade level.

For the upper bound soft-to-medium soil site, a shear wave velocity of 1414 feet per*

second at ground surface, increasing parabolically to 3394 feet per second at 240 feet,
base rock at the depth of 120 feet, and ground water at grade level. The initial soil shear

,

modulus profile is twice that of the soft to-medium soil site.

.

The strain-dependent shear modulus curves for the foundation materials, together with the
corresponding damping curves, are shown in Figures 3.7.1 14 and 3.7.1-15 for rock material
and soil material, respectively. The shear wave velocity profile for the design soil profiles,
with variation of depth to base rock, is shown in Figure 3.7.1-17.

i

The AP600 design for the site parameters given in Table 2-1 is implemented using analyses|

I for the four soil conditions described above. These four soil conditions consist of competent

I material. They do not include profiles consisting of one or more thin layers overlying
I competent ma6 rial (Sundard Review Plan 3.7.2). The shear wave velocity parameter in

,

I Table 2 1 excludes these shallow soil sites from consideration as a part of design certification.

l .

I The AP600 may also be suitable at sites outside the bounds of the site parameters. These

I sites may be demonstrated to be acceptable using the methodology in subsection 2.5.2.2.
I There site specific analyses demonstrating acceptability of the site would be submitted as part

| I of the Combined License application. The evaluation of the suitability of these sites is not

I included in design certification,
l

|
The AP600 nuclear island consists of three seismic Category I structures founded on a

The three structures that make up the nuclear island are the coupledcommon basemat.
auxiliary and shield buildings, the steel containment vessel, and the containment internal
structures. The nuclear island is shown in Figure 3.7.1 16. The foundation embedment depth,
foundation size, and total height of the seismic Category I structures are presented in

Table 3.7.12.

Revision: 12 emma mW (p
Draft,1997 3.7-6 3 W85tingt100S8
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3.7.1.3 Critical Damping Values

Energy dissipation within a structural system is represented by equivalent viscous dampers in
the mathematical model. He damping coefficients used are based on the material, load
conditions, and type of construction used in the structural system. The safe shutdown ;

earthquake damping values used in the dynamic analysis are presented in Table 3.7.1-1. The |
damping values are based on Regulatory Guide 1.61, ASCE Standard 4-86 (Reference 3), and
5 percent damping fe ,.m :g, except for the damping value of the primary coolant loop
piping, which is basco c.: Reference 22, and conduits, cable trays and their related supports.

The damping values for conduits, cable trays and their related supports are shown in
Table 3.7.1-1 and Figure 3.7.1-13. He damping value of conduit, empty cable trays, and )
their related supports is similar to that of a bolted structure, namely 7 percent of critical. The '

damping value of filled cable trays and supports increases with increased cable fill and level
I of seismic excitation. For cable trays and supports demonstrated to be similar to those tested,
I damping values of Figure 3.7.1-13 may be used, nese are based on test results |

(Reference 19). .

For structures or components composed of different material types, the composite modal |
damping is calculated using the strain energy method. He strain energy dependent modal |

damping values are computed based on Reference 20. He modal damping values equal- |

|
|

= [ ( &, }# @, I K,1, ( $. )
''

@
I @a I I K,I I @a Iwhere: "'

= ratio of critical damping for mode n,

nc = number of elements

( $, } = mode n (eigenvector)

( K, ), = stiffness matrix of element i

= ratio of critical damping associated with element i,

( K, ) = total system stiffness matrix

Strain-dependent damping values are used for the foundation material for rock sites in
accordance with Reference 5 and 6 and for soil sites in accordance with Reference 33. The

i straindependent damping curves for the foundation materials are presented in Figures 3.7.1-14
and 3.7.1-15 for rock material and soil material, respectively. ne strain dependent soil
material damping i.s limited to 15 percent of critical damping.

3.7.1.4 Supporting Media for Seismic Category I Structures

ne seismic design basis for the AP600 is to provide design coverage for as many plant sites
as practical. For the design of seismic Category I structures, a set of four design soil profiles
of various shear wave velocities is established in Appendices 2A and 2B. The four design

I Revision: 12

W Westilighotise 3.7-5 April 30,1997
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3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systems

soil profiles include a hard rock site, a soft rock site, an upper bound soft-to-medium soil site
and a soft-to-medium soil site. The shear wave velocity profiles and related goveming
parameters of the four sites considered are the following:

For the hard rock site, an upper bound case for finn sites using fixed base seismic+

analysis.

For the soft rock site, a shear wave velocity of 2400 feet per second at the ground*

surface, increasing linearly to 3200 feet per second at a depth of 240 feet, and base rock
at the depth of 120 feet.

For the soft-to-medium soil site, a shear wave velocity of 1000 feet per second at*

ground surface, increasing parabolically to 2400 feet per second at 240 feet, base rock
at the depth of 120 feet, and ground water at grade level.

For the upper bound soft-to-medium soil site, a shear wave velocity of 1414 feet per*

second at ground surface, increasing parabolically to 3394 feet per second at 240 feet,
base rock at the depth of 120 feet, and ground water at grade level. The initial soil shear
modulus profile is twice that of the soft-to-medium soil site.

The strain dependent shear modulus curves for the foundation materials, together with the
corresponding damping curves, are shown in Figures 3.7.1-14 and 3.7.1-15 for rock matenal
and soil material, respectively. He shear wave velocity profile for the design soil profiles, (
with variation of depth to base rock, is shown in Figure 3.7.1-17.

I The AP600 design for the site parameters given in Table 2-1 is implemented using analyses
' for the four soil conditions described above. Rese four soil conditions consist of competent
I material. They do not include profiles consisting of one or more thin layers overlying
I competent material (Standard Review Plan 3.7.2). The shear wave velocity parameter in
| Table 2-1 excludes these shallow soil sites from consideration as a part of design certification.
I

I De AP600 may also be suitable at sites outside the bounds of the site parameters. Rese
I sites may be demonstrated to be acceptable using the methodology in subsection 2.5.2.2.
| These site specific analyses demonstrating acceptability of the site would be submitted as part
I of the Combined License application. The evaluation of the suitability of these sites is not,

| | included in design certification.

He AP600 nuclear island consists of three seismic Category I structures founded on a
! common basemat. He three structures that make up the nuclear island are the coupled

auxiliary and shield buildings, the steel containment vessel, and the containment intemal
structures. He nuclear island is shown in Figure 3.7.1-16. He foundation embedment depth,
foundation size, and total height of the seismic Category I structures are presented in
Table 3.7.1-2.

A coupled nuclear island stick model and design soil profile finite element models are used
in the threewiimensional soil structure interaction analysis described in subsection 3.7.2.4.

Revision: 12
April 30,1997 3.7-6 3 Westiflgt10ljSe
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| FAX to DINO SCALETTI
:

| May 8,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay ;

Don Lindgren |

Richard Orr
|
l Bob Vijuk

Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #662 (DSER 3.7.2.8-5)
t 1

'To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &!

| Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 22 calendar days away (17 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.

| Relevant documentation related to Open Item #662 (DSER 3.7.2.8-5) is attached. Action was
| completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5041 on March 26,1997. This

material has been incorporated into Revision 12 of the SSAR. A copy of this letter, with the
| pertinent attachments, and the affected pages of the SSAR are included with this fax. We believe

,

the information in this letter completed our action on Item #662 and request that NRC review I

the material we have provided and provide a definitive action for Westinghouse or provide
direction to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N" or " Closed." Thank you.

|.

Jim Winters
412-374-5290

i

,

|

{Y?
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AP600 Opea It:m Trccki;g Sy; tim Dr bae: Exec:tiva Samm;ry Dr.t:: 5/8/97
Selectior Dtem noj between 662 And 662 Sorted by Type

item DSER Sectam Titic/ Description Resp (W) NRC

No. Isranch Question Type Detail Status Engineer Status Status gxtte_r No. / D_ _ ate._ . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ __

662 NRR/ECGB 37.2.8-5 DSER-OI Orr / SCS/ NRCSEIS/S Action N Action W N TD-NRC-95-4433

[ Westinghouse should acceptably address tao issues related[the design of bracing systems'of structures adjacent to the Ni sinictures ]. _

| Westinghouse 53 prog ide followin~ 'a'd' itional information on turbine buildingig d
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '~ -

' Demonstrate that collapse of floors between the turbine building and the nuclear island in event of SSE will not impair safety functions of the nucleas
island.
NRC 1 etter dated July I8,1996 - 113. Demonstrate that the turbine buildmg frames can withstand with concentric bracing a seisn:ic ground
accelerstion of 0 3g Establish post-construction verification of structural members, connections, dimensions, etc to provide that these are consistent
uith the design Demonstrate that the turbine building four:dation will not pound the nuclear island wall at the foundation level.
Classification of turbine building is discussed in letter NSD-NRC-96-1854, dated 10/22/96. l'urther discussion is needed on behavior of K versus X
bracing.
NRC Status: Action W - The staff reviewed the Westinghouse October 21,1996, letter response. Westinghouse provided diagrams in the Ikccmber
1996 meeting. A telephone conference call is necessary. Westinghouse necds to classify the turbine building as Category 11 or use an eccentric
bracing system in the design. (12/16/96)
Action W - He staff reviewed the Westinghouse October 21,1996 letter response. Westinghouse provided diagrams in the December 1996
meeting. A telephone conference call is necessary. Westinghouse needs to classify the turbine building as Category !! or use an eccentric bracing
! system in the design.
Action W -In the SSAR, Westinghouse proposed to use the "X" type concentric bracing system together with the Unifonn lluilding Code (UllC)

{ requirements for the design of turbine budding. Based on a series of test performed at the carthquake engineering research center of University of
California at Berkcicy, a stect frame structure with concentric bracing designed based on UBC requirements will result in a nonconservative design.
To resolve this issue, the following three options were provided to Westinghouse:

The SSAR could commit to the eccentric bracing systems together with the same design requirements in stead of the "X" type concentrica.

N ; bracing systems for the design of the turbine building.
, b. Westinghouse could provide test data by the industry to demonstrate that the "X" type concentric bracing systems designed for UHC
' requirements will not fail or collapse in the event of an SSE,

[c. Westinghouse could demonstrate by analysis to show that the collapse of the turbine buildmg will not impair the iniegnty of scismic Category I
, structures, systems or components.

; Westinghouse must revisc the SSAR based on the option it decides to incorporate.
' Action-N - Response provided in NSD-N!:C 97-5041, March 26,1997

... .. . - - . . - - . _ . ~ _ . _ - - . - - - . .-

?
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Electric Corporation P!nsburgn Permsyfwsa 152340355

NSD-NRC 97-5041
DCP/NRC0788
Docket No.: STN-52@3

March 26,1997

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND SITE PARAMETER OPEN ITEMS

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR section 2.5 and 3.7. Markup of proposed
changes to SSAR Sections 2.5 and 3.7 and appendix 3F are also provided. These responses and;

markups are intended to resolve the identified open items related to these sections.

The changes in site parameters should be consistent with the interpretation of the regulations by the
NRC staff. The approach includes information discussed between Westinghouse legal counsel and
NRC Office of General Counsel and is similar to the approach previously approved for another
ALWR design certification. The changes included in Section 3.7 are generally changes previously
discussed with the staff.

This information will be discussed in a meeting between Westinghouse and NRC staff tentatively
scheduled for April 14-18, 1997. If you have any questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at I

(412) 374-4856. |

ff
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advariced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml

Attachment

I cc: D. Jackson, NRC
N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)

.

_
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Attachment to NSD-NRC-97 5041
|

|
1

The draft SSAR material provides ?. markup of Chapter 2, Section 3.7 and Appendix 3F. It responds
to the following Op:n items:

Ooen Item # DSER Ouestion Response

| 547 2.5.4.3-2 Short and long term settlement are addressed in a revision to

[ subsection 2.5.4.3.

623 3.7.1-2 SSAR subsection 3.7,1,1 and Appendix 3F are revised as shown in
the markup. Damping for cable trays has been revised per
agreement in January,1997 meeting. Damping fo'r configurations |
not similar to the tests referenced in the SSAR has been reduced to
10% matching the recommendations in a report by Brookhaven.

| 628 3.7.1.1-1 The shallow soil sites are excluded from the AP600 design basis

j due to the limitation on soil shear wave velocity. This is

| specifically shown in a revision to subsection 3.7.1.4.

|

| 649 3.7.2.4-7 Design information has been added in subsection 3.7.2.8 for the
annex building demonstrating that there will be no unacceptable
seismic interaction. The method of evaluation of seismic
interaction for the radwaste building is also added in subsection
3.7.2.8.

!

662 3.7.2.8-5 Subsection 3.7.2.8 has been revised to show use of eccentric
bracing or the rurbine building.

I

! 664 3.7.2.8 7 Turbine building behavior is addressed for seismic margin in PRA
Chapter 55. A draft copy was provided with letter;

NSD NRC-97 5014, dated March 18, 1997.

| 670, 1885 3.7.2.16-1 Requirement has been added for COL applicant to reconcile

i
seismic analyses of structures for as-built data.

;

| 769 3.2.5-11 SSAR subsection 2.5.4.5 has been revised to provide information
on lateral soil variability and the requirements for site evaluation.'

This is also referenced from 3.8.5 in SSAR Rev 11.
.

791 3.9.3.1-6 Comments on ductwork were addressed in Appendix 3A in SSAR -

Rev 11. Comments on electrical raceways are addressed in
'Appendix 3F.-

4997 RAI 231.34 Chapter 2 has been revised to use the term " site parameters"
!

.
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5 3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systems

I either a time history or a response spectrum analysis for each structure. The maximum
1 displacement of the roof of the annex building is 1.6 inches in the east-west direction. The
i minimum clearance between the structural elements of the annex building above grade and
I the nuclear island is 4 inches.

1 3.7.2.8.2 'Radwaste Building
|

The radwaste building is classified as nonseismic and is designed to the seismic requirements
of the Uniform Building Code, Zone 2A with an importance Factor of 1.25. As shown in the
radwaste building general arrangement in Figure 1.2-22, it is a small steel framed building.

; If it were to impact the nuclear island or collapse in th: safe shutdown earthquake, it would
not impair the integrity of the reinforced concrete nuclear island. The minimum clearance

i between the structural elements of the radwaste building above grade and the nuclear island
is 4 inches.

I

I Three methods are used to demonstrate that a potential radwaste building impact on the
i nuclear island during a seismic event will not impair its structural integrity:
|

The maximum kinetic energy of the impact during a seismic event considers theI -

I maximum radwaste building and nuclear island velocities. The total kinetic energy is
I considered to be absorbed by the nuclear island and converted to strain energy. He
I deflection of the nuclear island is less than 0.2" The shear forces in the nuclear island
I walls are less than the ultimate shear strength based on a minus one standard deviation
I of test data.
||

Stress wave evaluation shows that the stress wave resulting from the impact of the| | *

I radwaste building on the nuclear island has a maximum compressive stress less than the
I concrete compressive strength.
I

An energy comparison shows that the kinetic energy of the radwaste building is less| *

I than the kinetic energy of tornado missiles for which the exterior walls of the nuclear
I island are designed. .

1 3.7.2.8.3 Turbine Building

|
The turbine building is classified as nonseismic. As shown on the turbine building general
arrangement in Figures 1,2-23 through 1.2-30, the major structure of the turbine building is
separated from the nuclear island by approximately 18 feet. Floors between the turbine
building main structure and the nuclear island provide access to the nuclear island. The floor

|

| beams are supported on the outside face of the nuclear island with a nominal horizontal
clearance of 12 inches between the structural elements of the turbine building and the nuclear

|

j island. Rese beams are of light construction such that they will collapse if the differential
deflection of the two buildings exceeds the clearance and will not jeopardize the two foot
thick walls of the nuclear island. De roof in this area rests on the roof of the nuclear island
and could slide relative to the roof of the nuclear island in a large earthquake. The seismic

Jesign is upgraded from Zone 2A, importance Factor of 1.25, to Zone 3 with an Importance
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g 3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipmint, and Systems

|

Fac wr of 1.0 in order to provide margin against collapse during the safe shutdown earthquake.
| The turbine building is ; ec=en:rically an eccentrically braced steel frame structure designed

to meet the following criteria:

|

The turbine building is designed in accordance with ACI 318 for concrete structures and I.

with AISC for steel structures. Seismic loads are defined in accordance with the l991
l Uniform Building Code provisions for Zone 3 with an Importance Factor of 1.0. For
I an eccentrically braced structure the resistance modification factor is 10 (UBC-91,
I reference 1) using allowable stress design. When using allowable stress design, the |
| allowable stresses are not increased by one third for seismic loads. The resistance |

l modification factor is reduced to 7 for load and resistance factor design (ASCE 7-93, |
'

| reference 35).

The nominal horizontal clearance between the structural elements of the turbine building.

I above grade and the nuclear island and annex building is 12 inches.

S:::| nrue:urd br=ing cen=c:ic= = &:igned !S sufneien: :trengi :c &v:!c;;.

I ::=il; yic!d in hc bracing befor: 1: cen= :ica fai!:. The design of the lateral bracing
I system complies with the seismic requirements for eccentrically braced frames given in
I section 9.3 of the AISC Seismic Provisions for Structural Steel Buildings. (reference
| 34). Quality assurance is in accordance with ASCE 7-93 (reference 35) for the lateral
I bracing system.

3.7.2.9 EITects of Parameter Variations on Floor Response Spectra

Seismic model uncertainties due to, among other things, uncertainties in material properties,
mass properties, damping values, the effect of concrete cracking, and the modeling techniques
are accounted for in the widening of floor response spectra, as described in subsection 3.7.2.5.
Stresses in the concrete structural elements due to the' safe shutdown earthquake are below the |

tensile strength of the concrete. He effect of cracking of the concrete-filled structural
'

modules inside containment due to thermal loads is discussed in subsection 3.8.3.4.2.

3.7.2.10 Use of Constant Vertical Static Factors

The vertical component of the safe shutdown earthquake is considered to occur simultaneously
with the two horizontal components in the seismic analyses. Therefore, ccnstant vertical static
factors are not used for the design of seismic Category I structures.

3.7.2.11 Method Used to Account for Torsional Effects

De seismic analysis models of the nuclear island incorporate the mass and stiffness
eccentricities of the seismic Category I structures an' the torsional degrees of freedom. And
accidental torsional moment is included in the design of the nuclear island structures. The

:

l accidental torsional moment due to the eccentricity of each mass is determined using the

following:

:

bRevision: 12 eroxn.n:ow
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3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systenu

l minimum clearance between the structural elements of the annex building above grade and |
| the nuclear island is 4 inches.

'

| 3.7.2.8.2 Radwaste Building |
|

De radwaste building is classified as nonseismic and is designed to the seismic requirements |
of the Uniform Building Code, Zone 2A with an Importance Factor of 1.25. As shown in the i
radwaste building general arrangement in Figure 1.2-22, it is a small steel framed building. |

If it were to impact the nuclear island or collapse in the safe shutdown earthquake, it would
not impair the integrity of the reinforced concrete nuclear island. The minimum clearance

I between the structural elements of the radwaste building above grade and the nuclear island
is 4 inches.

I

I Three methods are used to demonstrate that a potential radwaste building upact on the I

i l nu; lear island during a seismic event will not impair its structural integrity:
I

I ne maximum kinetic energy of the impact during a seismic event considers the=

1 maximum radwaste building and nuclear island velocities. He total kinetic energy is4

I considered to be absorbed by the nuclear island and converted to strain energy. The
I deflection of the nuclear island is less than 0.2" He shear forces in the nuclear island
| walls are less than the ultimate shear strength based on a minus one standard deviationi

I of test data. |

| |
'

| Stress wave evaluation shows that the stress wave resulting from the impact of the=

I radwaste building on the nuclear island has a maximum compressive stress less than the
i concrete compressive strength.
I

i I An energy comparison shows that the kinetic energy of the radwaste building is less*

I than the kinetic energy of tornado missiles for which the exterior walls of the nuclear
1 island are designed.

I 3.7.2.8.3 Turbine Building

he turbine building is classified as nonseismic. As shown on the turbine building general
arrangement in Figures 1.2 23 through 1.2-30, the major structure of the turbine building is
separated from the nuclear island by approximately 18 feet. Floors between the turbine I

building main structure and the nuclear island pmvide access to the nucle.v island. The iloor
beams are supported on the outside face of the nuclear island with a nominal horizontal
clearance of 12 inches between the structural elements of the turbine building and the nuclear
island. These beams are of light constmetion such that they will collapse if the differential
deflection of the two buildings exceeds the clearance and will not jeopardize the two foot
thick walls of the nuclear island. The roofin this area rests on the roof of the nuclear island
and could slide relative to the roof of the nuclear island in a large earthquake. He seismic
design is upgraded from Zone 2A, Importance Factor of 1.25, to Zone 3 with an Importance
Factor of 1.0 in order to provide margin against collapse during the safe shutdown earthquake.

77 nevision: 12
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3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systems

i

!

l he turbine building is an eccentrically braced steel frame structure designed to meet the
following criteria:

!

1 Re turbine building is designed in accordance with ACI-318 for concrete structures and |
*

with AISC for steel structures. Seismic loads are defined in accordance with the 1991
i Uniform Building Code provisions for Zone 3 with an Importance Factor of 1.0. For
i an eccentrically braced structure the resistance modification factor is 10 (UBC-91,
I reference 1) using allowable stress design. When using allowable stress design, the |
| allowable stresses are not increased by one third for seismic loads. He resistance I

l modification factor is reduced to 7 far load and resistance factor design (ASCE 7-93,
I reference 35).

He nominal horizontal clearance between ene structural elements of the turbine building*

i above grade and the nuclear island and annex building is 12 inches.

1 He design of the lateral bracing system complies with the seismic requirements for*

i eccentrically braced frames given in section 9.3 of the AISC Seismic Provisions for
i Structural Steel Buildings. (reference 34). Quality assurance is in accordance with
| ASCE 7-93 (reference 35) for the lateral bracing system.

3.7.2.9 Effects of Parameter Variations on Floor Response Spectra

Seismic model uncertainties due to, among other things, uncertainties in material pro,,erties,
| mass properties, damping values, the effect of concrete cracking, and the modeling techniques

are accounted for in the widening of floor response spectra, as described in subsection 3.7.2.5.
Stresses in the concrete structural elements due to the safe shutdown earthquake are below the
tensile strength of the concrete. The effect of cracking of the concrete-filled structural
modules inside containment due to thermal loads is discussed in subsection 3.8.3.4.2.

3.7.2.10 Use of Constant Vertical Static Factors

ne vertical component of the safe shutdown earthquake is considered to occur simultaneously
with the two horizontal componer.ts in the seismk analyses. Derefore, constant vertical static
factors are not used for the design of seismic Category I structures.

3.7.2.11 Method Used to Account for Torsional Effects
;

ne seismic analysis models of the nuclear island incorporate the mass and stiffne:s
| eccentricities of the seismic Category I stmetures and the torsional degrees of freedom. An
' accidental torsional. moment is included in the design of the nuclear island structures. The

accidental torsional moment due to the eccentricity of each mass is determined using the
following:

Horizontal mass properties of the building stick models shown in Figures 3.7.2-4,*

3.7.2-5, and 3.7.2-6,

Revision: 12
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI
,

| May 8,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren

| Richard Orr
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

i OPEN ITEM #649 (DSER 3.7.2.4-7)

| To mee.t the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westingboase submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 22 calendar days away (17 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete. |

Relevant documentation related to Open Item #649 (DSER 3.7.2.4-7) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5041 on March 26, 1997.

| Material from the letter has been incorporated into Revision 12 of the SSAR. A copy of this
letter, with the pertinent attachments, and the affected pages of the SSAR are included with this
fax. We believe the information submitted herewith completes our action on Item #649 and
request that NRC review the material we have provided and provide a definitive action for

[ Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N"
or " Closed." Thank you.

I

!

e

i

Jim Winters
412-374-5290

.

i

,

.
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AP600 Opes Itzm Trccking System Drt base: Exec tiveS1mmarry Dat:: 5/8/97
Selectiez: [ item nol between 649 And 649 Sorted by Type

,

licm DSER Section Titic/ Description Resp (W) NRC
No. Branch Question T pc Detail Status Engineer Status Status Letter No. / Dat:3

649 NRR/ECGB 3.7.24-7 DSERol Orr / BPC / NRCSEIS/S Action N Action W NSD-NRC-96-4825 i

| Westinghouse should'csaluatc the'loia!Ec'[tb~ougIsoil'SSUffe'ct of AEmismic CategdI stEtuits on thelesign o5NbcMEilmic' Categur)I
~ ~ ~ ~ ~

[I **IIs and the potential for pounding between stmcttres; Additional {ssues identK{ed in NRC lener dated July l8.1996. j
_. , _

I Results of the 2D SASSI analyses to determine the loads on the exterior walls below grade are included in SSAR Revision 7, Appendix 2C.
,

Potential for pounding betscen buildings is addressed in SSAR 3.7.2.8.
Action W. See meeting notes 7/l8/96. Determine the effect of adjacent nonsismic Category I buildings on the lateral pressure on nuclear island I

walls below grade due to horizontal seismic ground motions, justify that existmg anMyses adequately represent the gap between the buildings. |
Closed - Response provided in NSD-NRC-96-4825- Refined model has minimal c1fect on results.

Relative deflections from SASSI 2D analyws are available for resicw in Decerther,1996 meeting. f
!+

NRC Status: Action W - The staff revicwed the draft SSAR 3.7.2.8 in the Deiember 1996 meeting. De draft is incomplete. Westinghouse does nor
,

have a means, such as a COL action item, to demonstrate that non-Category I structures adjacent to Ni do not interact with N1. (12/16/96) t
'

Action-N - Response provided in NSD-NRC-97-5041, March 26,1997 _ _
_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Westinghouse Energy Systems eci 355
Electric Corporation Pinscurgh Pemsytvana 15230 0355

NSD-NRC-97-5041 |
DCP/NRC0788 |
Docket No.. STN-52-003 '

March 26,1997

Document Control Desk |

| U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
l Washington, DC '20555

|

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY
1

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND SITE PARAMETER OPEN ITI'MS |

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR section 2.5 and 3.7. Markup of proposed
changes to SSAR Sections 2.5 and 3.7 and appendix 3F are also provided. These responses zod
markups are intended to resolve the identified open items related to these sections.

| The changes in site parameters should be consistent with the interpretation of the regulations by the
NRC staff. The approach includes information discussed between Westinghouse legal counsel and
NRC Office of General Counsel and is similar to the approach previously approved for another

| ALWR design certification. The changes included in Section 3.7 are generally changes previously
! discussed with the staff.

This information will be discussed in a meeung between Westinghou.c and NRC staff tentatively
| scheduled for April 14-18, 1997. If you have any questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at

(412) 374-4856.

ff
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager

| Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing
.

|

| jml
<

!

j Attachment

'

cc: D. Jackson, NRC
N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)

-
-
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Attachment to NSD-NRC-97-5041

The draft SSAR material provides a markup of Chapter 2, Section 3.7 and Appendix 3F. It responds
to the following open items:

Ooen frem # DSER Ouestion Resnonse

547 2.5.4.3 2 Short and long term settlement are addressed in a revision to

|
' subsection 2.5.4.3.

623 3.7.1-2 SSAR subsection 3.7.1.1 and Appendix 3F are revised as shown in
the markup. Damping for cable trays has been revised per
agreement in January,1997 meeting. Damping for configurations
not similar to the tests referenced in the SSAR has been reduced to

| 10% matching the recommendations in a report by Brookhaven.

| 628 3.7.1.1 1 The shallow soil sites are excluded from the AP600 design basis

| due to the limitation on soil shear wave velocity. This is

| specifically shown in a revision to subsection 3.7.1.4.

!
| 649 3.7.2.4-7 Design information has been added in subsection 3.7.2.8 for the

annex building demonstrating that there will be no unacceptable
seismic interaction. The method of evaluation of seismic

j interaction for the radwaste building is also added in subsection
3.7.2.8.'

i

. 662 3.7.2.8 5 Subsection 3.7.2.8 has been revised to show use of eccentric
bracing or the turbine building.

664 3.7.2.8 7 Turbine building behavior is addressed for seismic margin in PRA
Chapter 55. A draft copy was provided with letter
NSD-NRC-97-5014, dated March 18, 1997.

670, 1885 3.7.2.16-1 Requirement has been added for COL applicant to reconcile
seismic analyses of structures for as-built data.

769 3.8.5-11 SSAR subsection 2.5.4.5 has been revised to provide information
on lateral soil variability and the requirements for site evaluation.
This is also referenced from 3.8.5 in SSAR Rev 11.

.

791 3.9.3.1-6 Comments on ductwork were addressed in Appendix 3A in SSAR -

Rev 11. Comments on electrical raceways are addressed in
'Appendix 3F..

,

|

4997 RAI 231.34 Chapter 2 has been revised to use the term " site parameters"

r

i

C
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3. Design of Stnsctures, Components, Equipmint, t.ed Systems
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I
|
|
|

The modal responses of the response spectrum system structural analysis are combined using
the double sum method shown in Section C of Regulatory Guide 1.92, Revision 1. When
high frequency effects are significant, they are included using the procedure given in
Appendix A to SRP 3.7.2. In the fixed base mode superposition time history analysis of the
hard rock site, the total seismic response is obtained by superposing the modal responses
within the analytical procedure so that further combination is not necessary.

,

A summary of the dynamic analyses performed and the combination techniques used are
presented in Table 3.7.2-16,

3.7.2.8 Interaction of Seismic Category II and Nonseismic Structures with Seismic Category I
Structures, Systems or Components

Nonseismic structures are evaluated to determine that their seismic response does not preclude
the safety functions of seismic Category I structures, systems or components. This is
accomplished by satisfying one of the following:

|
The collapse of the nonseismic structure will not cause the nonseismic structure to strike*

a seismic Category I structure, system or component.'

The collapse of the nonseismic structure will not impair the integrity of seismic*

Category I structures, systems or components.;

Re structure is classified as seismic Category II and is analyzed and designed to*

I prevent its collapse under the safe shutdown earthquake.

The structures adjacent to the nuclear island are the annex building, the radwaste building, and
I the turbine building.
i

'

'

| 3.7.2.8.1 Annex Building
I i

l The annex building is classified as seismic Category II and is designed to prevent its collapse

| | under the safe shutdown earthquake. He structural configuration is shown in Figure 3.7.2 19.
l De annex building is analyzed for the safe shutdown earthquake for the four sites described'

I in subsection 3.7.1.4. Seismic input is defined by response spectra applied at the base of a
l dynamic model of the annex building. De horizontal spectra are obtained from the 2D
I SASSI analyses described in Appendix 2C and account for soil-structure and structure-soil-
I structure interaction. Input in the east west direction uses the response spectra obtained from
I the two dimensional analyses for the annex building mat. Input in the north south direction
i uses the response spectra obtained from the two dimensional analyses for the turbine building

Vertical input is obtained from 2D FLUSH , finite element soil structure interactionj i m at.

I analyses. The envelope of the maximum building response acceleration values is applied as;

I equivalent static loads to a more detailed static model.
'

The minimum space required between the annex building and the nuclear island to avoid
contact is obtained by absolute summation of the deflections of each structure obtained from

hh' h| Revision: 12 c e ze n.,non6u
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3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systems

.

I either a time history or a response spectrum analysis for each structure. The maximum
1 displacement of the roof of the annex building is 1.6 inches in the east-west direction. The
l minimum clearance between the structural elements of the annex building above grade and

I the nuclear island is 4 inches.

I 3.7.2.8.2 'Radwaste Building

De radwaste bui! ding is classified as nonseismic and is designed to the seismic requirements'

of the Uniform Building Code, Zone 2A with an Importance Factor of 1.25. As shown in the
radwaste building general arrangement in Figure 1.2-22, it is a small steel framed building.
If it were to impact the nuclear island or collapse in the safe shutdown earthquake, it would
not impair the integrity of the reinforced concrete nuclear island. The minimum clearance |

| between the structural elements of the radwaste building above grade and the nuclear . stand

is 4 inches.
|

l
'

.

I %ree methods are used to demonstrate that a potential radwaste building impact cn the

i nuclear island during a seismic event will not impair its structural integrity:
|

I
The maximum kinetic energy of the impact during a seismic event considers the1 -

l maximum radwaste building and nuclear island velocities. He total kinetic energy is j
|

l considered to be absorbed by the nuclear island and converted to strain energy. He

l deflection of the nuclear island is less than 0.2" He shear forces in the nuclear island
I walls are less than the ultimate shear strength based on a minus one standard deviation

I of test data. ;

l l
Stress wave evaluation shows that the stress wave resulting from the impact of thei +

I radwaste building on the nuclear island has a maximum compressive stress less than the

i concrete compressive strength,

i

An energy comparison shows that the kinetic energy of the radwaste building is lessI *

I than the kinetic energy of tomado, missiles for which the exterior walls of the nuclear

I island are designed,

l 3.7.2.8.3 Turbine Building

De turbine building is classified as nonseismic. As shown on the turbine building general
arrangement in Figures 1.2-23 through I.2-30, the major structure of the turbine building is

|
separated from the nuclear island by approximately 18 feet. Floors between the turbine

;

building main structure and the nuclear island provide access to the nuclear island, ne floori

beams are supported on the outside face of the nuclear island with a nominal horizontal
clearance of 12 inches between the structural elements of the turbine building and the nuclear
island. These beams are of light construction such that they will collapse if the differential
deflection of the two buildings exceeds the clearance and wi!l not jeopardize the two foot

|
thick walls of the nuclear island. The roof in this area rests on the roof of the nuclear islandi

and could slide relative to the ~ roof of the nuclear island in a large earthquake. The seismic

design is upgraded from Zone 2A Importance Factor of 1.25, to Zone 3 with an Importance
4

,
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3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systems

|
|

I Appendix A to SRP 3.7.2. In the fixed base mode superposition time history analysis of the
hard rock site, the total seismic response is obtained by superposing the modal responses |
within the analytical procedure so that further combination is not necessary.

'

A summarf of the dynamic analyses performed and the combination techniques used are
presented in Table 3.7.2-16.

3.7.2.8 Interaction of Seismic Category H and Nonseismic Structures with Seismic Category I
Structures, Systems or Components

Nonseismic structures are evaluated to determine that their seismic response does not preclude
the safety functions of seismic Category I structures, systems or components. His is
accomplished by satisfying one of the following:

1

ne collapse of the nonseismic structure will not cause the nonseismic structure to strike i
.

a seismic Category I structure, system or component.

The collapse of the nonseismic structure will not impair the integrity of seismic*

Category I structures, systems or components.

The stmeture is classified as seismic Category II and is analyzed and designed to*

prevent its collapse under the safe shutdown earthquake.

|

He structures adjacent to the nuclear island are the annex building, the radwaste building, and
I the turbine building.
|

| | 3.7.2.8.1 Annex Building
I

l The annex building is classified as seismic Category II and is designed to prevent its collapse
i under the safe shutdown earthquake. The structural configuration is shown in Figure 3.7.2-19.
I The annex building is analyzed for the safe shutdown earthquake for the four sites described

| | in subsection 3.7.1.4. Seismic input is defined by response spectra applied at the base of a
i dynamic model of the annex building. He horizontal spectra are obtained from the 2D

| | SASSI analyses described in Appendix 2C and account for soil-structure and structure-soil-
I structure interaction. Input in the east-west direction uses the response spectra obtained from
I the two dimensional analyses for the annex building mat. Input in the north-south direction
I uses the response spectra obtained from the two dimensional analyses for the turbine building

| I mat. Vertical input is obtained from 2D FLUSH finite element soil-structure interaction
'

I analyses. He envelope of the maximum building response acceleration values is applied as
! l equivalent static loads to a more detailed static model.
|
!

| De minimum space required between the annex building and the nuclear island to avoid
contact is obtained by absolute summation of the deflections of each structure obtained from

i either a time history or a response spectrum analysis for each structure. The maximum,

I displacement of the roof of the annex building is 1.6 inches in the east-west direction. De

!

Revision: 12 7 fI
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|

|

|

|
l i minimum clearance between the structural elements of the annex building above grade and

.II the nuclear island is 4 inches.

l 3.7.2.8.2 Radwaste Building

i I
| De radwaste building is classified as nonseismic and is designed to the seismic requirements
| of the Uniform Building Code, Zone 2A with an Importance Factor of 1.25. As shown in the
! radwaste building general arrangement in Figure 1.2-22, it is a small steel framed building.

If it were to impact the nuclear island or collapse in the safe shutdown earthquake, it would
not impair the integrity of the reinforced concrete nuclear island. The minimum clearance

I between the structural elements of the radwaste building above grade and the nuclear island
is 4 inches.

I

I Three methods are used to demonstrate that a potential radwaste building impact on the
I nuclear island during a seismic event will not impair its structural integrity:
I

I The maximum kinetic energy of the impact during a seismic event considers the*

I maximum radwaste building and nuclear island veloci:ies. The total kinetic energy is
I considered to be absorbed by the nuclear island and converted to strain energy. The
I deflection of the nuclear island is less than 0.2". The shear forces in the nuclear island
I walls are less than the ultimate shear strength based on a minus one standard deviation
I of test data.
!

| Stress wave evaluation shows that the stress wave resulting from the impact of the*

I radwaste building on the nuclear island has a maximum compressive stress less than the
I concrete compressive strength.
I

I An energy comparison shows that the kinetic energy of the radwaste building is less=

I than the kinetic energy of tomado missiles for which the exterior walls of the nuclear
I island are designed.

I 3.7.2.8.3 Turbine Building

ne turbine building is classified as nonseismic. As shown on the turbine building general
arrangement in Figures 1.2 23 through 1.2-30, the major structure of the turbine building is
separated from the nuclear island by approximately 18 feet. Floors between the turbine
building main structure and the nuclear island provide access to the nuclear island. He floor
beams are supported on the outside face of the nuclear island with a nominal horizontal
clearance of 12 inches between the structural elements of the turbine building and the nuclear
island. Rese beams are of light construction such that they will collapse if the differential
deflection of the two buildings exceeds the clearance and will not jeopardize the two foot
thick walls of the nuclear island. He roof in this area rests on the roof of the nuclear island

I and could slide relative to the roof of the nuclear island in a large earthquake. The seismic
j design is upgraded from Zone 2A, Importance Factor of 1.25, to Zone 3 with an Importance

Factor of 1.0 in order to provide margin against collapse during the safe shutdown earthquake.

r
I

gf Revision: 12
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI
i

May 8,1997
I

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren
Richard Orr
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #664 (DSER 3.7.2.8-7)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 22 calendar deys away (17 business

i

days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.
Relevant documentation related to Open Item #664 (DSER 3.7.2.8-7) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of our letters NTD NRC-97-5041 on March 26,1997
and NTD-NRC-97-5014 on March 18,1997. Information from the latter letter was incorporated
into Revision 9 of the PRA. A copy of these letters, with the pertinent attachments, and the
affected pages of the PRA are included with this fax. We believe this information completed
our action on Item #664 and request that NRC review the material we have provided and
provide a definitive action for Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this
item. We recommend " Action N" or " Closed." Thank you.

Jim Winters
412-374-5290

1
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AP600 Opeu Item Trackirg Syst:m Dzbase: Exec;tiv Simm ry D:ts: 5/8/97
Selection: |itern nol between 664 And 664 Sorted by Type

Item DSER Section Titic/ Description Resp (W) NRC
Detad Status Engineer Status StatusNo. Branch Question Type._
_- ._. - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . . _ _ _ ._ .i. etter No. / , . _ . D_a, te- __ _ .

. -

664 NRR/ECGB 3.7.28-7 DSER-OI Orr/Lapay Closed Action W NTD-NRC-95-4464

|Westmghouse should demonstrate anEdocument in the'S'SAR for the cvaluat}on of scismic margin [that b'o'th 'scismic Category ll'an[non-wismic
- ~ ~

! structures can witytand an carthquale up to 0.5g without collapse _.
_ _

_

IScismic Category 11 and nonscismiEstUures~a~re Et5 rec ~tiy included 5the scismic margins assessment The seismic design of thesistructures is
~ ~

| described in Subsection 3.7.2.8 of the SSAR.
1Scismic Category 11 building structures are designed for the safe shutdown earthquake using the same methods as are used for scismic Categosy I
structures. The scismic Category 11 structures are the annex building and the stair tower to the shield building roof lhese would have scismic
capability similar to the scismic Category I structurcs. Therefore, it is expccted that they will withstand an carthquake greater than 0 50g as shown in
the scismic margin assessment for the scismic Category I structures in Appendix 11 of the PRA report, revison 1. |
Nonscismic structures are generally analyzed and designed for scismic loads according to the Uniform Building Code requirements for Zone 2A witig
an importance l' actor of 1.25. The radwaste and turbine buildmgs are nonscismic structures. As described in Subsection 3.7.2 g, collapse of the |

.radwaste Nilding would not would impair the integrity of the reinforced concrete nuclear island.

As descr. bed in Subsection 3.7.2.8, the major structure of the turbine buildmg is separated from the nuclear island by approximately eighteen feet
and the seismic design of the turbine buildmg has been upgraded to UBC Zone 3 with an importance 17 actor of 1.0 in order to prog ide margin against

N collapse during the safe shutdown carthquake. The turbine building may not withstand the 0.5g carthqualc without potential local collapse.
Ilowever, it is separated from the nuclear island, and the equipment essential to safe shutdown is well protected by the thick concrete walls, floors

b and roof slab of the nuclear island. Ilence the failure of the turbme building is not considered in the scismic margins assessment since its collapse is

'4 unlikely to impair the integrity of equipment essential to safe shutdown.

StafT update provided during 8/17/95 meeting: Statement made above that " collapse of the radwaste building would not impair the integrity of the
reinforced concrete nuclear island * is a judgernental conctusion. Also, floors between T-building and NI may myact the safety of NI.
Discussion will be added in seismic margin report on uhy collapse of the nonscismic buildings is not expected to result in core damage.
Meeting 7/I7-20/96 - Westinghouse evaluation of collapse of turbine building to be reviewed during scismic margins meeting
Closed in chapter 3.7: transferred to scismic margins review
Action W - See NRC letter of 12/9/96. |

j Westinghouse to document that turbine building collapse does not icad to core damage. |

[ Action-N - Response provided in NSD-NRC-97 5041. March 26,1997 and NSD-NRC-97-5014, March I8,1997. |

9

Page: 1 Total Records: I
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Westinghouse Energy Systems sa ass
Electric Corporation Pins 0 ugh Pemsparna 15230 0355

NSD-NRC-97-5041 |
DCP/NRC0788
Docket No.: STN-52 003

March 26,1997

|

Document Control Desk i>

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555 |

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND SITE PARAMETER OPEN IT8MS

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR section 2.5 and 3.7. Markup of proposed
changes to SSAR Sections 2.5 and 3.7 and appendix 3F are als-o provided. These responses and
markups are intended to resolve the identified open items related to these sections.

The changes in site parameters should be consistent with the interpretation of the regulations by the
NRC staff. The approach includes information discussed between Westinghouse legal counsel and
NRC Office of General Counsel and is similar to the approach previously approved for another
ALWR design certification. The changes included in Section 3.7 are ger.erally changes previously
discussed with the staff.

This information will be discussed in a meeting between Westinghouse and NRC staff tentatively
seneduled for April 14-18, 1997. If you have any questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at
(412) 374-4856. -

f5
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing i,

jml

Attachment |
"

( cc: D. Jackson, NRC I
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment) l

._ _4
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Attachment to NSD-NRC-97-5041

The draft SSAR material provides a markup of Chapter 2, Section 3.7 and Appendix 3F. It responds
to the following open items:

Open frem # DSER Ouestion Response

547 2.5.4.3 2 Short and long term settlement are addressed in a revision to
subsection 2.5.4.3.

623 3.7.1 2 SSAR subsection 3.7.1.1 and Appendix 3F are revised as shown in
the markup. Damping for cable trays has been revised per
agreement in January,1997 meeting. Damping for configurations
not similar to the tests referenced in the SSAR has been reduced to
10% matching the recommendations in a report by Brookhaven.

628 3.7.1.1-1 The shallow soil sites are excluded from the AP600 design basis i
'

due to the limitation on soil shear wave velocity. This is
specifically shown in a revision to subsection 3.7.1.4.

649 3.7.2.4-7 Design information has been added in subsection 3.7.2.8 for the
annex building demonstrating that there will be no unacceptable
seismic interaction. The method of evaluation of seismic
interaction for the radwaste building is also added in subsection
3.7.2.8.

662 3.7.2.8-5 Subsection 3.7.2.8 has been revised to show use of eccentric
bracing or the turbine building.

l

664 3.7.2.8-7 Turbine building behavior is addressed for seismic margin in PRA
Chapter 55. A draft copy was provided with letter
NSD-NRC-97-5014, dated March 18, 1997.

670, 1885 3.7.2.16-1 Requirement has been added for COL applicant to reconcile
seismic analyses of structures for as built data.

769 3.8.5 11 SSAR subsection 2.5.4.5 has been revised to provide information
on lateral soil variability and the requirements for site evaluation.
This is also referenced from 3.8.5 in SSAR Rev 11.

.

791 3.9.3.1-6 Comments on ductwork were addressed in Appendix 3A in SSAR ,

!Rev 11. Comments on electrical raceways are addressed in
'Appendix 3F..

;

'

4997 RAI 231.34 Chapter 2 has been revised to use the term " site parameters".

|
|

i fD
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3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systems

I minimum clearance between the structural elements of the annex building above grade and
I the nuclear island is 4 inches.

I 3.7.2.8.2 Radwaste Building
,

The radwaste building is classified as nonseismic and is designed to the seismic requirements
of the Uniform Building Code, Zone 2A with an Importance Factor of 1.25. As shown in the
radwaste build:ng general arrangement in Figure 1.2-22, it is a small steel framed building.
If it were to impact the nuclear island or collapse in the safe shutdown earthquake, it would
not impair the integrity of the reinforced concrete nuclear island. The minimum clearance

I between the structural elements of the radwaste building above grade and the nuclear island
is 4 inches.

I

i Three methods are used to demonstrate that a potential radwaste building impact on the
i nuclear island during a seismic event will not impair its structural integrity:
I

l ne maximum kinetic energy of the impact during a seismic event considers thea

i maximum radwaste building and nuclear island velocities. He total kinetic energy is
I considered to be absorbed by the nuclear island and converted to strain energy. The
I deflection of the nuclear island is less than 0.2'. He shear forces in the nuclear island
I walls are less than the ultimate shear strength based on a minus one standard deviation
i of test data.
|

| Stress wave evaluation shows that the stress wave resulting from the impact of the.

I radwaste building on the nuclear island has a maximum compressive stress less than the
i concrete compressive strength.
I

l An energy comparison shows that the kinetic energy of the radwaste building is less*

1 than the kinetic energy of tomado missiles for which the exterior walls of the nuclear
I island are designed.

I 3.7.2.8.3 Turbine Building

he turbine building is classified as nonseismic. As shown on the turbine building general
mangement in Figures 1.2-23 through 1.2-30, the major structure of the turbine building is
separated from the nuclear island by approximately 18 feet. Floors between the turbine
building main structure and the nuclear island provide access to the nucleaf island. He floor
beams are supported on the outside face of the nuclear island with a nominal horizontal
clearance of 12 inches between the structural elements of the turbine building and the nuclear
island. Rese beams are of light construction such that they will collapse if the differential
deflection of the two buildings exceeds the clearance and will not jeopardize the two foot
thick walls of the nuclear island. He roof in this area rests on the roof of the nuclear island

| and could slide relative to the roof of the nuclear island in a large earthquake. He seismic
design is upgraded from Zone 2A, Importance Factor of 1.25, to Zone 3 with an Importance i

i

Factor of 1.0 in order to provide margin against collapse during the safe shutdown earthquake.

I ;
|

/
/ P Revision: 12

3 Westingh00S8 3.7-19 April 30,1997
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3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systems

i ne turbine building is an eccentrically braced steel frame structure designed to meet the
following criterix

The turbine building is designed in accordance with ACI-318 for concrete structures and*

with AISC for steel structures. Seismic loads are defined in accordance with the 1991
i Uniform Building Code provisions for Zone 3 with an Importance Factor of 1.0. For
i an eccentrically braced structure the resistance modification factor is 10 (UBC-91,
I reference 1) using allowable stress design. When using allowable stress design, the
I allowable stresses are not increased by one third for seismic loads. The resistance
i modification factor is reduced to 7 for load and resistance factor design (ASCE 7-93,
I reference 35).

He nominal horizontal clearance between the structura' elements of the turbine building.

I above grade and the nuclear island and annex building is 12 inches.

| The design of the lateral bracing svstem complies with the seismic requirements for=

I eccentncally braced frames given in section 9.3 of the AISC Seismic Provisions for
| Structural Steel Buildings. (reference 34). Quality assurance is in accordance with
| ASCE 7-93 (reference 35) for the lateral bracing system.

3.7.2.9 Effects of Parameter Variations on Floor Response Spectra

Seismic model uncertainties due to, among other things, uncertainties in material properties,
mass properties, damping values, the effect of concrete cracking, and the modeling techniques I

are accounted for in the widening of floor response spectra, as described in subsection 3.7.2.5.
Stresses in the concrete structural elements due to the safe shutdown earthquake are below the
tensile strength of the concrete. The effect of cracking of the concrete-filled structural ;

modules inside containment due to thermal loads is discussed in subsection 3.8.3.4.2. )

3.7.2.10 Use of Constant Vertical Static Factors

ne vertical component of the safe shutdown earthquake is considered to occur simultaneously
with the two horizontal components in the seismic analyses. Herefore, constant vertical static
factors are not used for the design of seismic Category I structures.

3.7.2.11 Method Used to Account for Torsional Effects

The seismic analysis models of the nuclear island incorporate the mass and stiffness
eccentricities of the seismic Category I structures and the torsional degrees of freedom. An
accidental torsional. moment is included in the design of the nuclear island structures. The
accidental torsional moment due to the eccentricity of each mass is deterrained using the
following:

Horizontal mass properties of the building stick models shown in F4gures 3.7.2-4,.

3.7.2-5, and 3.7.2-6,

hRevision: 12
April 30,1997 3.7 20 3 Westilighouse
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Westinghouse Energy Systems g,3[5ps m aacass
Electric Corporation

i

NSD NRC-97 5014 l

I DCP/NRC0774 |
.

!Docket No.: STN 52-003.

I

March 18,1997

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Conunission
Washington, D. C., 20555

ATTENTION: T.R.QdAY

SUBJECT: DRAFT SEISMIC MARGIN ANALYSIS (PRA CHAMER 55) AND
RESPONSES TO REQUESTS FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Dear Mr. Quay:

Enclosure 1 of this letter provides a copy of draft AP600 PRA Chapter 55, Seismic Margin Analysis. |

Chapter 55 will be included in Revision 9 to the PRA, which is scheduled for early April 1997. No |
changes are expected between the draft copy enclosed with this letter and the Chapter 55 that will be l

included in the next PRA revision, except that a change bar will be added in the margin since this is a
new chapter to the PRA. If there are any changes, they will be clearly iden6fied to the staff. I

i

Enclosure 2 provides Westinghouse responses to NRC requests for additional information, follow-on
questions, and meeting open items pertaining to seismic margin analysis and the high-confidence, low

'

probability of failure (HCLPF) calculations.

The NRC is expected to review draft PRA Chapter 55 and the responses provided in Enclosure 2 as
preparation for a meeting between Westinghouse and NRC. The purpose of the meeting will be for
the NRC to perform thelt review of the final AP600 HCLPF calculations. To maintain the schedule
outlined in SECY-97-051, Westinghouse believes the HCLPF review m'eeting with the NRC must -
occur no later than April 11. Westinghouse also requests that the meeting occur in our Monroeville
office to allow the support engineering staff to be available to answer potential questions the NRC
may have during their review of the HCLPF calculations. Cindy Haag will contact Diane Jackson to>

set the meeting dates.

Enclosure 3 provides Westinghouse responses to seven NRC requests for additional information
pertaining to the AP600 internal fire analysis which is documented in Chapter 57 of the AP600 PRA,
and one RAI on the shutdown PRA.

-- A listing of the NRC requests for additional information and open items responded to in this letter is
-

;

ooun

-
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| contained in Attachment A.
|
! ne Westinghouse status of the OITS for six of the internal fire analysis RAls will be changed to

"Confrm-W" while the Westinghouse status for the other responses provided in this letter will be

| changed to " Closed." The NRC should review these responses and inferm Westingiwse of the status
| to be designated in the "NRC Status" column of the OITS.
| |

| Enclosure 4 provides markup page changes to the AP600 PRA. Specifically, there are c.,anges to
'

PRA pages 11-10,11-13,14-2,37-5,38-5,41-5,49-8, and 4911. Rese changes will be included
In the next revision to the PRA. The staff reviewers should include these marktp pages with their.

PRA report.

Please contact Cynthia L. Haag on (412) 374-4277 if you have any questions conceraing this
transmittal.

a d /P
Brian A. McIntyre, h anag s

Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

Enclosures

cc: J. Sebrosky, NRC (Attachment and Enclosures 1,2,3 and 4)
D. Jackson, NRC (Attachment and Enclosures I and 2)
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o attachment / enclosures)

.
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55. Seismic Mrrgin Anitysis* *

|

O
structures, as well as adequate anchorage load transfer and structural ductility. The seismic
margin evaluation provides a means of ide.,tifying specific equipment or structures that are
vulnerable beyond design basis seismic events.

1

55.2.2.5 Verification of Equipment Fragility Data

The AP600 safety-related equipment is designed to meet the safe shutdown earthquake
requirements defined in Chapter 3 of the AP600 SSAR. This seismic margin evaluation has'

Ifocused on demonstrating that the design of the nuclear island stmetures, safety-related
|equipment, and equipment supports can carry the loads induced by the review level earthquake

discussed here. This evaluation incorporates as-specified equipment data. After the plant has (
'

been built,it will be necessary to perform a verification of the seismic margin assessment for

the installed conditions.
- |

55.2.2.6 Turbine Building Seismic Interaction

As part of the seismic r'nargin assessment, the seismic interaction between the Turbine
Building and the Nuclear Island was evaluated (subsection 55.5.8). It was determined that:

The adbeent Auxiliary Building stmetural integrity will not be lost with the failurt of |*

the Turbine Building.
1

It is not likely that the size and energy of debris from the Turbine Building will te [=

large enough to result in penetration through the Auxiliary Building roof structure.

Even though it is not likely that Turbine Building debris could be large enough or ' nave
sufficient energy for penetration through the Auxiliary Building roof structure, this event was
evaluated. The consequences of damage to the safety related equipment in the Auxiliary
Building was investigated. It was determined from this investigation that, should an event
occur that causes the failure of equipment in the upper elevations of the Auxiliary Building,
the results of the seismic margin assessment analysis, the plant HCLPF value, and the insights
derived from the seismic margin assessment would not be affected. Moreover, according to
the AP600 focused PRA results, steam line break events that wculd result from damage to
equipment in the upper elevations are not dominant contributors to the core damage frequency.
Further, any loss of equipment in the upper elevations would not affect the passive safety
systems used to put the plant in a safe shutdown condition should an event occur.

55.3 Seismic Margin Model

This section provides the AP600 risk-based seismic margin model. Based or, this model, the
cutset, system, and plant HCLPFs are calculated in Section 55.4. 'Ihe risk-Sased seismic
margin model meets the PRA-based seismic margin requirement as specified in SECY-93 087

(Reference 55-1).

/

3 West @02larch .17,1997 _
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)
Also, the secondary side safety relief valves should not fail open by the seismic event.

The main steam line isolation, feedwater isolation, PORV block and relief valves are
located in Rooms 124% and 12404. These rooms have a HCLPF value of 0.81g.

A seismic failure of any one of these valves is assumed to fail the SLB isolation, with
a HCLPF of 0.81g. Moreover, the failure of the main steam line pressure transmitters
also fails the closure of MSIVs, with a HCLFP value of 0.88g. Finally, failure of PMS
or Class IE de power also fails the automatic actuation, with HCLPF values of 0.74g
and 0.51g respectively.

Thus, the HCLPF value for SLB isolation is 0.81g, without the support systems; it
becomes 0.51g if support systems are considered.

A successful SLB isolation reduces the possibility of a consequential SGTR event,
following a large SLB.

2. For an unisolated SLB, a success path with the PRHR system and the CMTs operational
is defined in the focused PRA, although this success path is not used in the SMA. If
this path is used, then the HCLPF for the failure of this path would be:

Seismically induced SLB occurs: HCLPF = 0.81g
,

PRHR fails: HCLPF = 0.60g

CMTs fail: HCLPF = 0.63g

The failure of this success path has a HCLPF value of 0.81g. Thus, the HCLPF is the same
as the one calculated for the more conservative success path used for SLB event in the SMA

model.
'

55.5.8 Seismic Interaction Between Turbine and Auxiliary Buildings
'

i
Introduction

The AP600 seismic margin analysis shows the plant HCLPF is 0.50g. One of the model
assumptions is:

" . only the Nuclear Island is considered for the SMA model; the interaction between the other,.

buildings and the Nuclear Island is assumed to have no detrimental effect on the Nuclear
.

Island structures."

The Turbine Bui,lding is designed to the Uniform Building Code requirements. It is taller than
the Auxiliary Building, which is a Seismic Catego'ry I structure. The Auxiliary Building
contains important safety-related equipment. The Turbine Building is adjacent to the north-
end wing of the Auxiliary Building, the wing containing the main control room (MCR) and
the shutdown panel, as well as I&C rooms and I&C penetration rooms. The main structure

Draft-

3 Westinghouse h_ y) March 17,1997
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e
of the Turbine Building is separated from the Nuclear Island by an access bay, which is ,

approximately 19 feet wide. The consequences of the potential Turbine Building collapse |

onto and falling debris penetrating the Auxiliary Building is evaluated here. |

|

The conclusions of the assessment of structural integrity consequences of the Turbine Building

potential collapse are as follows:

1. The horizontalimpact of the Turbine Building on the Auxiliary Building will not result
in the loss of structural integrity of the Auxiliary Building.

2. It is not likely that the size and the energy of the debris would be large enough to result |

in a vertical impact on the roof of the Auxiliary Building to cause penetration. (

Even though it is not likely that penetration of Turbine Building debris could be large and !

energetic enough for perietration into the roof of the north end of the Auxiliary Building, this |
event was evaluated and the consequences of damage to the safety.related equipment in the
Auxiliary Building investigated.

.

Evaluation |

|

The rooms at different levels of the north end of the Auxiliary Building are listed below.
These rooms are labeled by 123NN,124NN, and 125NN, where NN are integers (for example, |
the MCR is 1240!). The inmgers 3,4, and 5 in the room numbers are indicators of various
levels,3 beirq. a lawa level than 4, etc. Some of the rooms located at lower levels contain jm

equipment important to the plant control functions.

The roof and upper floors of the Auxiliary Building include a 15 inch concrete slab at
elevation 153' for the roof, a 24-inch concrete slab at elevation 135'3" over the main control
room, and a 24 inch concrete slab at elevation 117'6" on the floor of the main control room
and MSIV areas. The 24-inch thick concrete floors would not allow penetration of debris into
the other rooms in lower levels of the same building because the debris would not have
sufficient energy to do so. Thus the damage from the impacting debris is confined to upper
levels of the structure, namely rooms with numbers 124NN (except the MCR) and 125NN.
These rooms are:

12404 Lower MSIV compartment B SGS containment isolation valves,
instrumentation and controls

12405 Lower VBS B and D equipment room VWS/PXS/CAS containmentisolation
valves

12406 Lower MSIV compartment A SGS containment isolation valves,
instrumentation and controls

W85tiflgt10US8
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12504 Lower MSIV compartment B SGS containment isolation valves,
instrumentation and controls

12505 Upper VBS B and D equipment room VWS/PXS/CAS containmentisolation
valves

12506 Lower MSIV compartment A SGS containment isolation valves.
'

instrumentation and controls

The other rooms at ioc - levels contain MCR, I&C penetration rooms, I&C rooms, valve and

piping penetration rooms, and the remote shutdown panel. It is important that these rooms
(labeled with room numbers 123NN, plus the MCR) would not be penetrated, since their
penetration may potentially fait plant control through either failure of MCR and shutdown
panel; or failure of multiple I&C division connections.

Given that the only credible failures may occur in the 124NN and 125NN rooms (except the
MCR), the most credible event to occur is a steam line break (SLB) transient; this event
would be coupled with a loss of offsite pcwer (LOSP) event expected to occur at low
acceleration levels. During such a seis:nically induced LOSP event, nonsafety-related systems
are assumed to fail (they are not credited in the SMA model in plant HCLPF calculations),
leading to a station blackout event.

Upon penetration of the Turbine Building debris through the Auxiliary Building roof, damage
to some containment isolation valves outside of the containment (in the rooms listed above).:

is possible; but each containment penetration has a second isolation valse inside the
containment, unaffected by the Turbine Building collapse. Thus, containment isolation
failures are not credible.

The following SLB event scenarios are discussed:
,

l. SLB-TURB-LOWG (seismic event less than 0.50g)

2. SLB-TURB HIGHG (seismic event greater than 6.50g)

SLB-TURB LOWG (seismic event less than 0.50g)

This scenario is described as follows:

i. A low-level seismic event occurs; the plant safety systems are not seismically affected
(e.g., the effect of the seismic event on the plant structures and components is less than
the 0.50g plant HCLPF).

ii. A loss of offsite power event occurs and the< control rods are inserted due to loss of
power; nonsafety related systems (including diesel generators) are assumed to have
failed due to the event.

3 Westingh00S8 h_ March 17,1
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iii. He Turbine Building fails by the seismic event and large, energetic debris from this
failure falls over the north end of the Auxiliary Building, penetraliag the roof. A steam
line break event occurs due to the damage to pipes or valves. This break is
conservatively assumed to be unisolable.

This event is very similar to the SLB-V event modeled and quantified in the focused PRA.
The event mitigation and success paths are the same; the only difference is the cause of the
initiating event. This event would not affect the plant HCLPF calculated in the SMA since
it only has mixed cutsets, and has no seismically induced failures of safety related systems.
However, it is discussed below for a better understanding of its consequences.

The success path for the above scenario is that the PRHR and CMT systems automatically
actuate and perform their functions. Since both systems have air-operated valves that open
and actuate the systems upon loss of power, air, or signal, the system actuation does not
require any support systems, such as PMS signal, or de power. Thus, the event mitigation is
truly passive and highly reliable.

In the highly unlikely case that the PRHR or the CMTs fail, a second success path is
considered in the focused PRA. This path takes credit for successful actuation of ADS, j
IRWST injection, and recirculation. |

The SLB V event has an initiating event frequency of 1.21E.03/ year (from the focused PRA)
and has a core damage frequency of 3.66E-09/ year. This is about 0.5 percent contribution to ,.

the core damage frequency from intemal events. The conditional probability of core damage
for this event (given that the SLB occurred) is 3.0E-06. This conditional probability is also
applicable to the seismically induced SLB scenario described above, since it considers only
safety-related systems for the event mitigation.

|
The low probability of core damage given that an unisolable SLB occurs in scenario SLB-
TURB-LOWG, coupled with the fact that the frequency of such seismically initiated events ;

would be small, indicates that this scenario is not a significant risk contributor. j

SLB TURB-HIGHG (seismic event greater than 0.50g)

This scenario is described as follows. |

|

i. A high-level seismic event occurs; the plant safety, systems may be seismically affected
!

(e.g., the effect of the seismic event on the plant structures and components is greater |
than the 0.50g plant FCLPF). j

i

ii. A loss of offsite power event occurs and the controi rods are inserted due to loss of j
power; nonsafety related systems (including the diesel generators) are assumed to have ;

!
failed due to the event.

!

!

Draft kN W W85tiflgh00S8
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The Turbine Building fails by the seismic event and large, energetic debris from thisiii.
failure falls over the north end of the Auxiliary Building, penetrating the roof. A steam
line break event occurs due to the damage to pipes or valves. This break is
conservatively assumed to be unisolable.

This SLB event is considered in the SMA model. The current scenario is very similar to it
except the initiating event HCLPF is much lower than the one used in the SM A model. Thus,
the success path described earlier is valid.

Since the HCLPF value of the Turbine Building cohapse event for this scenario is less than
0.50g, the seismic core damage sequence HCLPFs would be determined by the failure of the
PRHR or CMT system failures (success path 1) discussed in the previous scenario. As |
discussed before, both systems have air-operated valves that open without the need for PMS i

or de pour. Both systems have high HCLPF values (much higher than the plant HCLPF |
value of 0.50g), as demonstrated in the SMA model. Thus, the results of the SMA and its |

|insights are not affected by this scenario.
|

Conclusions

Although the north end ' f the Auxiliary Building contains important safety-related control ando i

I
I&C equipment, the main control room, and the rernote shutdown panel, a design feature
prevents the damage to this important equipment from a seismically induced Turbine Building

{ failure. This design feature, a two-foot concrete floor (barrier) over this equipment and
l

control rooms, is an important factor in excluding control failures. This limits the potential\
failures from the Turbine Building debris to steam lines and some containment isolation

valves.

The potential event scenarios from the seismic interaction of the turbine and the north end of
the Auxiliary Building are studied. Two remotely credible, but highly unlikely scenarios
involving unisolable steam line breaks below and above 0.50g level are identified and are
examined from their impact on SMA. The conclusion,is that the SMA results and insights
would not be affected by the seismic interaction between the Turbine Building and the north
end of the Auxiliary Building.

55.9 SMA Results and Insights
,

55,9.1 AP600 SMA Results

The AP600 seismic margin analysis has demonstrated that for structures, systems, and -
components required for safe shutdown the high confidence, low probability of failures
(HCLPF) magnitudes are equal to or greater than 0.50g. 'Ihis HCLPF is determined by the
seismically induced failure of the fuel in the reactof vessel.-

II DraftI Ib March 17,1997[ W85tlngt100S8 w
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55. seismic Margin Analysis*

|
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|
Thus, the AP600 design meets the requirement set forth in the AP600 SSAR that the plant
meet or exceed a review level earthquake of C.5g.'

| The success paths used for the SMA are taken conservatively in many cases, and no credit
for operator actions for events at 0.50g review level earthquake have been included. Thus,
the results are valid without operator intervention, which indicates a strong point of the AP600
design ability to mitigate seismically induced core damage and large release sequences.

| All the SMA sequences are evaluated with loss of offsite power and loss of onsite ac power
leading to a station blackout event. The plant design is shown to be robust against seismic
event sequences each of which contain station blackout coupled with other seismic or random
failures.

The dominant seismic sequences for plant HCLPF are the same for core damage and the large
fission product release. These sequences, and their dominant contributors are as follows:

f.

.

.

,

!

|
i

I
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 9,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren
Richard Orr
Bob Viju'c
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #5032 (DSER 3.8.5)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedrale of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.
Relevant documentation related to Open Item #5032 (DSER 3.8.5) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5070 on April 15,1997. A copy
of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax. We request trut NRC
review the material we have provided concerning Item #5032and provide a definitive action for
Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We reconunend " Action N"
or " Closed." Thank you.

Jim Winters
412-374-5290 i
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AP600 Opea Itzm Tr:cking Syst m D: Abase: Execztive Srmm:ry Date: 5/9/97
Selectie2: litern no] between 5032 And 5032 Sorted by Type

# Item DSER Section Titic/ Description Resp (W) NRC
No. Branch Question Type

_ _ , . _ _ . . . _ . _ _ . . _ - _ _ _ _

Engineer Status Status letter No. / D_ a_te_
Detail Status

. __. ._._ _.
.

.

5032 NRR/ECGB 385 MTG4M Orr Closed Action W NSD-NRC-97-5031
*

Secting December,1996'- NRC tetter Mech 471597'- DesigIt' dequacy of I8-inch liic[ pet of the Eia'semat in (IEftev' Eor Pat
~~

~ ~ ~~ - ~ ' ~ ~

f The staff reviewed Calculation No.101(M:CC-005, Rev. I by Initec and observed the fotfowing:
ja) The soil reaction (= 19 ksi) was obtained from the nonlinear ANSYS analysis of the NI. i

b The basemat pancI containing the pit (6 ft. x 9 ft ) was subjected to soit reaction load and was analyr.ed using a finiac element model.
!c)) The shear force at the support (= SIL/ft) was read approximately from a contour map. Shear adequacy check was made at a distance t/2 + d, .
where t is the wall thickness and d is the slab effective thickness. At this location, the 51 L/A support shear was reduced to a veny low negative
value. Ilowever, if the 6 A x 9 A pit slab is separately modeled as supported at its edges (by the wall and the 6 ft. thick basemat s!A), a simple two-

|
way slab analysis shows that the end reaction is about 48 L/R (versus 51 L/ft from the pancI finite element analysis) and the shear at the critical
section (at distance d from the edge) is about 28 Lips. This is much larger than what has been used in the design. This discrepancy raised a generic ;

concern about the use of shear force con puted from the contour at the edge (i c 51 L/ft in this case) and then to assume this salue at the center of a

very wi_de support (=_36 inches), which artificially reduces the s' car at the critical section. This issae was discussed with Westinghouse.
__ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . - _ - - . . . - . _ _ , _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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! Westinghouse Energy Systems ecx 355

Electric Corporation PittsNfgh Permsytvania 15210-0355.

NSD-NRC-97 5070
| DCP/NRC0815

Docket No.: STN 52 003

April 15,1997

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 205S5

.

~

ATTENTION: T. R. Quay

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND STRUCTURAL OPEN ITEMS

Dear Mr. Quay:.

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR Sections 3.7 and 3.8. These responses are
intended to resolve the identified open items related to this section.

The items addressed include the following:

OITS # DSER ltem or other _ StatusW
750 3.8.4.42 Closed

766 3.8.58 Audit N

5028 December,1996 Meeting Item Closed

5030 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

5031 December,1996 Meeting Item Conllrm W

$032 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

The Westinghouse Status for the open item tracking system is noted for each of the items above. The
NRC staff is requested to review the responses and confirm the status.

If you h an questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374-4856.
.

Brian N. . iclntyr ebia

Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing
|

| jml
|- Attachment -

cc: D. Jackson, NRC (w/ Attachment) g <!'|
F. Fanous, Ames Lab (w/ Attachment)
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)
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j Ooen item # $032
|

| De open issue is identified in the NRC letter of March 4,1997 " Summary of Meeting to discuss
| Westinghouse AP600 structural design'*, item # 15, as follows:
1

" Design Adequacy of 18 inch Dick Part of the Basemat in the Elevator Pit.
;

; He sta'f reviewed Calculation No.1010-CCC-005, Rev. I by Initec and observed the following:
t

j_ a) ne soil reaction (= 19 ksf) was obtained frem the nonlinear ANSYS analysis of the N1.
i
! '

b) He basemat panel containing the pit (6 4. x 9 ft.) was subjected to soil reaction load and was
analyzed using a finite element mode!.

.

'

| c) The shear force at the support (= Sik/ft) was read.approximately from a contour map. Shear
adequacy check was made at a distance t/2 + d, where t is the wall thickness and d is the slab,

;
effective thickness. At this location, the 51 k/ft support shear was reduced to a very low

} negative value. However, if the 6 ft x 9 ft pit slab is separately modeled as supported at its
{ edges (by the wall and the 6 ft. thick basemat stab), a simple two-way slab analysis shows that
i the end reaction is about 48 k/ft (versus 51 k/ft from the panel finite element analysis) and the
{ shear at the critical section (at distance d from the edge) is about 28 kips. His is much larger
; than what has been used in the design. This discrepancy raised a generic concern about the
; use of shear force computed from the contour at the edge (i.e. 51 k/ft in this case) and then to j

assume this value at the center of a very wide support (=36 inches), which artificially reduces,

!
the shear at the critical section. His issue was discussed with Westinghouse."

Westinnhouse response

.

De shear force at the edge of the pit was read correctly from the ANSYS contour plot. It was then
used as though it occurred at the center of the wall in a manner similar to the design for shear on
other basemat panels without the elevator pit._ For such cases shear adequacy is checked at a distance
t/2 + d from the center line of the wall. For the elevator pit where the shear force was read at the
edge of the pit, shear adequacy should be checked at a distance, d, from the support. De calculation
has been revised.

.
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| FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 9,1997

| CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren
Richard Orr
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #5030 (DSER 3.8.5)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.
Relevant documentation related to Open Item #5030 (DSER 3.8.5) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5070 on April 15,1997. A copy
of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax. We request that NRC
review the material we have provided concerning Item #5030and provide a definitive action for
Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N"
or " Closed." Thank you.

.

Jim Winters
412-374-5290

|
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AP600 Open Itim Tucking Sy:tzm Database: Exec tivaSummary Date: 5/9/97
Selectaea- [ item nol between 5030 And 5030 Sorted by Type

!
Isem DSER Section Titic/Desenption Resp (W) NRC !

No Branch Question Type Detail Status Engineer Status Status 1stier No. / Dese :_

5030 ' NRRACGB 38.5 MTG4)I Orr Closed Action W NSD-NRC-97-5070 ?

Eccenber l'9% M~- RftMWac15~l5}IThefffects ofiAMane UAar in 5 Bh Design '

~ ~

The staffs review of the basemas design calculation showed that large in-planc shears in the basemat elements (as evidenced in laitec's nonlinear
ANSYS analysis) were not considered. Since such large shears can potentially induce principal tension in a nonethogonal direction. consader;;: ion
of these shear forces may result in dational reinforcements. This issue was discussed with Westinghouse, Bechsel and Initec personnel. flamever, '

LYNIE** responsc was given by Wes.W.m
.,_ .

__. __ g_

[dlosed 'M provided by N5D-NRC-97-5070 of 4/I555. [ww _ _ _ - - , _ , _ - _ _ , .] [[ ~~{ __ _
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Westinghouse Energy Systems em 355

|
Electric Corporation Pinsettp PemsyNW 15230 0355

NSD NRC-97-5070
! DCP/NRC0815

Docket No.: STN-52 003
|

| April 15,1997

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

.

ATTENTION: T. R. Quay

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND STRUCTURAL OPEN ITEMS

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR Sections 3.7 and 3.8. These responses are
intended to resolve the identified open items related to this section.

The items addressed include the following:

OITS # DSER ltem or other W Status

750 3.8.4.4-2 Closed

766 3.8.58 Audit N

5028 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

5030 December,1996 Meeting item Closed
~

5031 December,1996 Meeting item Confirm W
'

5032 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

The Westinghouse Status for the open item tracking system is noted for each of the items above. The
NRC staffis requested to review the responses and confirm the status.

If you h. (a'nv questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374-4856.

Brian N. i iclntyr [
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml
' ~ Attachment -

3
cx D. Jackson, NRC (w/ Attachment)

F. Fanous, Ames Lab (w/ Attachment)
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)
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He methodology for design of the walls has been revised to consid:r the out-of. plane seismic loads !
caused by both the inertia of the panel mass (local) as well as by the global behavior of the wall Roor (
system. He design out-of plane moments are taken from the results of the finite element response i
spectrum analysis. When the unite element model includes representation of the wall mass between
Doors, these moments include both the global and local behavior. Where the finite element model
does not include an intermediate node between noors, these moments only include the component due
to the global behavior. For such cases, the out-of-plane seismic loads on the wall panels caused by the
inertia of the panel mass are added using hand calculations cased on their mass and acceleration.

!
L

!
!

! Ooen item # 5030
!

The open issue is identified in the NRC letter of March 4,1997. " Summary of Meeting to discuss|

Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 11, as follows ,

l

"He Effects of In Plane Shear in the Basemat Design

ne staff's review of the basemat design calculation showed that large in-plane shears in the basemat
elements (as evidenced in Initec's nonlinear ANSYS analysis) were not considered. Since such large

,

shcars can potentially induce principal tension in a non-orthogonal direction, consideration of thesei l

shear forces may result in additional reinforcements. His issue was discussed with Westinghouse,
Bechtel and Initec personnel. However, no definitive response was given by Westinghouse."

Westinnhouse resoonse

i

ne effects ofin plane shears were considered in the basemat design by calculating the principal in- !
plane stresses in critical elements. If the resulting principal stress was tensile it was used as an axial i

ension together with the moments to calculate the required reinforcing steel.

Ooen Item # 5031

De open issue is identified in the NRC letter of March 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 14, as follows:

" Correction in Figure 3.7.218 of SSAR Rev. 9

Re staff indicated that Elevation 85.5 ft., shown in Figure 3.7.218, seems to be inconsistent with
|. Elevation 82.5 ft., shown in Figure 3.7.2-6. Also, Figure 3.7.218 seems to lack a lateral support at

Elevation 82.5 ft. Westinghouse agreed to examine these apparent discrepencies and update the SSAR '
'

accordingly."
.

| Westinnhouse Resoonse
i

ne figure will be revised in SSAR revision 12. Draft changes were provided in letter NSD NRC 97-
| 5041. dated March 27,1997.

!rr
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 9,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson ;

Ted Quay 1

Don Lindgren |

Richard Orr
I

Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #766 (DSER 3.8.5-8)
|

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all j
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business I

days). In my quest to make sure we havc provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete. |
Relevant documentation related to Open Item #766 (DSER 3.8.5-8) is attached. Action was |
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5070 on April 15,1997. A copy ;

of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax. We request that NRC
review the material we have provided concerning Item #766 and provide a definitive action for
Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N"
or "Cloped." Thank you,

Jim Winters
412-374-5290

Mi
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Al%ee Open It:m Tracking Syrtem Dat: base: Exec tiveS mmary D:.t2: 5/9/97
Selecties: [ item no] between 766 And 766 Sorted by Type
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,

hem DSER Ge'" Titic/ Description Resp (W) NRC

D_ f ..
u_. g- _ _ _,y} tate .

, -_ _-

T Eng h Status h us w No f tw ,

766 NRR/ECGB 3.8.5-8 DSER M ' Our Audat N Action W NSD-NRC-97
_. _,_....... .._._. __ ._._ _-5070_ . . . .

;. _ _ - _ . . . . - - . _ . , _ . . _ _ . _ _ . . . . _ _ . . _ _ . _ . ~ _ - _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ _ . . . . .

,Westanghouse should provide the validation padage ofINITEC's in-luxisc computer codes for review and should venfy the adequacy of the post- _.||
|pocessed results obtained from these codes. __ _ _ _

_
_ _ j. |

IClosed - ValidpacUIge is availabic for revicw in propAd 'basemu meeting in DecEc_ _ _ _ __.19%. 6$nparihof rEults ofM~coE ' I

_

~ ~ ~ ~

'versus hand cataculation are included in revised doeurnentatiort |
4

4 Action W - W~iae_e will provide technical information and final design calculations for the s:aff to res iew in mectag in December ;

NRC Status: Action W - Westinghouse has not provided (in Engli;h) the ARMA computer code vaculation and verification pacLage. (12/1666) {
Audit N - Response provided by NSD-NRC-97-5070 of 4/I5N7. jww '.
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Westinghouse Energy Systems sa 355
Electric Corporation Pinsturgn PencsyNna 15230 0355

NSD-NRC 97-5070
DCP/NRC0815
Docket No.: STN-52 00)

April 15,1997

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

*

.

ATTENTION: T. R. Quay

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND STRUCTURAL OPEN ITEMS

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR Sections 3.7 and 3.8. These responses are
intended to resolve the identined open items related to this section. |

The items addressed include the following:

OITS # DSER Item or other W Status

750 3.8.4.42 Closed

766 3.8.58 Audit N l

5028 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

5030 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

5031 December,1996 Meeting Item Confirm W

5032 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

The Westinghouse Status for the open item tracking system is noted for each of the items above. The
NRC staffis requested to review the responses and con 6rm the status,

if you h an questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374-4856.
.

Brian f. teintyrvi a [
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

imi
- Attachment -

3*;

|- cc: D. Jackson, NRC (w/ Attachment)
F. Fanous, Ames Lab (w/ Attachment)
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)
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Table i Member forces in tension ring,

4

Force N (kips) Qz (kips) Qx (kips) Mx (k.ft) T (k.ft) Mz (k.ft)
; Ames 2524 512 I44 856 904 785

: W 2554 755 252 323 380 454
{.

i
4

|
| Open item # 766 DSER Open item 3.8 5 8

1

The open issue is summarized in the NRC letter of March 4,1997. " Summary of Meeting to discuss
!,!

Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 7, as follows:
l

h

t " Validation of Initec's Post Processing Computer Codes
1

The staff could not review the validation of these codes since the validation package provided fori
.

revi:w was mostly in Spanish. Westinghouse agreed to provide an English version of the package for;
'

the staff to review." ,

;
i

'

i
Westinghouse resoonst

3

.

An english version of the package is available for staff review
1.

, .

d Open item # $028

The open issue is identified in the NRC letter of March 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 4, as follows:.

|

" Consideration of Out-of Plane Seismic Load in the Design of Wall Panels-

Out of plane seismic loads on the wall panels are caused by the inertia of the panel mass (local) as
well as by the global behavior of the wall-floor systdm (which may cause panel support displacements
resulting in out of-plane moments and shears). But in designing the wall panels, Initec considered
only the local out of plane bending and did not consider the global out-of plane moments and shears
that were calculated by Bechtel.

The staff discussed this with Initec, Westinghouse, and Bechtel personnel as a generic issue; it was
agreed that the appropriate way of combining the local and global moments and shears and its impact |
in the design will be addressed by Westinghouse." |

Westinghouse response
I

The out-of plane seismic loads on the wall panels caused by the inertia of the panel mass have been
considered in the design of the walls using hand calculations based on their mass and acceleration.
This was done because generally there is only one element between floors. The out of plane moments
shown in the finite element analysis results are primarily due to panel support displacements.

%) l|
I

i
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 9,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson .

Ted Quay
Don Lindgren
Richard Orr
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #5028 (DSER 3.8.5)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &i

| Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
| Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business
| days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
| FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe am complete.
| Relevant documentation related to Open Item #5028 (DSER 3.8.5) is attached. Action was

completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5070 on April 15,1997. A copy
of this letter, with the pertinent arciunents, is included with this fax. We request that NRC

| review the material we have provided concerning Item #5028 and provide a definitive action for
'

Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N"
or " Closed." Thank you.

.

t

!

Jim Winters
| 412-374-5290

i
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'- Selecties: [itern no] between 5028 And 5028 Soned by Type

i
leem DSER Section ' Tide / Description Resp (W) NRC

{,

No. Branch Question . Type ' Detail Status Engineer Status Status Lrtier No_ / Date L

f. 5028 NRR/ECGB 3.85 'MTG4M Orr Closed Action W NSD-NRC47-5070

DeM 1996'MINRC INMd43d7'- Consideration of Ef-Piane EismEitMin U Desidof WEl Pancis
~

(Outof-plane scismic loads on the wall pancis are caused by the inenia of the panel mass (local) as well as by the global behavior of the wall-floor ~~
'

~ ~ - ~

. ;
|sys*cm (which may cause panel support displacements resulting in out-of-plane moments and shears) But in designing the wall panels, inisec

[
Iconsidered only the local out-of-plane bendmg and did not consider the global cut +f-plane moments and shears that were calculased by Bechect ;

|The staff dimmed this with laitec, We@_% and Bechsel personnel as a genene issue;it was agreed that the appsopnase way of combiams the
~

;

local and global moments and shcars and its impact in the design will be addressed by %]cstinghouse.

{Clesed . Response provided by NSD-NRC47-io70 of 4/15/97. jww _ __ _ _ [[[[ _ _. _ _ __]_
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Westinghouse Energy Systems sa 355
Electric Corporation P'nme Fmmm is230 a3ss

NSD-NRC-97-5070 |

DCP/NRC0815
'

Docket No.: STN-52 003 j
! i
'

April 15,1997

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

.

'

ATTENTION: T. R. Quay

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND STRUCTURAL OPEN ITEMS
,

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR Sections 3.7 and 3.8. These responses are
intended to resolve the identified open items related to this section.

The items addressed include the following:

OITS tl DSER ltem or other W Status

750 3.8.4.4-2 Closed

766 3.8.58 Audit N

5028 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

5030 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

5031 December,1996 Meeting item Confirm W

,5032 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

The Westinghouse Status for the open item tracking system is noted for each of the items above. The
NRC staffis requested to review the responses and confirm the status,

if you h v1f an questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374 4856.
.

Brian f. ictntyr iar [
|

Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing
|

! jml
|- Attachment -

,

cc: D. Jackson, NRC (w/ Attachment)
,

F. Fanous, Ames Lab (w/ Attachment)
N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)

.....
,
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Table i Member forces in tension ring,
,

Force N(kips) Qz (kips) Qx (kips) Mx (k.ft) T (k.ft) Mz (k.ft)

Ames 2524 512 144 856 904 785
|

| V/ 2554 755 252 323 380 454

|

Open item # 766 DSER Ooen item 3.8.5-8

The open issue is summarized in the NRC letter of March 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 7, as follows:

!

" Validation of Initec's Post-Processing Computer Codes

The staff could not review the validation of these codes since the validation package provided for
review was mostly in Spanish. Westinghouse agreed to provide an English version of the package for
the staff to review."

Westinghouse resoonse
.

An english version of the package is available for staff review

rT
Open item # 5028 -

q

De open issue is identified in the NRC letter of March 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 4, as follows:.

" Consideration of Out-of-Plane Seismic Load in the Design of Wall Panels -

Out-of plane seismic loads on the wall panels are caused by the inertia of the panel mass (local) as
well as by the global behavior of the wall floor system (which may cause panel support displacements
resulting in out-of plane moments and shears). But in designing the wall panels, Initec considered
only the local out-of plane bending and did not consider the global out of plane moments and shears
that were calculated by Bechtel.

The staff discussed this with Initec, Westinghouse, and Bechtel personnel as a generic issue; it was
agreed that the appropriate way of combining the local and global moments and shears and its impact
in the design will be addressed by Westinghouse."

'

Westinghouse response

l

De out-of plane seismic loads on the wall panels caused by the inertia of the panel mass have been
considered in the design of the walls using hand calculations based on their mass and acceleration..

'

This was done because generally there is only one element between floors. He out-of plane moments
shown in the finite element analysis results are primarily due to panel support displacements. f;

/

..

J
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I Re methodology for design of the walls has been revised to consider the out of plane seismic loads
,

.

caused by both the inertia of the panel mass (local) as well as by the global behavior of the wall Hoor
system. The design out of. plane moments are taken from the results of the finite element response
spectrum analysis. When the finite element model includes representation of the wall mass between

| Goors, these moments include both the global and local behavior. Whejettediite element model i
l

|
does not include an intermediate node between floors, these moments only include the component due
to the global behavior. For such cases, the out of plane seismic loads on the wall panels caused by the
inertia of the panel mass are added using hand calculations based on their mass and acceleration.

! g j

|

Open item # 5030

De open issue is identified in the NRC letter of hfarch 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 11, as follows:

"De Effects of In Plane Shear in the Basemat Design

ne staff's review of the basemat design calculation showed that large in plane shears in the basemat
elements (as evidenced in Initec's nonlinear ANSYS analysis) were not considered. Since such large
shears can potentially induce principal tension in a non orthogonal direction, consideration of these
shear forces may result in additional reinforcements. His issue was discussed with Westinghouse,
Bechtel and Initec personnel. However, no dennitive response was given by Westinghouse."

Westinchouse resoonse

The effects of in plane shears were considered in the basemat design by calculating the principal in-
plane stresses in critical elements. If the resulting principal stress was tensile it was used as an axial
tension together with the moments to calculate the required reinforcing steel.

Open item # 5031
j|

The open issue is identified in the NRC letter of March 4,1997. " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design *, item # 14, as follows:

' Correction in Figure 3.7.2-18 of SSAR Rev. 9

De staff indicated that Elevation 85.5 ft., shown in Figure 3.7.218, seems to be inconsistent with
Elevation 82.5 ft., shown in Figure 3.7.2-6. Also Figure 3.7.218 seems to lack a lateral support at
Elevation 82.5 ft, Westinghouse agreed to examine these apparent discrepancies and update the SSAR
accordingly."

.

Westinehouse Resoonse

| The figure will be revised in SSAR revision 12. Draft changes were provided in letter NSD-NRC 97-
5(M1, dated March 27, 1997.

/
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 8,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson |

Ted Quay

Richard Orr
Don Lindgren
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #5031 (DSER 3.7.2)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions & |

Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 22 calendar days away (17 business
days). In my qu. st to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.
Relevant documentation related to Open Item #5031 (DSER 3.7.2.) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5070 on April 15,1997 and
incorporation of revisions to Figure 3.7.218 of Revision 12 of the SSAR. A copy of this letter,
with the pertinent attachments, and the revised pages of the SSAR are included with this fax.
We believe this information completed our action on these open items and request that NRC
review the material we have provided and provide a definitive action for Westinghouse or
provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N" or " Closed."
Thank you.

C
Jim Winters
412-374-5290

|
|

b'

,
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AP600 Opea It:m Tracking Syr,t::m Datsbase: Exec tive Sxmmary Dat2: 5/8/97
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Selection: [ item nol between 5031 And 5031 Sorted by Type

item DSER Section Titic/ Description Resp (W) NRC

No. Branch Question . . _ _ _ _ _ . . , _ _ _ _ . _ _
- _ __

__ Engineer Staus StatusType Detail Status
.__ ._ _ __ _ _ -- _ . . _ _ . _ , . __ _ . _ _ __ _Lene._r N. o_._I. _ ___D_ese_ _ i

;

5031 , NRR/ECGB 3.7.2 - MTG-OI Orr Confrm-W Action W NSD-NRC-97-5070
.

'Meetag December, l'9%3NR6A Mech 4,19977CUEin Ngure 5.7.2-I8'of S'S'iR Re'$9
~ ~^ ~ ~ ^ ~' ^

v

The staffindicated that Elevnion 85.5 ft, shown 5 Figure 3.7.2-18. seems to be inconsistent with Hes mion 82.5 ft, shown in Figure 3.7.24. Also,
Figure 3.7.2 18 seems to lack a lucral support at Elevation 82.5 ft Wss.4a agreed to examine these apparent discrepancies and updase the

SSAR accordingly.__..__.___.
____ _ . _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . - . _ _ . . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . . . . . _ .. -

[ Confirm W - Response provided by NSD-NRC-97-5070 of 4/15/97. jww_
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Westinghouse Energy Systems sa3ss
Electric Corporation 'msou'r PennsvN4ma 15230 0355

NSD-NRC-97-5070
DCP/NRC0815
Docket No.: STN 52 003

April 15,1997

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

.

'

ATTENTION: T. R. Quay'

,

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND STRUCTURAL OPEN ITEMS
'

Dear Mr. Quay:.

'

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR Sections 3.7 and 3.8. These responses are
intended to resolve the identitled open items related to this section.

The items addressed include the following:

OITS # DSER Item or other W Status

750 3.8.4.42 Closed
"

766 3.8.58 Audit N '

5028 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

5030 December,1996 Meeting Item Closed

| 5031 December,1996 Meeting item Confirm W
,

: 5032 December,1996 Meeting item Closed

! The Westinghouse Status for the open item tracking system is noted for each of the items above. The
i NRC staffis requested to review the responses and confirm the status.

| If you h an questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374 4856.
? .

Bnan N. . iclntyr [a

Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml
3

Attachment -'-

h
cc: D. Jackson, NRC (w/ Attachment) M4

F. Fanous, Ames Lab (w/ Attachment)
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)

ws<

._
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De methodology for design of the walls has been revised to consider the out-of plane seismic loads
caused by both the inertia of the panel mass (local) as well as by the global behavior of the wall-floor
system. The design out-of. plane moments are taken from the results of the Gnite element response
spectrum analysis. When the finite element model includes representation of the wall mass between
floors, thew moments include both the global and local behavior. Where the finite element model
does not include an intermediate node between floors, these moments only include the component due
to the global behavior. For such cases, the out-of-plane seismic loads on the wall panels caused by the
inertia of the panel mass are added using hand calculations based on their mass and acceleration.

!

Open Item # 5030 )
.

The open issue is identified in the NRC letter of March 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 11, as follows:

"The Effects of In Plane Shear in the Basemat Design
.

The staff's review of the basemat design calculation showed that large in-plane shears in the basemat
element (as evidenced in Initec's nonlinear ANSYS analysis) were not considered. Since such large
shears can potentially induce principal tension in a non-orthogonal direction, consideration of these
shear forces may result in additional reinforcements. This issue was discussed with Westinghouse,
Bechtel and Initec personnel. However, no definitive response was given by Westinghouse."

Westinghouse response

The effects of in-plane shears were considered in the casemat design by calculating the principal in-
plane stresses in critical elements. If the resulting primipal stress was tensile it was used as an axial
tension together with the moments to calculate the required reinforcing steel.

Ooen item # 5031

The open issue is identified in the NRC letter of March 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to discuss
Westinghouse AP600 structural design *, item # 14, as follows:

" Correction in Figust 3.7.218 of SSAR Rev. 9 |
!

The staff indicated that Elevation 85.5 ft., shown in Figure 3.7.218, seems to be inconsistent with
|

Elevation 82.5 ft., shown in Figure 3.7.2-6. Also, Figure 3.7.218 seems to lack a lateral support at |
.

Elevation 82.5 ft. Westinghouse agreed to examine these apparent discrepancies and update the SSAR |'

accordingly." '

! Westinnhouse Response

|

The figure will be revised in SSAR revision 12. Draft changes were provided in letter NSD-NRC 97-
5041, dated March 27,1997.

,

| t-
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 8,1997 |

| CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

! Don Lindgren
Richard Orr
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #668 (DSER 3.7.2.12-1)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 22 calendar days away (17 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.
Relevant documentation related to Open Item #668 (DSER 3.7.2.12-1) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letter NTD-NRC-97-5105 on May 2,1997. A copy
of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax. We believe the
information in this letter completed our action on Item #668 and request that NRC review the
material we have provided and provide a definitive action for Westinghouse or provide direction
to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N" or " Closed." Thank you,

f

Jim Winters
412-374-5290 ]

|

|

.

|

|
|
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AP600 Ope 2 It:m Trackirg Syst:m Dat:. base: Executive Sxmm:ry Datz: 5/8/97
Selection: [ stem noj between 668 And 668 Sorted by Type

item DSER Section Titic/Descripta Resp (W) NRC

No. I! ranch Question Typc Detail Status Er:gineer Smus Smus I etter No / Date
_ _,_ _

668 NRR/ECGB 3.7.2 12-1 DSER-O! Orr/BPC Acton N Action W

[ Westinghouse should compare the results fr'om the response spectrum analysis method to those c$f the modal time 4htory analysis met!wd j
,

_ __ __.._ u r ;: = ::-_ m n n :r n_n m.
. . _ . . _ . ,

- -

| Preliminary comparison of results from the response spectrum analysis method vs. the modal time-history analysis was presented in meeting with ,

j NRC on 6/13N5,
Comparison is included in SSAR Resision 7. Editorial changes inclated in SSAR resison 9.

; Reopened in telecon I!!26/96 Westmghouse to proside additional comparisons in meeting in Ikccmber. IW6
'NRC Status: Action W - Westinghouse to reconcile difYerences in time history and response spectrum results. (12/ItW6)

Action W - in Revision 9 of SSAR Section 3.7.2.12. Westinghouse stated that the 3D Iumped mass fixed-base stick model of the nucicar bland was
analyzed by modal superposition time history analysis and by the response spectrum analysis method for the hard rock site conditini The staffs I

revica found that the maximum absolute nodal accelerations calculated by the response spectrum analysis are consstently higher than tluse from the
! modal superposition tune history analysis. At some locations, the accelerations from these analyses are deviated by 30 percent in the East-West
| direction and 40 percent in the vertical direction. The staffs concern is that if the maximum noda! accelerations calculated by rrnial time h6 tory

| analyses are always lower than those obtamed from response spectrum analyses, it imphes that the floor resporne spectra generated based on the
; floor time histories may not be conservative for the design of subsystems such as piping. Westinghouse must justify the adequacy of the final design
! floor response spectra documented in the SSAR.
! Response provided in letter NSD-NRC-97-5105, dated 5'W

Page: 1 Total Records: I
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l Westinghouse Energy Systems Bo 355
I Electric Corporation usw emnama n23nass

.

NSD NRC-97-5105
DCP/NRC0844
Docket No.: STN 52-003

May 2,1997

'

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ,

|, Washington, D.C. 20555

ATTdNTION: T. R. QUAY
^'

SUBJECT: Response to DSER Open item 3.7.2.121

During a review of the structural design of the AP600 conducted by the RC staff and consultants the
week of December 9 13,1996 a question was raised about the differences between the results of response.

spectra analyses and time history analyse,s for the nuclear island. This item is associated with DSER open ;

item 3.7.2.12-1, OITS# 661. The NRC question on this issue was included in your letter dated March 4, !
~

1997, Summary of Meeting to Discuss Westinghouse AP600 Structural Design.

The Westinghouse response for this item is attached. This response completes the Westinghouse action
on this item except for formal revision of the SSAR. The Westinghouse status of this item in the Open i

Item Tracking System will be Confirm W pending inclusion of the draft changes in the SSAR. I

Please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374-4856 with any questions.

&~/r |
Brian A. McIntyre

.

Enclosure

cc: D. Jackson, NRC w/att.
T. Cheng, NRC w/att.
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse w/o att.

.
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Open Item # 668 DSER Open Item 3.7.2.12 1

ne open issue is summarized in the NRC letter of March 4,1997, " Summary of Meeting to
discuss Westinghouse AP600 structural design", item # 6 as follows:

i !

" Difference between Response Spectra and Time-History Analyses
|

While making the comparison, the staff observed that: a) the maximum absolute nodal;
'

accelerations from response spectrum analysis are consister . , higher, sometimes by a ven- i

large margin: b) because of item (a) above, the floor respont oceva generated from floor
time-histories may not be conservative: c) member forces from wsponse spectrum and time
history analyses do not always follow the same trend as the nodal accelerations. Sometime !
the trend is reversed, in which case the design forces and moments from the 3 D finite
element response spectrum analysis may net be conservative. -

Based on these observations, the staff asked Westinghouse to justify the adequacy of both the
Gnal design floor response spectra and the final design forces and moments for structural |

members."

Westinghouse response
.

1.0 Introduction !

SSAR Tables 3.7.;-17,3.7.218, and 3.7.219 show comparisons of maximum response
accelerations, member forces and member moments between results from modal time history
(TH) and response spectrum analyses (RSA) of the AP600 multiple stick fixed base model.
The differences between the results of the two analytical methods are discussed below. The
AP600 final design floor response spectra and the final design forces and moments are
adequate. Responses of the steel containment vessel are discussed in section 2, of the coupled
auxiliary and shield building in section 3, and of the containment internal struentres in section
4.

.

De time history and the response spectrum analyses use the same fixed base, multiple stick
model consisting of the nucle'. sland (NI) stick, the containmen. intemal stmetures (CIS)
stick, the steel containment v:wl (SCV) stick and the reactor coo. ant loop (RCL). The Ni
stick, representing the couplM suxiliary and shield buildings including the embedded exterior
walls and basemat, is fixed at the basemat elevation and is supported horizontally at floor
elevations of 82.5' and 100' to represent embedment in Hard Rock. The reactor coolant loco
model RCL, is entirely supported by the CIS model. He CIS model is attached to the Ni
model at elevation 82.5'. The CIS model is also supported horizontally by the NI model at
elevation 100'. & SCV model is attached to the Ni model at elevation 100'.

'

In the modal time 'tistory analysis, a uniform time step of 0.005 seconds and a cut off
frequency of 33 henz ire used with the three AP600 input acceleration time histories appliedt

J
!

.m .w w I

!
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! in the three global coordinates. The responses due to the three directions of input are
| therefore combined by algebraic summation. '

! In the response spectrum analysis, the " smooth" ground response spectra for AP600 are
| applied in the three global directions. The cut off frequency and ZPA are 33 hertz and 0.3 g.|

The " double sum" modal combination method, as described in the Standard Review Plan, is
| used including " missing mass" from high frequency modes. Responses due to the three
| directional inputs are combined by the SRSS method.

2.0 Steel Containment Vessel (SCV)

2.1 Accelerations

For the SCV, accelerations calculated by time history analysis are used in design while those
calculated by the response spectrum analysis are used for comparison purpose only. Thei

maximum accelerations from these analyses are compared in SSAR Table 3.7.2-17 (sheet 2 of
.

3) where it is shown that response accelerations calculated by the response spectrum analysis
are generally higher' than those calculated by the time history analysis with the maximum
difference oct urring in the vertical direction at the top elevation of the SCV model.

~ 70 modes are ensieued in the response spectrum analyses with a cut off frequency at 33

hertz as shown in SSAR Table 3.7.2-4. The " double sum" modal combination method is used
where- I

!
'

N N

R=)E E Rs . R, |. co ( 'd .
kul sal

Where

Eu = ( l + [ (%' - %') / ( A' % + A' % ) ]* P' > 1.0 ,
4' = A '+ (2 / t, q )
q' = q ( 1 h2)'8
% = frequency of the kth mode
% = damping of the kth mode
t, = earthquake duration.

From the above equation for the " double sum" modal combination method, in each of the
three global input directions, the response is equal to the summation of a total of 70 (or2

4.900) terms where each of these terms is defined to be positive. This " absolute summation"
of a large number of terms can add large conservatism in analyses using this method of
combination. The method ,may be particularly conservative for a model such as the AP600
multiple sticks where there are large differences in the magnitude of the masses. The masses
on the N1 stick are two orders of magnitude larger than the mass at the top of the SCV stick.
The light mass may occur in a number of closely spaced modes with opposite phasing of the.

;. w ,-...a w 2 .

I
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| light mass. In time history analyses the responses in these modes tend to cancel out whereas
'

the response spectrum analysis combines the maximum responses absolutely.

| Both the combined CIS.RCL stick model and the SCV stick model are supponed at floor
elevation 100'. The support points at elevation 100' are themselves well supported, vertically
by walls down to the fixed basemat and horizontally by floor slabs outward to the horizontally|

I supported exterior wall. Stick to stick interactions are therefore expected to be small. For
| comparison purposes to evaluate the effect of the large nuclear island masses, the SCV was

re analyzed without the N1. CIS and RCL stick models that are above elevation 100'. This
was accomp!ished by re running the response spectrum analysis using the same multiple stick

i model with masses above elevation 100' on the other sticks removed while retaining other
parameters. This modified model has 10 modes within the 33 hertz cut-off frequency. The

,

number of terms iri the " double sum" summation reduces from 4,.900 to 100. Results from
this modified model show reduced acceleration responses which generally are lower in
magnitude than those of the original time history analysis. The vertical acceleration responses

.

1

at the top of the SCV stick, where maximum differences occur between the two analysis
*

l

methods, are summar. zed below.-

*
1

Vertical Acceleration Resoonses (e
!

Node # elevation Tai BSA BSA
(SSAR) (SSAR) (Single stick)

|
.

3115 256' l.49 2.91 1.62
3114 24M' l.20 2.03 1.07

This comparison demonstrates that the smaller number of modes in the modified single stick
model reduces significantly the number of terms in the " double sum" summation and thus
reduces the conservatism of this combination.

Table I compares the maximum responses from the modal time history analysis (from SSAR)
with those from the " single modified SCV stick". 'Ihese comparisons support the use of the
accelerations and the floor response spectra obtained from the time history analysis for design
of the AP600.

| 2.2 Member Forces

Maximum member forces are compared in SSAR Table 3.7.218 (sheets 2 and 3). In the
vertical direction, forces calculated by the response spectrum analysis are consistently higher

|'

than those calculated by time history. This is also caused by the conservatism of the " double |

sum" method as discussed for the accelerations. In the two horizontal directions, the shear
forces from the response spectrum analysis are generally in agreement with those by time
history analysis at elevations below 200'.

t

!
t
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!a* The SCV is designed using the accelerations from the time history analysis discussed in"

section 2.1 above. The calculated member forces in the SCV stick are not used in design.

3.0 Coupled Auxiliary and Shield Buildings

3.1 Accelerations

The maximum accelerations of the Coupled Auxiliary and Shield Buildings (NI) are compared
! in SSAR Table 3.7.217 (sheet I of 3). Accelerations calculated by the modal time history
i analysis are used in developing the design floor response spectra while those calculated by the
; response spectrum analysis are used for comparison purpose only. Table 2 shows that
i

response accelerations from the response spectrum analysis are generally in agreement with
! those from time history analysis except at elevations 200',220' and 241' for vertical
| responses and elevations 200',220',241',272', and 284' for east west responses where

accelerations from the response spectrum analysis are higher than those from the time history
analysis. .

| In Table 3, response accelerations at the elevations where the responses differ most are
i

.

separated by the direction of input., For single direction seismic input, acceleration responses
in the inpu.t direction compare well between response spectrum and time history analyses.

-

However, large responses occur in directions orthogonal to the input direction in the response
/ spectrum analysis but not in the time history analysis.

Modal properties are shown in Table 4 for modes 49 and 50 for responses in the east-west
and vertical directions. For these two closely spaced modes'(19.34 hertz and 19.70 hertz), the
modal participation factors (F ) and the modeshapes (4) in the global Y (east west) and Z
(vertical) directions are shown with their sign. When calculating the cross terms in these
modes, east west responses due to vertical input and vertical responses due to east-west input,
the product of (f4) for modes 49 and 50 have opposite signs and will " cancel" each other if
the two modes are combined by algebraic sum. However, the cross terms conservatively add
together if the modal combination is based on some form of " absolute" summation such as the
" double sum" method.

'

Both time history and response spectrum analyses were re run excluding modes 49 and 50
and the response accelerations are compared in Table 5. The comparison of time history-

responses shows that east-west responses are largely unaffected by inclusion or exclusion of
these two modes. The comparison of response spectrum analysis responses shows that east-
west responses have meaningful reduction when these two modes are excluded. The east-west
responses from the response spectrum analysis excluding modes 49 and 50 are similar to those
from the time history analysis except at elevation 200' where the time history acceleration is
larger. It is concluded that.the differences in the east west accelerations are caused by the

j,- conservatism of the " double sum" combination in the response spectrum analysis. The design
j accelerations and design floor response spectra in the east west direction calculated by time

history analysis are adequate for AP600 design.7

|
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He differences in the vertical response accelerations are also caused by the conservatism of.

the " double sum" combination of the response spectrum analysis. De vertical responses due
to vertical input for modes 49 and 50 have the same sign and do not " cancel" each other even
when combined by algebraic summation. As a result the time history results and the response
spectrum results show a reduction in response when modes 49 and 50 are excluded. The
vertical response due to east west input for modes 49 and 50 " cancel" out in the time history,

analysis but not in the response spectrum analysis.

The above comparison has demonstrated that the " absolute" modal combination used in the
" double sum" method introduces additional conservatism in the response spectrum analysis
responses. The design accelerations and the design floor response spectra. which are
calculated by modal time history analysis, are appropriate for the design of the AP600.

*

3.2 Member Forces-

Maximum member forces are compared in SSAR Table 3.7.218 (sheet 1). For the Coupled
Auxiliary and Shield Buildings (ND stick model, maximum member forces from the tinie
history analysis were used to develop the SSI factor for inember forces from other soil cases.
This SSI factor was then used to amplify the results of the finite element fixed base response
spectrum analysis to give the final design forces for the AP600. Member torces calculated,

by response spectrum ar,ialysis of the. stick model were used for comparison only.
Comparison of these maximum member forces in Table 6 shows that axial (vertical) forces
from the time history analysis are higher than those from the response spectrum analysis at
elevations below elevation 241'. In both horizontal directions, time history and response
spectmm analysis forces are close except at sections close to grade where time history forces
are higher.

Maximum vertical forces are re calculated by (1) time history analysis with only vertical input
time history applied in the vertical direction, and (2) response spectrum analysis with only the
acceleration response spectra of the vertical input time history applied in the vertical direction.
Axial forces from the two modal time history analyses. the original which has three

.

directional input and the new time history analysis which has only vertical input, are
summarized in Table 7 and compare well. Maximum axial forces from the two re analyzed
cases, both with only vertical input, are also compared in Table 7. They compare well except
at sections close to grade at elevation 100* where time history forces are higher.

| Tables 6 and 7 show that the maximum member forces calculated by time history compare
| well with those calculated by response spectrum analysis except at sections close to grade

where the time history forces are higher than the response spectrum analysis forces. The
member forces are used in the AP600 design to develop the SSI factor using comparable

'

results of the soil structure interaction analyses using SASSI. Since SASSI also calculates the
time history of member forces with algebraic summation of the three' directions of input, the

j member forces from the time history analysis are appropriate for use in the AP600 design.
:
.
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4.0 Containment Internal Structures,

t
,

I
4.1 Acceleratic, s

!

The maximum accebrations of the Containment intemal Structures (CIS) are compared in
i SSAR Table 3.7.2 !7 (sheet 3 of 3). The Containment Internal Structures are nearly rigid in
: the vertical direction and below elevation 107' in the horizontal directions where the

maximum accelerations are close to the ZPA of the input motion. Between elevations 10T,

and 158', the maximum NS and EW accelerations calculated by response spectrum analysis I

are higher than those calculated by time history (Table M).

Table 9 shows response accelerations when the NS and EW input motions are applied
separately. The response accelerations in the primary directions (NS response due to NS input,
or EW response due to EW input) calculated by the time history analysis are generally higher
than those by the response spectrum analysis. In the cross coupled directions (NS response
due to EW input, or EW response due to NS input), responses calculated by the response
spectrum analysis are approximately twice as high as those calculated by time history. When
responses in the primary directions are combined with those from the other direction, the :

combined responses from the response spectrum analysis exceed those from time history.

|
.

Modal properties for selected dominant horizontal modes are presented in Table 10. The term '

F9, the product of the modal participation factor and the modeshape, as shown in the table
indicates that (1) this product is generally positive in the dominant modes in the primary

I
directions; and (2) this product is much more :venly distributed into positive and negative in !

the cross coupled directions. Relative to the tirae history modal superposition, the use of
" absolute" summation in the double sum modal combination of the response spectrum analysis
leads to:

similar magnitudes of the responses in the primary directions since most of the.

individual terms are already positive; I
-

l

additional conservatism in responses in the cross coupled direction since many termse

have opposite participation and are changed into positive values before being.

combined.

This is shown at the bottom of Table 10 where the summation of the F4 terms for east west
i

: and north -south response are given from left to right for: (1) algebraic summation of all |'

modes. (2) algebraic sum of modes 34,41,and 45 only, (3) SRSS of modes 34,41,and 45
only, and (4) absolute sum of modes 34,41, and 45 only.

Response acceleration in the primary directions are shown to be similar between the time
| history and response spectrum analyses (Table 9). The " double sum" modal combination

introduces additional conservatism in the response spectrum analysis acceleration: in the cross
coupled directions. Therefore, the design accelerations and design Soor response spactra

| .r . . .a sum 6

!

|
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calculated by the time history analysis are appropriate for use in the AP600 design.

4.2 Member Forces

Maximum member forces are compared in SSAR Table 3.7.2-18 (sheet 4). For the

Containment Internal Structures (CIS) stick model maximum member forces from the
response spectrum analysis were used to develop the SSI factor for member forces from other '

soil cases. This SSI factor was then used to amplify the results of the finite element fixed
base response spectrum analysis to give the final design forces for the AP600.

Member forces calculated by time history and response spectrum analyses are compared in
Table 11. The CIS is " rigid"in the vertical direction and most of its vertical mass does not .|
participate in the time history analysis with a cut off frequency of 33 hertz. Therefore, axial
forces from the time history analysis are much smaller than the axial forces from the response
spectrum analysis which include the high frequency " missing mass".

.

In the response spectrum analysis, the " missing mass"is multiplied by the ZPA of 0.3 g and
combined with member forces for modes below 33 hertz by the SRSS method. For I

comparison with the time history results, the " missing mass" of the CIS is summarized and
equivalent forces for 0.3 g static acceleration are calculated in Table 12. These additional
' forces due to the high frequency " missing mass" are combined with the time history analysis |
forces by SRSS method. The combined response forces are shown in Table 13 and are
similar to those from the response spectrum analysis.

I

|
'

The design member forces for the CIS are developed from the finite element model amplified
by the SSI factor. This factor is obtained using the member forces from the stick model
results of the response spectrum analysis. These member forces from the stick model are
appropriate for the design of the AP600.

5.0 SSAR Revision - Add summary of comparison in subsecdon 3.7.2.12 as shown below:
,

| The three. dimensional lumped mass fixed base stick model of the nuclear island was analyzed
by mode superposition time history analysie and oy the response spectrum analysis method for
the hard' rock site condition. Tables 3.7.217, 3.7.2-18, and 3.7.219 compare the maximum
absolute nodal accelerations, member forces, and momentr. respectively. Both analyses
considered vibration modes up to 33 hertz. In the response ipectrum analyses, the
combination of modal responses used the double sum method and included high frequency

I effects as discussed in subsection 3.7.2.7 and summarized in Table 3.7.216. The two
i methods of analysis give similar results with the response spectrum analysis being generally
I more conservative. Investigations of the two analyses showed that the conservatism in the

! I response spectrum analyses is due to cross coupling of the directions in the multistick model.
I The double sum modal combination method used in the response spectrum analyis is very
I conservative when there are closely spaced modes some of which are out-of phase.

. g .-, e em 7 -
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Table 1: SCV - Maximum response acceleration
,

(1) TH, SSAR (2) RSA (3) Ratio (T/H) / (RSA) .

'

Node # Elev, M M y M M y N_S M y
(feet) (Q) ------- (a)

3115 256 0.94 1.21 1.49 1.03 1.21 1.62 0.92 1.00 0.92
3114 248 0.90 1.17 1.20 0.98 1.15 1.07 0.92 1.02 1.12
3113 240 0.87 1.13 1.04 0.93 1.10 0.86 0.94 1.03 1.22
3112 229 0.83 1.07 0.84 0.86 1.02 0.64 0.97 1.05 1.32
3111 218 0.78 1.01 0.77 0.79 0.95 0.56 0.98 1.07 1.38
3110 205 0.72 0.93 0.75 0.72 0.86 0.53 1.00 1.08 1.41
3109 190 0.65 0.82 0.70 0.63 0.75 0.48 1.03 1.09 1.45
3108 170 0.56 0.68 0.64 0.53 0.61 0.41 1.06 1.12 1.56
3107 162 0.51 0.62 - 0.60 0.48 0.55 0.38 1.06 1.13 1.58
3106 144
3105 132
3104 116
3103 112

~

,

Notes: (1) Maximum aces!sration calculated by modal time history analyses as reported in SSAR.
(2) Maximum acce'eration with single SCV stick.
(3) Ratio of maximuni accelerations, time history over response spectrum analyses, (1)/(2) = (3)

!

!

Conclusion: From the ratios shown above, most of the maximum accelerations calculated by modal time history
analyses are conservative (ratio > 1.0) ex. cept at a few places where it is no more than 8% below those
calculated by RSA of the modified model (SCV alone). ;

j-
.
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TaNe 2: Maximum resmnse accelerations at Ni (from SSAR)
.

t

(1) T/H. SSAR (2) RSA. SSAR (3) Ratio (T/H) / (RSA)
Node # h MS M y NS M y _N._S EW y

(feet) ------ (a) - (g)
3016 306 1.44 1.47 0.90 1.43 1.49 0.88 1.01 0.99 1.02
3015 297 1.32 1.27 0.90 1.31 1.39 0.88 1.01 0.91 1.02
3014 284 1.20 0.98 0.89 1.16 1.25 0.87 1.03 QJJ 1.02
3013 272 1.09 0.94 0.88 1.09 1.16 0.86 1.00 0.81 1.02
3011 241 0.82 0.78 0.55 0.85 0.97 0.75 0.96 QJQ 0.73
3010 220 0.73 0.69 0.53 0.75 0.89 0.70 0.97 91 1 0.7677

*3009 200 0.63 0.67 0.49 0.69 0.77 0.62 0.91 Q&Z 9m37
3008 180 0.51 0.60 0.45 0.59 0.61 0.47 Q&E 0.98 0.96
3007 161 0.44 0.54 0.42 0.48 0.56 0.37 0.92 0.96 1.14
3006 153 0.42 0.51 0.40 0.44 0.54 0.33 0.95 0.94 1.21

3005 135 0.38 0.41 0.37 0.33 0.45 0.30 1.15 0.91 1.23
3004 117 0.34 0.34 0.35 0.30 0.30 0.30 1.13 1.13 1.17
3003 100 0.30 0.30 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.30 1.00 1.00 1.07

.

.
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Table 3 : Maximum Nodal Accelerations due to seismic inout in individual direction (T/H vs. RSA) '

.-

Nouth-South inout East-West inout Vertical Inout
Node # Elev, M M y M EW y M EE y

(feet) ft/sec^2 ft/sec^2 ft/sec^2
'

3014 284 0.59 -- -- 32.75 --- --- 4.52 ------

3013 272 0.74 --- ---- 30.30 -- - - - 3.08 -- Modal Time History---

0.77 1.27 --- 25.52 1.70 -- 2.65 17.263011 241 ---

_;

3010 220 --- 0.84 1.24 -- 22.90 1.63 --- 1.75 16.49 [
3009 200 -- 0.94 1.19 --- 21.88 1.58 1.45 15.44 :---

3008 180 16.04 -- -- 0.43 ---- --- 0.55 --- ---

Node # Elev. E EE y M EE y M. EE y :
(feet) ft/sec^2 ft/sec^2 ft/sec^2 L

i

2.55 -- -- 37.90 ---- ----3014 284 13.01 ------

3013 272 --- 3.77 ---- --- 35.99 --- --- 8.91 ---
i

'

3011 241 --- 4.41 1.93 ---- 26.76 8.93 --- 15.40' 22.32 RSA :

23.35 8.42 -- 16.01 20.854.33 1.813010 220 ------

4.47 1.62 ---- 21.48 7.49 -- 11.60 18.333009 200 ---

2.32 --- ---3008 180 18.22 -- --- 4.41 - - - ---

t
*

P

)
6

!.
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Table 4 Modal Particination Factors and Modeshaoes in the Y & Z (EW & Vertical) directions for Modes 49 & 50. '

.

Mode # 49 50
,

Freq. 19.34 hz. 19.70 bz
Direct. Y Z Y Z
P.F. 10.25 20.73 8.84 -17.41

Node
3014 1.80E-02 -4.80E-03 1.40E42 3.70E-03

3013 1.30E-02 -4.20E-03 1.20E-02 3.30E-03

3011 -1.90E-02 2.90E-02 -2.70E-02 -2.30E-02' ,

3010 -2.10E-02 2.70E-02 -2.90E-02 -2.20E-02 ;

3009 -1.40E-02 2.40E-02 -1.90E-02 -1.90E-02

|

|

!
. u

I

.

b

b

.

t
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Table 5a
f a) T/H -49.50 (b) T/H. SSAR (c) = (a)/(b)

'

Node # E!! gym M M Y M EW Y M EW Y
(feet) (g) (a)

3014 284 0.99 0.98 1.01
3013 272 0.96 0.94 1.02
3011 241 0.77 0.44 0.78 0.55 0.99 0.80
3010 220 0.68 0.42 0.69 0.53 032 QJQ
3009 200 0.65 0.'40 0.67 0.49 QaZ 0.82

_,3008 180 0.51 0.51 1.00
.

Table Sb
(d) RSA -49.50 (e) RSA. SSAR (f) = (d)/(e) (a) = THfa) / RSA(d)

Node # h M M Y M M Y NS EW Y N_S EW Y
(feet) (a) (a)

3014 284 1.10 1.25 0.88 0.90
3013 272 0.98 1.16 0.85 0.97
3011 241 0.77 0.27 0.97 0.75 0.80 0.36 1.00 1.63

3010 220 0.60 0.25 0.89 0.70 Q_6R 0.35 1.13 1.72

3009 200 0.48 0.21 0.77 0.62 Q&2 0.34 1.36 142
3008 - 180 0.58 0.59 0.98 0.88

Table Sa, comparison of max EW accelerations from Modal Time History analyses with & without modes 49 and 50.
The comparison shows "no change" in EW acceleration.

Table 5b, (1) comparison of max EW accelerations from RSA with & without modes 49 and 50, and
(2) comparison of EW acceleraions from T/H and RSA, both without modes 49 and 50.

The comparisons show reduced EW acceleration in RSA when modes 49 & 50 are excluded. These nodal
accelerations become comparable to those calculated by Modal Time History analyses, with and without
modes 49 and 50. This shows the conservatism built into the " double sum" modal combination method as
stated in SRP where all of the terms combined used absolute summation.
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Table 6: Ni- Maximum member forces
. .

(1) TH, SSAR (2) RSA, SSAR (3) Ratio (TH1/ RSA2)
Element No. Elev. -Mia! 'M EE .6xial M EE hial E EE i

op #2 op #1 (feet)
'

-- (1,000 kips) -- - (1,000 kips) -
,

306
--- 14 1.45 2.46 2.43 1.48 2.40 2.51 0.98 1.03 0.97 |

297
|;

13 3.40 4.47 4.36 3.46 4.40 4.63 0.98 1.02 0.94---

! 284
*

--- 12 7.65 8.30 7.67 7.76 8.26 8.80 0.99 1.00 0.87 '

272
11 11.54 12.52 10.57 11.66 12.39 13.22 0.99 1.01 0.80---

241 ;

10 15.44 16.43 15.68 12.78 16.41 17.03 1.21 1.00 0.92---

220 -

|
'--- 9 18.05 18.72 18.32 14.24 18.64 19.44 1.27 1.00 0.94

200 t

8 8 20.43 20.68 20.32 15.77 20.21 21.32 1.30 1.02 0.95
180 . ,

7 7 23.40 23.28 23.03 17.62 22.11 23.18 1.33 1.05 0.99 ;

161 . ,

6 6 25.45 25.51 25.17 18.90 23.32 24.48 1.35 1.09 1.03 '

153
5 5 28.14 28.82 28.40 20.80 25.11 26.57 1.35 1.15 1.07

'

135
4 4 31.92 34.03 33.57 23.54 27.82 29.96 1.36 1.22 1.12 i4

'
117

3 3 34.96 37.54 -37.59 26.04 29.79 32.85 1.34 1.26 1.14 i

100 i
Note: Maximum forces from SSAR (1) by TH analyses, and (2) by RSA, and . ,

(3) Ratio of (TH forces) / (RSA forces) -

,

-
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Table 7: NI- Maximum axial forces .

(a) TH (b) TH (c) ratio (d) RSA (e) ratio
Element No. h Axial | Axjal fa) / (b) Axial (b) / (d)

op #2 Op #1 (feet) -- (1,000 kips) --- (1000k) -

306 -

14 1.45 1.50 0.97 1.60 0.94---

297
'

13 3.40 3.50 0.97 3.73 0.94---

284 ;

--- 12 7.65 7.84 0.98 8.36 0.94 ;

272.

--- 11 11.54 11.80 0.98 12.57 0.94
241

~ 00--- 10 15.44 13.72 1.13 13.67 1.

220
9 18.05 15.58 1.16 14.99 1.04---

200
8 8 20.43 17.51 1.17 16.35 1.07

180
7 7 23.40 20.58 1.14 18.02 1.14

161

6 6 25.45 23.13 1.10 19.17 1.21

153
5 5 28.14 26.94 1.04 20.86 1.29

135
4 4 31.92 33.10 0.96 23.01 1.44

117
3 3 34.96 38.62 0.91 25.64 1.51

100
Note: Maximum member forces

(a) Axial forces calculated by modal time history analysis, taken from SSAR.
(b) modal time history analysis with only vertical input time history
(c) Ratio of max time history forces,3 directional input vs. vertical input. (c) =(a) / (b)
(d) response spectrum analysis, input only ARS of verticalinput time history
(e) ratio of max acceleration with only verticalinput (e) = TH(b) / RSA(d)

.
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Tgtna 8: Idazimum Resconse Accelerations at CIS

.

(1) TH, SSAR (2) RSA, SSAR (3) Ratio. TH(1) / RSA(2)
Node EhtL HS EE Y MS EW Y NS ' M Y
No (feet) -g- ---g----

West SG Compartment
3207 158 0.79 0.65 0.30 0.84 0.82 0.30 0.94 0.79 1.00

<

3206 148 0.73 0.58 0.31 0 76 0.70 0.30 0.96 0.83 1.03

---- 135
East SG C- =-;= - - .t

3205 148 0.69 0.54 0.32 0.77 0.67 0.30 0.90 0.81 1.07 -

- - - 135
Below Elevation 135

3204 135 0.61 0.52 0.30 0.53 0.57 0.30 1.15 0.91 ~ 1.00

3203 107 0.32 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 1.07 1.00 1.00

3202 103 0.31 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 1.03 1:00 1.00

?

100 0.30 0.30 0.30
- Note: Maximum response accelerations in (1) and (2) are taken from SSAR.

Response acceleration in the vertcal and response acceleration below elevation 135' are
closed to the zpa of 0.30 g which reflects " rigid" condition.

.

.

b

l'

6

.
4
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Table 9: Maxinne Accelerations at CIS isingle direction mout motion)

(4) NS input, TH (5) EW input. TH (6) NS anput RSA (7) EW input. RSA
Node EbbL HS M NS M NS M NS M
No. (feet) ----g - -o -- ----g---- --g ---- |

3207 158 0.76 020 026 0.68 0.65 0.40 0.56 0.71 [
3206 148 0.70 0.19 0.25 0.61 0.57 0.40 0.51 0.58 !

3205 148 0.67 0.18 0.27 0.56 0.68 0.43 0.37 0.51
3204 135 0.60 0.15 0.14 0.54 0.44 0.34 0 32 0.46

,

i:

i

SRSSINS EW)inout Ratio of SRSS ;
'

(8) Ratio. TH/RSA (9) Ratio, TH/RSA (10) TH (11) RSA (12) = (10) / (11)
Node EbbL NS/NS EW/EW EW/NS NS/EW NS M MS M NS M
No. (feet) (4)/(6) (5)/(7) (4)/(6) (5)/(7)

(direct. of input) (90 from input)
3207 158 1.17 0.96 0.51 0.47 0.80 0.71 0.86 0.82 0.94 0.87 ,

3206 148 1.22 1.05 0.46 0.48 0.74 0.63 0.77 0.71 0.97 0.90 .

3205 148 0.99 1.09 0.43 0.71 0.72 0.59 0.77 0.67 0.93 0.88
3204 135 1.36 1.17 0.45 0.43 0.61 0.56 0.54 0.57 1.13 0.98

i

Notes: Maximum accelerations due to NS Time History input and EW Time History input are shown,in
(4) and (5), while those due to NS ARS input and EW ARS input and calculated by RSA are shown .
in (6) and (7).
(8) - ratio of maximum acceleration due to input in the same direction. (TH responses)/(RSA responses)
(9) - ratio of maximum acceleration due to input 90 degrees away.
(10), and (11) - square root of sum of squares of responses due to NS and EW input for TH and RSA,
respectively. For RSA, SRSS is the exact method of combination; for TH, SRSS gives an approximation. i

|
- - - - - - --- --- - - --- --- -- - --- _ _ _ -- _ ---- --- -- ---- - --_ --------- ------ - - - - _ -- - - _ --- -- ----------------
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Table 10: Modal Pronertnes at CIS

Mode No. 33 34 36 37 39 41 45
Freq (cps) 12.85 12.99 13.64 14.36 14.846 15.103 17.126
Modal Part. F. -1.15 ' 25.57 -4.94 9.50 7.52 -0.76 -6.66 0.50 -5 40 -3.72. 9.52 3.01 11.30 - -4.78

-

Node Elev. NS EW NS EW NS EW MS EW MS EW NS EW NS EW
No. (feet) $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $ $

3204 135 .0014 0050 .0137 .0413 .0022 .0002 .0059 .0005 .0106 .0129 .0336 .0264 .0335 .0148
3205 148 .0025 .0053 .0227 .0424 .0034 .0004 .0076 .0005 .0001 .0162 .0097 .0338 .0914 .0229
3206 148 .0031 .0065 .0304 .0530 .0023 .0002 .0071 .0007 .0178 .0153 .0533 .0312 .0260 .0155.

3207 158 .0032 .0083 .0310 .0693 .0026 .0001 .0080 .0090 .0195 .0149 .0590 .0294 .0341 .0073

04 (NS-NS responses due to NS input. EW-EW response due to EW input)
3204 (.0016) .1284 .0677 .3925 .0166 .0002 .0393 (.0003) .0574 .0479 .3203 .2111 .3779 .0705

'3205 .0020 .1340 (.1122) .4027 .0259 .0003 .0506 (.0003) .0007 .0602 .0919 .2711 s.es2s .1094
3206 (.0036) .1640 .1504 .5038 .0172 .0002 .0470 (.0003) .0961 .0570 .5078 .2501 .2932 .0743
3207 (.0036) .2130 1531 .6586 .0195 .0000 .0536 (.0045) .1052 .0556 .5614 .2353 .3856 .0348

,

re (NS-NS responses due to EW input. EW-EW response due to NS input)
3204 (.0350) .0058 (.1301) (.2041) (.0017) (.0019) (.0030) .0033 .0395 .0695 .2695 .2509 (.1596) (.1668)
3205 .0640 .0061 .2158 (.2005) (.0026) (.0029) (.0038) .0034 .0005 .0074 .0 773 .3222 (.4363) (.2588)
3206 (.0002) .0074 (.2892) (2621) (.0017) (.0017) (.0035) .0045 .0662 .0627 4272 .2972 (.1240) (.1756)
3207 (.0011) .0006 f.2944) (.3425) (.0020) (.0004) (.0040) .0600 .0724 .0007 .4723 .2797 (.1630) (.0823)

,

I(f(): NS EW Modes 34,41,45 only Modes 34,41,45 (SRSS) Modes 34. 41, 45 (ABS)
,

3204 .8776 .8502 3204 .7658 .6741 3204 .5000 .4512 3204 .7658 6741 !

3205 1.0919 .9782 3205 1.0117 .7832 3205 1.0423 .4976 3205 1.2362 .7832

3206 1.1081 1.0499 3206 .9515 .8282 3206 .6054 .5674 3206 .9515 .8282

3207 1.2748 1.1928 3207 1.1002 .9287 3207 .6981 .7002 3207 1.1002 .9287 f,

3204 .5593 .62183204 (.0206) (.0434) 3204 (.0204) (.1201) 3204 .3392 .3639 - ,

'

3205 (.0842) (.0520) 3205 (.1432) (.1461) 3205 .4929 .4633 3205 .7295 .7904

3206 (.0052) (.oCS) 3206 '.0141 (.1405) 3206 .5306 .4334 3206 .8404 .7349 ,

3207 .0002 .0047, 3207 .0149 (.1451) 3207 .5800 .4498 3207 .9298 .7045

(r= Modal Particip:. tion factor)

i

!
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Table 11: Maximum Member Forces at CIS
,

(1) TH. SSAR (2) RSA, SSAR (3) Ratio (RSA2 / TH1)
ment No. Elst Alsg[ NS M agjal MS M Agia[ NS g
op #4 op #3 (feet) - (1,000 kips) -- -- (1,000 kips) -

West SG Cr;= _ _ rat
158 t

8 11 0.02 0.16 0.13 0.05 0.16 0.15 2.50 1.00 1.15 |
153

8 10 0.02 028 022 0.05 0.29 028 2.50 1.04 127
148 .

7 9 0.08 0.81 0.65 0.24 0.81 0.76 3.00 1.00 1.17

135
East SG C=-;=^_ 234 -

148 .

6 8 0.03 0.31 024 0.13 0.31 0.27 433 1.00 1.13

135 ,

Below Elevation 135
135

5 7 032 6.14 6.09 1.99 5.73 5.98 622 0.93 0.98
r121

5 6 0.32 624 6.16 1.99 5.83 6.07 6.22 0.93 0.99 .

107
4 5 0.67 7.30 0.54 , 4.07 7.02 6.90 6.07 0.96 1.09

103
3 4 0.86 7.35 6.37 6.55 7.65 7 54 7.62 1.04 1.18

100
Note: Maximum acceleration calculated (1) by modal time history analyses and

(2) by Response Spectrum Analysis, both as reported in SSAR.
(3) Ratio of (RSA torces) / (Time History forces), as reported in SSAR.

~
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Table 12: CIS - Equivalent Member Forces for "nkssmg Mass-
,

(1) Model Mass (2)" Mis.cing" Forces @ 0.3 o ZPA (3) Cumulative. Shear
Node Element No. h X Y Z. X Y Z X Y Z, X Y Z
No op #4 m 83 (feet) - percent ---- -- 1,000 kips ----- ---- 1.000 kips -

West SG Co.=p-1 c4
3207 158 5.75 5.75 5.75 -- --- -99.36 0.00 0.00 0.06

8 11 0.00 0.00 0.06
--- 153 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

8 10 0 00 0.00 0.06
3206 148 21.48 21.48 21.48 --- --- -99.46 0.00 0.00 0.21 |

7 9 0.00 0.00 0.26
135--

East SG Compartment
3205 148 12.60 12.60 12.60 - --- -100.00 0.00 0.00 0.12

6 8 0.00 0.00 0.12 |

---- 135
Below Elevation 135

3204 135 258.31 258.31 187.31 -0.14 -0.32 -99.77 0.00 0.01 1.81
'

5 7 0.00 0.01 2.19
,

- - - 121 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 ;

5 6 0.00 0.01 2.19

3203 107 304.57 304.57 238.62 -94.94 -%.03 -99.99 2.79 2.83 2.30

4 5 2.80 2.83 4.49

3202 103 136.46 136.46 273.40 -98.37 -98.76 -99.98 1.30 1.30 2.64 !

3 4 4.09 4.14 7 13 :
,

100 ---- .--- ..--

total- 739.17 739.17 739.16 i

Notes: (1)- Mass at CIS stick model. I

(2) - Percent of nodal mass not already conswiered at cut-off frequency of 33 hertz, and force ,

equivalent of " missing mass" at acceleration of 0.30 g. t

(3) - Cumulative of " missing" force - equivalent shear forces.

I
!
t

!

. .
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Table 13: CIS- Maximum Member Forces. Adpusted for" Missing Mass".

(5) SRSS {{TH.SSAR (4)). -

(4) TH. SSAR + (Missing Mass (3))) (6) RSA. SSAR (7) Ratio (6) / (5)
Node Element No. h Mia[ NS M Mial MS .M &ial M M &ial M M
No. op #4 op #3 (feet) - (1.000 kips) - - (1,000 kips) - , -- (1,000 kips) --

West SG Coinpartment
'

3207 158
8 11 0.02 0.16 0.13 0.06 0.16 0.13 0.05 0.16 0.15 0.85 1.00 1.15

. 153 -

8 10 0.02 0.28 0.22 0.06 028 d.22 0.05 0.29 0.28 0.85 1.04 1 27

3206 148 '

7 9 0.08 0.81 0.65 0.27 0.81 0.65 0.24 0.81 0.76 0.88 1.00 1.17
---- 135

East SG Compartment
3205 148

6 8 0.03 0.31 0.24 0.13 0.31 0.24 0.13 0.31 0.27 1.04 1.00 1.13
--- 135 .

Beloat Elevation 135
3204 135

-

5 7 0.32 6.14 6.09 2.21 6.14 6.09 1.99 5.73 5.98 0.90 0.93 0.98
'

--- 121 .

5 6 0.32 6.24 6.16 2.21 6.24 6.16 1.99 5.83 6.07 0.90 0.93 0.99

3203 107 .

7.02 6.90 0.90 0.90 0.994 5 0.67 7.30 6.34 4.54 7.82 6.94 4.07

3202 103
3 4 0.63 7.35 6.37 7.19 8.41 7.59 6.55 7.65 7.54 0.91 0.91 0.99

,

100

.

.
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 8,1997

i CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson !
'

Ted Quay
Don Lindgren
Richard Orr
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

! OPEN ITEM #1885 (DSER 3.7.2.16-1)
#670 (DSER 3.7.2.16-1) |

| |
! To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
! Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
| Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 22 calendar days away (17 business

days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete.i

| Relevant documentation related to Open Items #1885 (DSER 3.7.2.16-1) and #670 (DSER
3.7.2.16-1) is attached. Actinu was completed on'tIIese Items by our submittal of letter NTD-

| NRC-97-5041 on March 261997. Material from this letter was incorporated into Revision 12
of the SSAR. A copy of this i.'tter, with the pertinent attachments, and the affecteu page from I

the SSAR are included with this fax. We believe this information completed our action on these
open items and request that NRC review the material we have provided and provide a definitive

| action for Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend
I " Action N" or " Closed." Thank you.
|

.

Jim Winters
412-374-5290

|

I

()]



IQ
AP600 Open It:m Tracki1g Syrt:m D:tr. base: Exec tive Summ .ry Datz: 5/887

^

Selecties: [ item no] between 1885 And 1885 Sorted by Type

item DSFR Secuon Titic/Descnption Resp (W) NRC
No. Branch Question . Type Detail Staus Engineer Staus Staus , tener No. /_ _Duc, _

'

_ _ _ _.

1885 NRRKCGB 3.7.2.16-1 DSER-COL Orr/SSARREV Action N Acten W NSD-NRC-97-4956

3.7.2.16-1 The COL'applic' ant'shouId'pcNEEAn~a~rud5555 a~rEl'evEuatEusin~g tie dedgniasisiarthquale ground motion askt plardspeAi6c site ~
~

conditions to confirm the design adequacy of the AP600 design _
_ _ _ _ _ . _ _.

~ ~ _
SSAR SAscctionl5 pEvides thdn~formauon requirements for thcICOL appli5d'5i$$gEc~ifSsoil structure IntcA: tion analM^nEh bi_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

~ ~ ~

performed by the Combined License applicant to A.T hw acceptability by comparison of floor response spectra. These analyses would use the
siac specific soil conditions and safe shutdown earthquake.
The COL applicant tequirement is included in SSAR Section 2 5.4.5.5.
See open item 3.7.1.1-1 for details and issue B.I of NRC 12ncr dated July 18,1996.

NRC Status: Action W - This COL action is connected to DSER 3 7.1.1-1 (OITS# 628). The current SSAR proposal presented at the December 199t
. meeting does not satisfy the statYposition (12/I6/96)

. Closed - Westinghouse provided a position on shallow soil sites in NSD-NRC-97-4956 of I/28/97.
Action W - NRC letter of I/31/97 did not accept position this item will be closed with item #628 [

''

Action-N - Response provided in NSD-NRC-97-5041. March 26,1997
_ _ _ _ ._ . ._ _ , _ [

t

i

.

N
k-

f

N |
>

b

$

!

:
.

i
i
I

;

t

-i
!

!

f

Page: 1 Total Records: 'I
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AP600 Open It:m Trccki:g System D:t: base: Exec:tive S mm:ry D:.te: S/8/97
Selectio2: (item no) betweca 670 And 670 Sorted by Typc

item dst R Section Titk/lkscription Resp (W) NRC
No llranch Questa>n Typc Detail Status Engineer Status Status letter No. / Date

_ __ _

670 NRR!ECG[l 3.7.2.16-1 DSER-OI Orr/BPC/SSARREV Closed Action N NTD-NRC-95-4433

j Westinghouse should commit in the SSAR that the COL applicant should perform an analysis and es aluation using the design basis'c'arthquakef
~

iground motion and plant-specific site conditions to confum the adequacy of the AP600 design j

jSSAR Subsection 2 5 4 provides the information requirements foithe COL appiicant~ Site-specific soil structure interactam analyses may bc
: performed by the Combined License applicant to denmnstrate acceptability by comparison of11oor response spectra lhese analyses would use the
site specific soit conditions and safe shutdown carthquake.
NRC trtier dated July 18,1996, NRC/DCP0525 NRC position is that a minimum 0 3g ground motion should be used at ALL sites regardless of

|

actual conditions. See Of # 3 7.1.1-1. i

NRC Status- Actkm N - The staff will review SSAR 2.5 for an adequate reconciliation cvatuation with as-built condition (12/16N6) |
Westinghouse provided a position on shallow soil sites in NSD-NRC-97-1956 of 1/28/97. |

LActi nMcSp nSe proyidefin NSD-NRC-97-5041,ptarch 26,1997 j
.

L.-
M

Page: 1 Total Records: I
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Westingtiouse Energy Systems ecx ass
Electric Corporatlan P'rtsouren pemsywana is23acass

NSD NRC-97-5041
DCP/NRC0788
Docket No.: STN-52-003

March 26,1997

Document Control Desk
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

ATTENTION: T. R. QUAY

SUBJECT: SEISMIC AND SITE PARAMETER OPEN ITEMS

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses for open items related to SSAR section 2.5 and 3.7. Markup of proposed
changes to SSAR Sections 2.5 and 3.7 and appendix 3F are also provided. These responses and
markups are intended to resolve the identified open items related to these sections.

The changes in site parameters should be consistent with the interpretation of the regulations by the
NRC staff. The approach includes information discussed between Westinghouse legal counsel and
NRC Office of General Counsel and is similar to the approach previously approved for another
ALWR design certification. The changes included in Section 3.7 are generally changes previously
discussed with the staff.

This information will be discussed in a meeting between Westinghouse and NRC staff tentatively
scheduled for April 14-18, 1997. If you have any questions please contact Donald A. Lindgren at
(412) 374-4856.

ff
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

jml

Attachment

| cc: D. Jackson, NRC
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Attachment)

.-
-
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Attachment to NSD-NRC-97 5041

The draft SSAR material provides a markup of Chapter 2, Section 3.7 and Appendix 3F. It responds
to the following open items:

Ooen item # DSER OueuiDD Response

547 2.5.4.3-2 Short and long term settlement are addressed in a revision to
subsection 2.5.4.3.

623 3.7.1-2 SSAR subsection 3.7.1.1 and Appendix 3F are revised as shown in
the markup. Damping for cable trays has been revised per
agreement in January,1997 meeting. Damping fo~r configurations
not sirnilar to the tests referenced in the SSAR has been reduced to
10% matching the recommendations in a report by Brookhaven.

628 3.7.1.1-1 The shallow soil sites are excluded from the AP600 design basis
! due to the limitation on soil shear wave velocity. This is -

specifically shown in a revision to subsection 3.7.1.4.

649 3.7.2.4-7 Design information has been added in subsection 3.7.2.8 for the
annex building demonstrating that there will be no unacceptablei

seismic interaction. The method of evaluation of seismic
interaction for the radwaste building is also added in subsection
3.7.2.8.

662 3.7.2.8-5 Subsection 3.7.2.8 has been revised to show use of eccentric
bracing or the turbine building.

664 3.7.2.8 7 Turbine building behavior is addressed for seismic margin in PRA
Chapter 55. A draft copy was provided with letter

NSD-NRC-97-5014, dated M, arch 18, 1997.

670, 1885 3.7.2.16-1 Requirement has been added for COL applicant to reconcile
seismic analyses of structures for as-built data.

769 3.8.5 11 SSAR subsectica 2.5.4.5 has been revised to provide information
on lateral soil variability and the requirements for site evaluation.
This is also referenced from 3.8.5 in SSAR Rev 11.

.

791 3.9.3.1-6 Comments on ductwork were addressed in Appendix 3A in SSAR -

Rev 11. Comments on electrical raceways are addressed in
'Appendix 3F.-

| 4997 RAI 231.34 Chapter 2 has been revised to use the term " site parameters".
!

$ *)7
, -

:
!
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3. Design of Structures, Ccmponents, Equipment, and Systems-

3.7.5 Combined License Information

3.7.5.1 Seismic Analysis of Dams

Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 certified design will evaluate dams whose
failure could affect the site interface flood level specified in subsection 2.4.1.2. The
evaluation of the safety of existing and new dams will use the site-specific safe shutdown
earthquake.

3.7.5.2 Post Earthquake Procedures

Combined License applicants referencing the AP600 certified design will prepare site-specific
procedures for activities fol!owing an canhquake. These procedures will be used to
accurately determine both the response spectrum and the cumulative absolute velocity of the
recorded earthquake ground motion from the seismic instrumentation system. The procedures
and the data from the seismic instrumentation system will provide sufficient information to
guide the operator on a timely basis to determine if the level of earthquake ground motion
requiring shutdown has been exceeded. The procedures will follow the guidance of EPRI
Reports NP-5930 (Reference 1), TR-100082 (Reference 17), and NP-6695 (Reference 18), as
modified by the NRC staff (Reference 32).

3.7.5.3 Seismic Interaction Review

The seismic interaction review will be updated by the Combined License applicant. This
review is performed in parallel with the seismic margin evaluation. De review is based on
as-procured data, as well as the as-constructed condition.

| 3.7.5.4 Reconcillation of Seismic Analyses of Nuclear Island Structures
!

'

I De Combined License applicant will reconcile the seismic analyses described in tubsection
I 3.7.2 for detail design changes such as those due to as-procured equipment information. If
I it is necessary to update the soil structure interaction analyses, these analyses should be
I performed with site specific soil properties using seismic input defined by the response spectra
i given in Figures 3.7.1 1 and 3.7.1-2.

3.7.6 Referena

1. EPRI Report NP 5930,"A Criterion for Determining Exceedance of the Operating Basis
Earthquake," July 1988.

2. Uniform Building Code,1991.

3. ASCE Standard 4 86, " Seismic Analysis of Safety Related Nuclear Structures and
Commentary," American Society of Civil Engineers, September 1986.

4. ASME B&PV Code, Code Case N 411.

hRevision: 12 owmon mom
Draft,1997 3.7-50 $ W85tifigh00S8'
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J E 3. Design of Structures, Components, Equipment, and Systems

I
|
|

guide the operator on a timely basis to determine if the level of earthquake ground motion
,

requiring shutdown has been exceeded. He procedures will follow the guidance of EPIU
| Reports NP-5930 (Reference 1), TR-100082 (Reference 17), and NP-6695 (Reference 18), as
! modified by the NRC staff (Reference 32).
i \

| |

| 3.7.5.3 Seismic Interaction Review |
!
!

The seismic interaction review will be updated by the Combined License applicant. This
review is performed in parallel with the seismic margin evaluation. He review is based on
as-procured data, as well as the as-constructed condition.

I 3.7.5.4 Reconciliation of Seismic Analyses of Nuclear Island Structures
| |

| | Re Combined License applicant will reconcile the seismic analyses described in subsection
1 3.7.2 for detail design changes such as those due to as-procured equipment information. If

; l it is necessary to update the soil structure interaction analyses, these analyses should be
| | performed with site specific soil properties using seismic input defined by the response spectra
i l given in Figures 3.7.1-1 and 3.7.1-2.

|

3.7.6 References

1. EPRI Report NP-5930, "A Criterion for Determining Exceedance of the Operating Basis
Earthquake," July 1988. (

2. Uniform Building Code,1991.

3. ASCE Standard 4-86, " Seismic Analysis of Safety-Related Nuclear Structures and
Commentary," American Society of Civil Engineers, September 1986.

4. ASME B&PV Code, Code Case N-411.

S. H. B. Seed, and L M. Idriss, " Soil Moduli and Damping Factors for Dynamic Response
|
' Analysis," Report No. EERC-70-14, Earthquake Engineering Research Center.
| University of California, Berkeley,1970.
|

.
6. H. B. Seed, R. T. Wong, I. M. Idriss, and K. Tokimatsu, " Moduli and Damping Factors

! for Dynamic Analysis of Cohesionless Soils," Report No. UCB/EERC-8914 Earthquake
| Engmeeting Research Center, University of California, Berkeley,1984.

7. Bechtel Corporation, " User's and Deoretical Manual for Computer Program BSAP
(CE800)," Revision 12,1991.

8. Bechtel Corporation, "neoretical, Validation and User's Manuals for Computer Program
S ASSI (CE994)," 1988,
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Resolution Status (W / NRC) !

Open Itess :

Pe propped Cominn-W Coathe-N Audit N Action W Action N Resolved Closed Total
!

DSFR-O1 0 '/ 0 16 / 23 12 . / 2 2 / 0 77 / 205 21 / 311 5 / 604 1119 / 107 1252 / 1252

DSER-Confirmatory 0 / 0 0 / 1 3 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 22 1 / 6 0 / 49 7S / 2 80 / 80
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!

f

RAI-Confirmatory 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0

Meeting -O1 1 / 1 3 / 6 4 / 2 0 / 0 208 / 334 19 / 160 1 / 165 639 / 207 875 / 875 f

Teleconference - O! 0 / 0 0 / 0 4 / 0 0 / 0 7 / 25 3 / 8 0 / 13 41 / 9 55 / 55 !

I

Key issue 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 35 / 45 2 / 0 0 / 0 0 / 0 45 / 45 ;
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI

May 9,1997

CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: Diane Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren
Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre

OPEN ITEM #820 (DSER 3.11.3.2-2)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 21 calendar days away (16 business
days). The releva.it documentation related to Open Item #820 (DSER 3.11.3.2-2) is in the SSAR
in Sub-Section 3D.4.3 (supplied to you some months ago). The pertinent page of the SSAR is
attached. It is requested NRC review this material and provide definitive action for
Westinghouse or provide direction to chage the status of this item. We recommend " Action N"
or " Closed."

.

Jim Winters
412-374-5290

Ib

-
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AP600 Open Item Tracki:g Syrtem Dat . base: Exec tivaSummery D;ts: 5/9/97

Selection: [ item no] between 820 And 820 Sorted by Type

item DSER Section Titic! Description Resp (W) NRC
No. firanch Quenion Type Detail Status Engineer Status Status

._.- - . - _ _ . . _ , _ _ , _ _ . _ . ___ ___..___ ~_ _ _ - - - _ _ _ . . _ _ . . _ . _ _ _ _ . . - _ _ _ _ _ . - - _ . . _ . . _ . _ , ._ . __. _ le._tte._r _N_o. _/ . . _ _Da_te . |_. ..

820 NRR/SPLB 3.11.3 2-2 DSER Of Miller Closed Action W

(Whghouse should acceptably' address ''ss'ucipertaining tiqEIfAIon[elcctronic equipmen{
'~ ~~

]]i
~ ~

_
_

[ Closed - Subsection 3D 4.3 identifies the radiation limits for mild environment for electronic and other equipment
._ ]]]]

|

M
M
w

,
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3..' Design af Structures, Camponerts, Equipment, and Systems

..

addresses considerations for cable field splices and connections, guidance for their
;

qualification is taken from EEE 572 and Regulatory Guide 1.156. '

) Regulatory Guide 1.156," Environmental Qualification of Connection Assemblies for Nuclear
i Power Plants" The guide endorses EEE 5721985. The AP600 equipment qualification
j program employs the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.156 in specifying the' j

qualification program plans where this guide supplements the guidance of EEE 572 to '

demonstrate conformance with the guidance of EEE 323.
; '

.

! Regulatory Guide 1.158, " Qualification of Safety Related Lead Storage Batteries for Nuclear
!

| Power Plants"- The guide endorses EEE 535-1986. The AP600 equipment qualification {'

program' employs the recommendations of Regulatory Guide 1.158 in specifying the
! qualification program plans where this guide supplements the guidance of EEE 535 to
! demonstrate conformance with the guidance of EEE 323.
t.

|
| 3D.4.2 Definitions
i

| Definitions of terms used in this appendix are contained in the referenced rtandards and
!- EEE 100, "EEE Dictionary of Electrical and Electronic Terms." Subsection 3D.4.5 clarifies
i the definitions of " life" (that is, design, shelf, and qualified life) as used in this methodology.
] The terms " design life" and " qualified life" have the meanings set forth in EEE 323 and are
[ used in the context of that standard.
i

f 3D.4.3 Mild versus Harsh Environments
,

j Qua'.ification requirements differ for equipment located in mild and harsh environments.

EEE 323 defines a mild environment as an environment expected as a result of normal
service conditions and the extremes of abnormal service conditions where a safe shutdown
earthquake is the only design basis event of consequence or conditions where thresholds of
material degradation are reached. The following limits are established as the delimiting
environmental parameter values for mild and harsh environments.

Typically a mild environment conforms with the environmental parameter limits of
Table 3D.4-1, though others may apply to specific equipment applications or locations.

The scope of 10 CFR 50.49 is limited exclusively to equipment located in a harsh
environment. The AP600 equipment qualification program conforms with the requirements )
of 10 CFR 50.49 for the qualification of harsh environment equipment. The " radiation-harsh" I
environment is a significant subset of the harsh environment category. A radiation-harsh {
environment is defined for equipment designed to operate above certain radiation thresholds
where other environmental parameters remain bounded by normal or abnormal conditions.
Any equipment that is above 10' rads gamma (10 for electronics) will be evaluated to8

determine if a sequential test which includes aging, radiation, and the applicable seismic event
is required or if sufficient documentation exists to preclude such a test.

L
Revision: 12
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AP600 Open Item Trackirg Systma D:tabase: Project M:=gensent S enetry . D:le: 5/12/97
Selection: htem nol between 363 And 363 Socted by item #

Coord/ Resp Engineer

Title / Description
___ _ _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _

I'''" DSER Section issue Closure Path (W) NRC _ . _ . _
. _ NM* , _ _ __ _ . . ._._

No. Branch Question Type Status Deted Res Est(hrs) Staus Stau ICP Drati Review Transmit- _s -._ . . . ~ -
. . .. _ - - . - ~ . - . . - - . - -

363 NRR/SPLB 10.2 MTGol Lindgren.D. / Winters,3. I Action W Action W A 5/23/95 S
r ~ ~

M10.2-6(TURit!N5'GE ERATUliD5SEi BfSIS) The responses to Q410139, Q410WarUISIO'144 were received attithe DSE' was prepared, and EuM l .R
senKreview. Open items and questions may bc developed as a result of the review of those responses.

_ _ _

This item is included in DSER open ince 10.2.10'I(Ol' S II42)T
DISCUSSED AT 12/13/94 MEETING BE1 WEEN WESTINGHOUSE AND NRC PLANT SYSTEMS BRANCII. SEE NRC MEETING SUMMARY FOR SPECIFICS
SUPPORTING FISULTING STATUS.
4/28/95 statu :Will be clead when item N_os. 358,359,360, and 361 are closed.

_. _ ._. _ . . . _ _ - _ . _ m_ _ _.
. _

- -._. _

Closed (Q410.139)-The staK found response to RAI 410.139. TG / RCS compatability, acceptable per 12/13/94 mecung (No SSAR revision required ).

CloredfQ410.144)-The stasfound response to RAI 410.144,r~=a21- with URD, acceptable per 12/13/94 meeting (No SSAR revision required )
Clos-J(Q410.143)- The staK found response to RAI 410.143, c= ash with Standard Revicw Plan, partially acceptabic per 12/13/94 meeting. Remaining concerns are
detai!-d in meetmg isems M10 2-1 through M10.2-4 (OITS 358,359,360,361)

NPC - Action W - correct table; Ch. IP 4::4 Ch. 4 are inconsistent on MWth.

l
' Closed - NSSS power, as shown i n SSAR Chapter 10, includes core heat + RCP heat added - RCS heat loss. SSAR Chapter 4 covers core design. In general, the core
' design should only discuss the 1933 Mwt ratmg. SSAR Chapter 10 discusses steam and power conversion and it is approprime to use the NSSS rating of 1940 Mwt. The
use of 1933 in Chapser 4 and 1940 in Chaper 10 is consistent. Correctmg the table in Chapter 4 would be incorrect. This is the basis for the Non-ILOCA analyses for
Chapeer 15 and for perpanng Chapter 4 and in the core design.

Action W - Pending resolution of Oln# 358
_ _ _ _ . . . _ _ - _ , _ - _ _ _ _ , . _ - . _ . . . . _ . . - _ . - . _ _ . . _ . _ _

i

Page: 1 Total Records: I
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AP600 Open Item Trackirg Syst:m Dr.tabase: Project Mragement S:mmuy D:tz: 5/12/97
,

Selection: [ item no] between 358 And 358 Sorted by item #

Coord/ Resp Engineer

Titic/ Description
. _ _ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

,
_

DSER Section issue Closure Path (W) NRC . . _ _ _ . _ _ _.
_,]I'C" b' #d"I"

__

No. Branch Question Type Status Detail Res Est (hrs) Status Status ICP ' Draft Review Transmit
._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ ._ _ . . _ __ _

358 NRR/SPLB 10 2 MTGol Landgren, D. / Winters,1 1 Action N Action W A 5/21/95 S

510.21 (TU'Ril1N5 UV' RSPEED TRIP) Dc' Ai%UU turbine gEator d$s~ndhaveIE~ical oicr~spedariphice'ss descrEd iiSRP Section [0$2[Parahaih ~
~ '~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~

Ill.2.c. The applicant should prowide the bases for not having a mechanical overspeed trip device. Specifically, the concern ofdiversity and common mode failure needs
to be addressed,

his item is includebl$5~ER o IU~U -l'(b U l154)
~ 'i

De AP600 SSAR references an electronic overspeed trip for the MTS in Section 10.2.2.3.2. His trip system includes 2 out of 3 logic for individual analog speed signa! -
,

redundant channels for the speed control unit, and a turbine trip if both channels fait. Ris represents ditTerent technology than referenced in the SRP, but reflects modern.
; controls and provides redundvit features to prevent turbine overspeed.

* ne ciectronic trip syst- i provide reliabihty equal or bcuer than systems described in the SRP. f
A design review mectir ; . 4hc turbine overspeed protective system has been completed. An electronic oserspeed trip met hanism is as reliable as a mechanical trip

LD_ operation W q tcQ hing testjngL _SAR revisyp_@_rehg_an(coinanonynode faHure of 9,qms.
- - , - , - _ - - _ - ,

S,
_

[ Closed - SSAR revisica (10.2.2.5.3) provides requested justification for c!ccaronic trip Jcvices per 12/13M4 meeting agreeme it.
Relased item, Closed - Concerns related to turbine missi!cs (OITS 2030) were discussed at Westinghousc/NRC Senior Mangcment Meetings.

;NRC - Action W - Will send qualitative discussion and demonstrate quantitatively that disersity is equal or
ibetter when calculation is complete.
faction N - Response provided by NSD-NRC-97-5089 of 4n5M7. jww *

i

i
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!

!
!
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9. Auxiliary Systems

i

Table 9.3.1-2 provides design information for the main components associated
i with the instrument air subsystem.
,

Service Air Subsystem

The senice air subsystem consists of two air compressor trains. Each compressor train
consists of a multistage, low-pressure, rotary screw, air compressor package, and a desiccant
dryer with a prefilter and afterfilter. A common air receiver is provided for the two trains.
Each compressor package includes an intake filter, rotary screw compressor elements, silencer,

| intercooler, aftercooler, moisture separators, bleed-off cooler, oil cooler, oil resenoir,
| automatic load controls, relief valves, and a discharge air check valve. Each compressor train
| produces oil-free air.

The common senice air receiver functions as a storage device for compressed air. This air
receiver is equipped with an automatic condensate drain valve and a pressure relief valve.

|
'

Two air dryer assemblies are provided for the senice air subsystem. Each dryer assembly
consists of a desiccant-filled, twin tower design. One tower may be used to dry air while the

| other tower goes through regeneration. When instrumentation senses a high dew point, the
| towers switch. The former operating tower then undergoes regeneration while the regenerated
| tower drvs the senice air.
|

Each dryer assembly includes a coalescing prefilter that removes oil aerosols and moisture
|droplets, as well as an afterfilter to remove desiccant dust. '

| Table 9.3.1-3 provides design information for the main components associated with the senice |

| air subsystem.

High-Pressure Air Subsystem
!

The high-pressure air subsystem utilizes an air-cooled, oil-lubricated, four-stage,
reciprocating-air compressor with an integral air purification system to produce oil free air for
high-pressure applications. The compressor train includes an intake filter, air-cooled
intercoolers, interstage oil / water separators. an air-cooled aftercooler, a final oil / water

| separator, relief valves, an air punfication system, discharge check valves, and a high-pressure
receiver.

The high-pressure air subsystem supplies ANSI /CGA G-7. , Quality Verification Level E air. I
| See Table 9.3.1-4 for the design parameters for this system.
|

.

.

;

i

I Revision: 12
April 30,1997

T Westinghouse
9.3-4
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i 9. Ausiliary Systems

j Breathing air of a Quality Verification Lesel E is supplied from the integral high-pressure air
'

purification system in accordance with the requirements of ANSI /CGA G-7.1. This integral )

-f[ ' air purification system utilizes a series of replaceable cartridge-type titters to produce
- breathing quality air.3 Carbon monoxide is controlled by a catalytic conversion to carbon b

dioxide within the package.

The onsite standby power system (diesel generators) provides an alternate source of electrical
power for the high-pressure air compressor.

9.3.1.3 Safety Evaluation

The compressed and instrument air system has no safety-related function other than
! containment isolation and therefore requires no nuclear safety evaluation. Containment
| isolation functions are described in subsection 6.2.3.
|

| The compressed and instrument air system is required for normal operation and startup of the
j plant. Air-operated valves that are essential for safe shutdown and accident mitigation are
| designed to actuate to the fail-safe position upon loss of Mr pressure. These air-operated
'

valves utilize safety related solenoid valves to control the air supply.

| The instrument and senice air subsystems are classified as moderate-energy systems. There
are no adverse effects on safety-related components associated with a postulated failure of the
instrument and service air piping.

The high-pressure air subsystem is classified as a high-energy system. The high-pressure
compressor and receiver are located in the turbine building, which contains no safety-related,
equipment or structures. Air piping routed in safety-related areas is 1 inch or less in diameter
and the dynamic consequences of a rupture are not required to be analyzed. The high-pressure
air subsystem is not required to operate following a design basis accident nor is it used for safe,

! shutdown of the plant.
!

| 9.3.1.4 Tests and Inspections

System components, such as the air compressors and air dryers, are inspected or tested prior to
installation. The installed compressed air system is inspected, tested, and operated to verify
that it meets its performance requirements, including operational sequences and alarm
functions.

Air compressors and associated components on standby are checked and operated periodically.
Desiccant in the air dryers is changed when required.

.
Sample points are provided downstream of the air dryers in both the instrument and senice air

! subsystems and downstream of the purifier in the hip,h-pressure air subsystem. Periodic checks
are made to ensure high quality instrument air as specified in the ANSI /ISA S-7.3 standard.

1

.

1

Revision: 12*

April 30,1997
W Westinghouse
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Breathing air connections of the high pressure air subsystem are incompatible with the breathing |
air connections of the senice air subs > stem. j

|
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FAX to DINO SCALETTI ii

| !

'

May 12,1997

| CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson i

Ted Quay |

Don Lindgren |
| Gene Piplica

| Bob Vijuk
| Brian McIntyre !

OPEN ITEM #2271 (DSER 15.)

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
I

| Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all I
Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 19 calendar days away (15 business I

days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for n items that we believe are com,duc.
Relevant documentation related to Open Item 271 SER 15.) is attached. Action was
completen on this Item by our submittal of lette -NRC-96-4800 on_ August 13,1996. This |

| letter / answer references Sub-Section 14.2.10.3.6 of the SSAR which describes natural circulation i
testing. A copy of this letter, with the pertinent attachments, is included with this fax, together I
with a copy of the referenced Sub-Section of the SSAR. We request that NRC review the |
material we have attached and provide a definitive action for Westinghouse or provide direction !

lto change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N" or " Closed." Thank you.

.

'

| Jim Winters
412-374-5290

i

|
|

1
i

,
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AP600 Opes Itsm Tracking Sy; tem D:tabase: Execttiva Srmatry D:te: 5/12/97
Selection: [ item no) between 2271 And 2271 Sorted by Type

!
Itern DSER Section Titic! Description Resp (W) NRC

Detad Status Engineer Status StatusNo. Branch Question - . - Typc_ . .
_ ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ . - - . . _ - - .._. _ .._ _._ _ . . . _ . _ _ _ __ _ _

_1.ctterN,o.._/ ._,. _ D.a. te.._.,. _ - . . . . - _ _ _

2271 NRR/SRXB 15. MTG-Of Chapter 14 Closed Action W

IAPkiL 19[1995 (llSilj DISCUSSION ITEUS
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ' ~ ~ ~~ '~~~~~~~

14. Reactor Vessel Head Vent SSAR Chapter 15):
d. Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1 in SRP Section 5.4.7 states that the initial test program should include tests with supporting analysis to

.

confirrn that (1) adequase miting of borated water added prior to or during cooldown can be achieved under natural circulation M'' . and (2) |
'the cooldown under NC conditions can be achieved within the limits specified in the emergency operating procedures. Discuss how the AP600 '

lsatish this position. - _ _ , _ _ _ _
_ _ , - , _ , ____n. - , , , _ _ ,,. _ _ _ - _ , _ _ , - -.,

f osed . Response provided via Westinghouse letter NSD-NRC-96-4800, dated August 13,1996
_ _ __ ]{l _
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Westinghouse Energy Systems sa 355
; Electric Corporation Piffhrp PencsyNama 15230 0355

NSD-NRC-96-4800
DCP/NRC0580
Docket No.: STN-52-003

| i
-

August 13, 1996
,

| Document Control Desk
| . U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Washington, D.C. 20555

ATTENTION: T.R. QUAY

SUBJECT: SSAR CHAPTER 14 - INITIAL TEST PROGRAM, RESPONSES TO RAIS

| AND OPEN ITEMS
!

Dear Mr. Quay:

.The enclosure to this letter provides responses to requests for additional information and open items
| contained in the November 1994 Draft Safety Evaluation Report on the AP600. These responses

'

| reflect the recent revision to Chapter 14 of the AP600 SSAR (Revision 9). Attachment 1 identifies the
open items and RAls addressed by this transmittal. We request that these responses be included in the
ongoing review of the Chapter 14 revision.

Please contact John C. Butler on (412) 374-5268 if you have my questions concerning this transmittal.

ff
Brian A. McIntyre, Manager i
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

/nja '

.

Enclosures
Attachment

| cc: T. Kenyon, NRC (wlo Enclosures / Attachments)
J. Sebrosky, NRC (I A, IE)
J. Peralta, NRC (I A,1E)
R. Gruel, PNL (I A, IE)
N. J. Liparulo, Westinghouse (w/o Enclosures / Attachments)
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RESPONSE TO DSER OPEN ITEMS

OITS 2271

Re: SSAR Chapter 14 Sections 14.2.10.3.6 & 14.2.10.4.12

APRIL 19,1995 (HSil) DISCUSSION ITEMS

1
14. Reactor Vessel Head Vent SSAR Chapter 15):

|
d. Branch Technical Position RSB 5-1 in SRP Section 5.4.7 states that the initial test program should include |

tests with supporting analysis to confirm that (1) adequate mixing of borated water added prior to or
during cooldown can be achieved under natural circulation conditions, and (2) the cooldown under NC
conditions can be achieved within the limits specified in the emergency operating procedures. Discuss
how the AP600 satisfies this position.

Response: ;

Subsection 14.2.10.3.6 describes natural circulation testing, which includes simulation of reactor decay heat and
specifies that data characterizing the plant under natural circulating conditions be obtained. His data is sufficient
to support analysis to confirm that adequate mixing of borated water can be achieved under natural circulation
conditions.

.

De capability to cooldown the reactor using active systems is demonstrated during the hot functional portion of
preoperational testing of the reactor coolant system, steam generator system, startup feedwater system, normal
residual heat removal system, and plant cooling water systems; prior to fuel loading. This testing verifies that each
component performs in accordance with its design requirements. Additional testing of the capability to remove heat
via the steam generators in a controlled manner is described in subsection 14.2.10.4.12, steam dump control system
testing. %ese component performance capabilities are part of the calculational basis for the cooldown limits which
are specified in the operating procedures.

.

1

Westinghouse Status: Closed

|
.

4
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14. Initti Test Program

I
,.

Prerequisites

De reactor is critical and the neutron Hux level is within the range for low power physics*

testing

The reactor coolant system temperature and pressure are stable at the normal no-load valuesa

He neutron flux level and reactor coolant system boron concentration are stable*

Instrumentation and equipment used to measure and compute reactivity is installed and.

operational, with input flux signals representative of the core average neutron flux level

Te.it Method

One of the following methods will be used to measure the worth of all of the individual.

control rod banks:

A bank is stepwise inserted into the core from fully withdrawn and the wonh is-

measured using the reactivity computer

Exchange bank with another bank measured as above, with the worth determined from-

the critical positions and the wonh of the reference bank

(
Performance Criteria

ne measured va:lue for the individual bank worth is consistent with the design value withine

specified limits

The sum of the measured bank worth is consistent with the design value within the assumed*

uncertainty used in the shutdown margin calculation

14.2.10.3.6 Natural Circulation (First Plant Only)

Objective

Demonstrate that core decay heat can be removed by the steam generators under the conditions
of natural circulation (no reactor coolant pumps operating).

Prerequisites

'

The reactor is critical, and the neutren flux level is within the range for low power physics.

testing

The neutron flux level and reactor coolant system boron concentration and temperature are.

stable, and the controlling rod bank is positioned in such a way that an increase in core
power level to approximately 3 percent can ba achieved by rod motion alone

(

| Revision: 10 0
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14. Initial Test Program

i |

!*

Reactor coolant pumps are operating*

| The reactivity computer is installed, checked out, and operational, with input flux signals*

representative of the core average neutron flux level

Instrumentation and data collection equipment is operational and available for logging plant |
.

| data

|

| Specialinstrumentation is available to measure vessel AT with high precision at low-power*

; levels
|

| l

Test Method

Because this test is performed at beginning of life when the core fission product density is*
|
'

low, decay heat is simulated by reactor powerI

1

I By control rod motion, increase reactor power to approximately 3 percent of full power*
i

| based on predictions of vessel AT at full power |

With reactor coolant pumps running, obtain data for correlating nuclear flux level and loop*

temperatures with power

1

Trip all reactor coolant pumps. Maintain core power at approximately 3 percent by control
|

*

| rod motion while cold leg temperatures remain relatively constant. I

! |

|Verify natural circulation by observing the response of the hot leg temperature in each loop.
|

*

The plant is stable under natural circulation at this power level when hot leg temperature ;
is constant.

Obtain data characterizing the plant under natural circulation conditions*

! Restart reactor coolant pumps only after the reactor is shut down and isothermal conditions*

! are re-established
i

Performance Criterion
|
| The measured average vessel AT under natural circulation conditions is equal to or less than limit-
) ing design predictions for the measured reactor power level.

14.2.10.4 Power Ascension Tests

"

After low power testing is completed, testing is performed at specified elevated power levels to,

| demonstrate the facility operates in accordance with design during normal steady-state operations,
and to the extent practical, during and following anticipated transients. Du:ing power ascension,
tests are performed to obtain operational data and to demonstrate the operational capabilities of
the plant.

| Revision: 10
| T@ 14.2 103 December 20,1996
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| FAX to DINO SCALETTI
i

| l

May 12,1997
|

| CC: Sharon or Dino, please make copies for: D. Jackson
Ted Quay

Don Lindgren
| Richard Orr

Bob Vijuk
Brian McIntyre .

OPEN ITEM #1792 (DSER 3.9.2.1-4)
|

To meet the SECY-97-051 schedule of " Applicant Submits Final SSAR Revisions &
! Documentation" by 5/97, we believe that NRC must acknowledge receipt of all '

Westinghouse submittals by May 30,1997. This is just 19 calendar days away (15 business
days). In my quest to make sure we have provided NRC with everything needed to prepare an
FSER, I have been providing background packages for open items that we believe are complete. j
Relevant documentation related to Open Item #1792 (DSER 3.9.2.1-4) is attached. Action was
completed on this Item by our submittal of letters NTD-NRC-96-4800 dated August 13,1996 and
NTD_NRC-4857 dated October 23,1996. Additionally, the material has been incorpor~ated into
the SSAR, Sub-Section ~14.2.9.1.7. A copy of these letters, with the pertinent attachments, is
included with this fax, together with the a copy of Sub-Section 14.2.9.1.7 of the SSAR. We
request that NRC review the material we have attached and provide a definitive action for

.

Westinghouse or provide direction to change the status of this item. We recommend " Action N"
| or " Closed." Thank you.

Jim Winters
412-374-5290

'

|.

t
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AP600 Open It m Tracking System Dat-base: Exec tiva Sumacry Date: 5/12/97
Selection: [ item not between 1792 And 1792 Sorted by Type !,

Item DSER Section Titic/ Description RcSP (W) NRC
,

'O ". .. -_J T _ . . _ k'''"'......._...___-..-.._.,
_ . . - . _ _ . . b'''."S S

_ ._ _ _ .'''."*__ _Jcuer % L ._ _Date ,_,
1792 NRREMED 39.2.1-4 DSER CN Wills Confrm-N Action W NSD-NRC-96-4857 i

.. .. . . . . _ . . . . _ _ . , . _ . . - _ . . . _ _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . _ - _ - .. _ _ . _ _ . . . _ _ . . _ . i
3.9.2.1-4 Westinghouse st.3uld retisc the SSAR as noted in $cction 3.9.2.1 of this report. (Incorporate SSAR revision from RAI 210.57, acceptance t

standard for ahernating stress iracasity.) y

! bob provib~d55Vestin hSbRbb805,'5E1 ugubII 996
! Action W -The DraA Revision 9 for Chapter 14 replaced Section 14.2.8.1.78 with Section 14.2.9.1.7. flowever the response to RAls 210.57 does i

fnot appear to be in this DraA.
' Resolved - Leuct NSD-NRC-96-4857, dmed October 23,1996 provided a draR SSAR revision (14.2.9. I,7) to resolve this issue. |

Confirm-N - SS AR Revision 10 included changes required to address this issue.
_
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NSD NRC-96-4800 i

DCP/NRC0580
Docket No.: STN-52-003

^

August 13, 1996

Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

| Washington, D.C. 20555 |

|

| ATTENTION: T.R. QUAY

SUBJECT: SSAR CHAPTER 14 - INITIAL TEST PROGRAM, RESPONSES TO RAIS

{ AND OPEN ITEMS

Dear Mr. Quay: j

The enclosure to this letter provides responses to requests for additional information and open items
contained in the November 1994 Draft Safety Evaluation Report on the AP600. These responses
reflect the recent revision to Chapter 14 of the AP600 SSAR (Revision 9). Attachment 1 identities the'

,

open items and RAls addressed by this transmittal, We request that these responses be included in t' s|

| ongoing review of the Chapter 14 revision.

Please contact John C. Butler on (412) 374-5268 if you have any questions concerning this transmittal.

|

|

&fY/
| Brian A. McIntyre, Manager

>

| Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

-

Inja

Enclosures
Attachment

t
|

T. Kenyon, NRC (w/o Enclosures / Attachments)
|

cc:
| J. Sebrosky, NRC (I A, IE)

| J. Peralta, NRC (I A, lE)
R. Gruel, PNL (I A, IE)
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Enclosures / Attachments)

,
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RESPONSE TO DSER OPEN ITEMS

OSER 3.9.2.1-4OITS 1792 .

Re: SSAR Chapter 14, Section 14.2.9.1.7 Question 210.57

4 Westinghouse should revise the SSAR as noted in Section 3.9.2.1 of this report. (Incorporate SSAR3.9.2
revision from RAI 210.57, acceptance standard for alt.: mating stress intensity.)

;

Response:

Subsest!9n 14.2.9.1.7 on expansion, vibration, and dynamic effects testing, has been revised to include reference to
SSAR subsection 3.9.2, which delineates the acceptrnce criteria for attemating stress intensity due to vibration.

Westinghouse Status: Cleted
.

.
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Electric Corporation aman wsmama ismass

| NSD-NRC-964857
! DCP/NRC0635 |

Docket No.. STN 52-003 ||

|

| October 23,1996 |

| Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20555

| ATTENTION: T.R. QUAY

SUBJECT: RESPONSES TO NRC MECHANICAL ENGINEERING BRANCH
| QUESTIONS INCLUDING HIGH-ENERGY LINE BREAK

Dear Mr. Quay:

Attached are responses to several open items discussed in NRC letter dated August 20,1996. These
items were Mechanical Engineering Branch questions in the ECGB scope of view. The synopsis ofi j

| the NRC position comes from the NRC letter. The questions are identified by the numbers frorn the |

| letter, DSER open item, and OITS number. The questions addressed in the attachment include
|

| questions related to high-energy line break, piping supports, and the initial test program. '

i !
| '

| This submittal will permit completion of the staff review for items included and preparation of the
i Final Safety Evaluation Report.

;

| 1

Please contact Donald A. Lindgren at (412) 374-4856 if you have additional questions.

|

|

| &~ /P -

Brian A. McIntyre, Manager
Advanced Plant Safety and Licensing

/nja

Attachment
.

cc: D. T. Jackson, NRC
N. J. Liparuto, Westinghouse (w/o Attachments)
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Enclosed Responses to NRC Request for AdditionalInformation
'

Letter NSD-NRC 96-4857

i From NRC letter dated August 20,1998
,

Question 13. - Open Item 3.6.2-1
Question 15. - RAI# 210.40
Question 18. - Open Item 3.6.2.3-5
Question 19. - Open Item 3.9.2.1-1
Question 26. - Open Item 3.9.3.3-1.

*

Question 27. - Open Item 3.9.3.3-2,

Confirmatory Items
Item 7. - DSER CN 3.9.2.1-4

: Item 8. - DSER CN 3.9.2.3-1
.

0

$
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Attachment to NSD-NRC 96-4857

Confirmatory Dems

7. DSER CN 3.9.2.1 4 (1792)- Reference SSAR 3.9.2.1.1 in 14.2.7.8.1.78 - RAI # 210.57

The Draft Revision 9 for Chapter 14 replaced Section 14.2.8.1.78 with Sect:on 14.2.9 1.7.
However, the response to RAl# 210.57 does not appear to be in this Draft.

Response:

Subsection 14.2.9.1.7 paragraphs b) and c) viii be modified as follows:

b) Vibration testing is performed on safety-related and high-energy system piping and
components during both cold and hot conditions to demonstrate that steady state vibrations are
within acceptable, limits. See subsection 3.9.2.1.1 for the acceptable standard for alternating
stresa. intensity due to vibrs@ This testing includes visual observation and local and remote
monitoring in critical .<:cady state operating modes. Results are acceptable when visual
observations show no signs of excessive vibration and when measured vibration amplitudes
are within acceptable limits.

c) Testing for significant dynamic events is conducted during hot functional testing and may be
performed as part of other specified preoperational tests. This testing is conducted to verify
that stress analysis of safety-related and high energy system piping under transient conditions
are acceptable. See subsection 3 9.2.li! ytt(acceptable;standsedgalternating; stress
intensity due.to yibration. These tests are performed to verify that the dynamic effects are

| within expected values during transients such as pump starts and stops, valve stroidag, and

| significant process flow changes.

I Deflection measurements during various plant transients are recorded and compared to
|

acceptance limits. '

This item is Resolved pending incorporation in a formal SSAR revision.

8. DSER CN 3.9.2.3-l'(1793) - Flow-induced vibration tests for all plants RAl# 210.58

SSAR Revision 4 revised Section 3.9.2.4 to state that reactor internals of AP600 plants subsequent to
the first plant will perform hot functional tests and post tes inspection to ensure structural integrity
and operability of the internals. This agrees with the response to RAI# 210.58 and is acceptable,
liowever, Section 14.2.8.1.77 was replaced by propoud Section 14.2.9.1.9 in the Draft Revision 9
for Chapter 14, dated July,1996. This proposed section only addresses the prototype plant (first
plant only) tests to comply with that portion of RG 1.20. There should i>e another section in Chapter -

14 to provide the same commitment as that in Section 3.9.2.4. Therefore, this issue remains open.
.

I
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14. Initial Test Program.

i

1

d) The ability of the ernergency air supply to maintain the main control room at the proper i
positive pressure is demonstrated, verifying proper operation of the main control room

|
pressure relief dampers.

e) ne ability of the habitability system to maintain the main control room environment as well
as temperatures in the protection and safety monitoring system cabinet and emergency
switchgear rooms during a long term loss of the nuclear island nonradioactive ventilation

I system may be verified with a limited duration test. This verification is only required for i

the first plant.

14.2.9.1.7 Expansion, Vibration and Dynamic Effects Testing

Purpose

ne purpose of the expansion, vibration and dynamic effects testing is to verify that the safety-
related, high energy piping and components are properly installed and supported such that
expected movement due to thermal expansion during normal heatup and cooldown, and as a result
of transients; thermal stratification and thermal cycling; as well as vibrations or dynamic effects
during steady-state and transients do not result in excessive stress or fatigue to safety-related plant
systems and equipment, as described in Section 3.9.

Prerequisites
,

The construction testing and preoperational testing of the reactor coolant system at cold conditions
has been successfully completed. Required portions of the chemical and volume control system,
passive core cooling system, normal residual heat removal system, main feedwater system, stanup
feedwater system, steam generator system, and steam generator blowdown system are operational.
Piping and components within the reactor coolant system and steam generator system pressure
boundaries and their associated supports and restraints have been inspected and determined to be
installed as designed. Permanently installed support devices have been verified to be in their
expected cold, static positions and temporary restrammg devict s such at har>ger lockmg pins have
been removed. De instrumentation required for this testing is installed.

General Test Method and Acceptance Criteria

DurinF ot functional testing, verifications that ASME Code Class 1,2, and 3 high-energy pipingh

syster.1 components, piping, support, and restraint deflections are unobstructed and within design
basis functional requirements. These tests verify that thermal mc,vements for safety-related piping
support.' with system operating temperature above 250*F are within design specifications. The
high-temperature portions of the following systems are considered for inclusion in this test:

Reactor coolant system*

Chemical and volume control system.

Passive core cooling systema
,

_

NRevision: 11 s
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14. Initial Test Program

,,

I

Steam generator system (including the safety-related portions of main steam system, main*

and startup feedwater systems, and steam generator blowdown system)
1

Normal residual heat removal system*

a) Thermal expansion testing during the preoperational testing phase consists of displacement
1 measurements on the above systems during heatup and cooldown of the reactor coolant
j system and associated systems (including heatup and cooldown of the passive core cooling
'

system). De testing is perforrred in accordance ASME OM Standard, Part 7 as discussed
subsection 3.9.2.1.2 and consists of a combination of visual inspections and local and

;

remote displacement measurements. This testing includes the inspection and measurement
|

of deflection data associated with support thermal movements to verify support swing
'

clearance at specified heatup and cooldown intervals; that there is no evidence of blocking
of the thermal expansion of any piping or components, other than by installed supports,
restraints, and hangers; that spring hanger movements remain within the hot and cold |
setpoints; that moveable supports do not become fully retracted or extended; and that piping
and components return to their approximate baseline cold positions.

l
b) Vibration testing is performed on safety-related and high-energy system piping and

components during both cold and hot conditions to demonstrate that steady-state vibrations
are within acceptable limits. See Subsection 3.9.2.1.1 for the acceptable standard for
altemating stress intensity due to vibration. His testing includes visual observation and
local and remote monitoring in critical steady-state operating modes. Results are acceptable
when visual observations show no signs of excessive vibration and when measured vibration
amplitudes are within acceptable levels.

l

|

$
|

i

:L
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| 14. Initial Test Program
|u*
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| c) Testing for significant dynamic events is conducted during hot functional testing and may
! be performed as part of other specified preoperational tests. His testing is conducted to
!

verify that stress analyses of safety-related and high-energy system piping under transient
! I conditions are acceptable. See Subsection 3.9.2.1.1 for the acceptable standard for

I attemating stress intensity due to vibration. Rese tests are performed to verify that the
dynamic effects are within expected values during transients such as pump starts and stops,

| valve stroking, and significant process flow changes.
.

Deflection measurements during various plant transients are recorded and compared to
acceptance limits

|

d) As described in subsection 3.9.3, temperature sensors are installed on the pressurizer surge |
line and pressurizer spray line for monitoring thermal stratification and thermal cycling |
during power operation. Testing is perfomied to verify proper operation of these sensors.

|Note that this verification is required only for the first plant.

I ne main control room habitability system is classified as a high energy system based on the
,

i i pressure criteria not temperature. Tests that measure thermal movements are not required.
l | Vibration testing of the high pressure portion of the main control room habitability system is

i performed during testing of the air delivery rate provided to the control room. See subsection
I l 14.2.9.1.6 for information on the testing of the main control room habitability system.

( 14.2.9.1.8 Control Rod Drive System

Purpose 1

| He purpose of the control rod drive system testing is to verify the proper operation of the control
; rod drive mechanisms, motor generator sets and system components as described in subsection

3.9.4 and Section 4.6, and in appropriate design specifications.

Prerequisites |

He construction tests of the control rod sy' stem have been completed. Required interfacing
systems, as needed, are completed to the extent sufficient to suppon the specified testing and the
appropriate system configuration. Required electrical power supplies are energized and
operational.

For the control rod drive mechanism cooling test, the plant is at or near normal operating tempera-
ture and pressure, and hot functional testing is in progress. De integrated head and control rod
drive mechanism cooling system are in their normal operational alignment.

For the control rod drive mechanism motor-generator sets tests, a three-phase load bank is
!

available for motor generator set testing under loaded conditions.

L
10<
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